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find it profitable to devote » few day* in drawing 
home a little manure. You have some land that 
would be improved by a little more manure. Get 
stable manure if you can; if not, see if you can 
get some gas lime, and if this cannot be had, per
haps you can get leached ashes for a trifle. Fail
ing in any of these, perhaps you can get up a pile 
of swamp muck. Some of our Maritime Province 
subscribers can procure useful mud or sand. We 
wi«h our subscribers to securd as much of such 
materia's as they can. Purchase loads of manure 
of any kind, and secure a long engagement for the 
supply obtainable at hotels and slaughter-houses. 
The enrichment of your land is the best bank stock 
you can invest in. We have never seen a farm 
that was too rich to satisfy us—have you ? We

Our Prize Essay.
Our prize of $10.00, given for the best essay 

on “ The best and most practical method of pre
serving timber used for building and fencing pur
poses,” has been won by Mr. P. E. Bucke, of 
Ottawa, Ont.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for “the best 
plan, description and specifications of a cow 
stable, 60 feet long by 30 feet, with walls of con
crete.” This plan must be in this office on or 
before the 6th February next.

Founded 1866.
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WILLIAM WELD, Editor and Proprietor.

Only Illustrated Agricultural Journal 
Published In the Dominion.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :
$1.00 per year, in advance, postpaid ; $1.26 in arrears. 

Simrle copies, 10 cents each.
Subscriptions can commence with any month.
When the subscription is for less than one year the paper is 

•topiied at expiration, otherwise not unless ordered.
Remittances at the risk of the subscriber unless made by 

registered letter or money order.
Subscribers who desire to change their P. 0. address will 

send both old and new address.
Agents wanted in every county.

ADVERTISING RATES:
Twenty cents per line of nonpareil, with choice of position 

Twenty-fioe cents per line ; and Fifty cents per line for special 
notices in reading columns.

Advertisements mus', be acceptable in every respect.
Special contracts made for definite time and space.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS.
Farms wanted, for sale or to rent, under twenty words and 

not exceeding /our lines, 60c. each insertion.
Live stock wanted or for sale, under twenty words and not 

exceeding four lines, 50c each insertion.
Stock Breeders’ Cards $1 00 per line per year in advance.
Send tor Advertising Circular. Address—
THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE. London. Ont.. Canada.
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273 Perhaps the month just past may have been the 

mildest December yet experienced in Ontario. We 
do not remember a milder one. Stock have been 
seen in many fields at Christmas. Very little fuel 
has been required in comparison with other years. 
The roads have not been as good as when we h-tve 
had sleighing, but such a crowded display as the 
Christmas market afforded has never before been 
seen in this city. The prices received for all kinds 
of farm produce were higher than usual, and pur
chasers were more than usually fastidious about 
procuring the best. The large purchases made by 
mechanics and the laboring classes were a sufficient 
guarantee that money was easy. The store
keepers had a rich harvest, an immense number of 
handsome presents having been purchased by 
farmers and citizens. The crowded state of the 
shops was such a sight as we never before wit
nessed. In many of the shops the business was 
kept up until midnight; in some lines of goods the 
stocks were entirely exhausted. A deserving poor 
or needy person would be a difficult object to find. 
In speaking to the Mayor of the city, he said there 
was no distress in the city. We think it would be 
difficult to find any city in the world where such 
a state of plenty and prosperity pervades the 
whole mass of the people as in this city. We 
never have seen or heard of anything to equal it. 
We should be pleased to hear such reports from 
every city and hamlet in this Dominion. We be
lieve that peace and plenty prevail in our land. 
We should be thankful to the Giver.

The winter wheat is looking welL Stock are 
thriving. There has been a fall share of fall plow
ing done, and there exi-ts plenty of fodder for 
stock to withstand the coldest and latest spring we 
have ever experienced.

If yon have not finished your marketing, do not 
think of keeping over a lot of grain. Prices are 
good. Sell all you can spare, but feed all your 
coarse grain to your stock, that is, if you have 
suitable stock to feed it to. If you have all your 
building and fencing materiil on the ground, your 
spring seed ready, implements and buildings all in 
order, and your ice-house ready to receive the ice 
when it freezes sufficiently thick (wo expect you 
will have it thick enough before the 1st ot March) 
—if all the above are attended to, and you live 
near a city, town or village, perhaps you might

101
.112
283 have seen many that are too poor to own.

Some of you can get sawdust to use as bedding 
or as an absorbent of the liquid manure. Some of 
you may be able to secure lime, which is one of 
the best fertilizers when it can be procured at 

Teams are not generally busy

224

40
SMS321

38 moderate cost, 
now; it might pay to go longer distances and give 
more for manure now. When summer comes you 
will have all the work you want to attend to on 
your own'farm.

If yonr horses have been kept up without a run, 
you might find it beneficial to give them a clay sod 
to nibble at occasionally. We know some of you 
have not a good warm place for your hens, not as 
good as you should have; neither have they a nice 
bed of dry sand to scratch in, and perhaps neither 
lime nor shells in reach. Just see to it if you want 
early eggs and profit from your hens.

41
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OUR CLUB RATES.239
256

To give our subscribers and others every en
couragement to have the best Agricultural Journal 
published in America for Canadians, and the choice 

_ of the best local and poli ical newspapers in Canada 
at the lowest price, we have made arrangements to 
make the following liberal offer :

59
60

116
177
201
289
320
321

1 'The Farmer’s Advocate and Weekly
Advertiser for the Year 1882, only $2.00 

The Farmer’s Advocate and Weekly
Free Press for the Year 1882, only 2.10 

The Farmer’s Advocate and Weekly
Globe for the Year 1882, for only 1.75 

The Farmer’s Advocate and Weekly
Mail for the Year 1882, for only 1.75

153 '162
i254

Subscribers are desired to send the name and 
address of any farmer who should take the Far
mer’s Advocate, and a sample copy will be at 

mailed free to him. As our subscription lists

285
131

60

once
swell, so greater improvements can be made. Our 
receipts so far for 1882 have been greater than any 
previous year. We thank our subscribers for their 
efforts, and ask for their continued support and

289

58
57
23

Every farmer can thus procure the Farmer’s 
Advocate and Home Magazine and the best news
paper in Canada at much less than the subscription 
price of both, besides saving time, trouble and ex
pense in remitting.

Old subscribers to both Farmer’s Advocate and 
clubbing journals, can remit direct to us, and will 
have their papers eontinned. New subscribers re
ceive clubbing papers free for balance of this year 
and the whole of 1882.

No commission or prize allowed on above rates,
Cash (per registered letter or money order at 

risk) must accompany all orders.
Address

good will.05

“Yes or No.”—Having made a very liberal ar
rangement with the publishers of the handsome 
crayon by the world-renowned J. E. Millais. R. A., 
entitled “Yes or No,” we are now enabled to 
offer a copy of this fine picture as a prize to any 
subscriber who sends in one new name for 1882, 
with $1.00.

our
The Farmer’s Advocate and Home Magazine 

contains 36 pages this issue. As promised, 
this journal will, except during the dullest season, 
be enlarged at times to meet the requirements of 
the season and valuable information on hand, and 
will be much improved during 1882 in many 
respects.

A few volumes of 1880 «till on hand, and can be 
obtained at $1.50 each per maiL

8
;The Farmer’s Advocate

and Home Magazine, 
l-ondnn, Gut . Canada.

1,

I

A very happy and prosperous New Year to all. 
Bound volumes of the Farmer’s Advocate for 

1881 will be mailed, postage prepaid, to any ad
dress in Canada or the United States for $1.50. 
Orders can now be sent in.
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ironto. Should such a promise be binding on you ? and by inoculation to communicate the charbon- 
Should agricultural exhibitions be subservient to acious. disease to guinea pigs, 
city interests, boat races, military and other pro- [ mente confirmed the existence of the germs in the 
cessions, negro exhibitions, mermaids, aunt sallies surface of the grave, although in the interval this 
or gambling institutions ? Should the Provincial earth had not been stirred. At points remote from 
Exhibition be permanently located in Toronto, and the graves, on the contrary, the soil refused to 
placed under thé control of a body of speculators, I yield charbon.
who have cunningly, and perhaps illegally, taken “Will earth that is such a powerful filter allow 
possession of property that did belong to the Pro- the germs of microscopic beings to rise to the sur- 
vincial Association ; whose object is and has been face ? ”
to make money out of the farmers, and compel Having shown that the vitality of bacteria in 
exhibitors to remain in the city one week unneces- the buried animal may, from some circumstances, 
sarily? Should the agricultural exhibition money, not have been destroyed, as, for instance, in conse- 
granted for agricultural encouragement, be ex- | quenoe of the blood issuing at the time of the ani

mal’s death from its mouth and nostrils, which is a 
common characteristic of this disease, or the urine 
to be bloody, and other matters thus mixed with 
the surrounding aerated earth, they are no longer 

We have read this valuable work with great I *n the condition of putrefaction, but rather in that 
interest. It elucidates very clearly the origi.i, °* a medium of culture suited to the formation of 
nature and treatment of the contagious diseases 8erma °f bacteridia. Mr. Basteur proceeds to 
that have become more prevalent throughout the show that there stiil exists a danger, 
continent than ever heretofore. We beg to thank “ There is evidence that if the mellow earth of 
the authorities of the Department of Agriculture the surface of the graves of charbonaceous ani- 
at Washington, under whose authority the work ma^a contains germs of charbon, and often in large 
is published, who have sent us an early copy fiuantity, these germs come from the little excre- 
for our editorial library. I mentitious cylinders of the worms by rain.”

Continued investigation has further confirmed Earth worms bring to the surface of the ground 
the opinion now generally held, that many conta- otller germa which would be no less offensive to 
gious diseases are produced by the great increase of these worms than those of ohrrbon, and yet bearers 
bactaria, exceedingly minute organisms that exist diseases affecting animals. It is a well establish
'd ther in the form of filaments or granules in all ed fact that they are constantly filled, and with 
petrifying animal and vegetable matters, and that 1111 hinds, and those of charbon are always associa- 
where these matters are excluded such matters t®d with germs of putrefaction, 
may be preserved indefinitely. The danger of Thus the surface of the soil becomes poisonous, 
anthrax devastating
the spread of the contagion, are so immine t that I the flocks and herds feeding on the bad ground, 
no research can be deemed too persistent which aud the plants growing thereon are poisonous to 
will enable us to fathom the mysteries of such l*ve stock.
disease. Decent French publications contain the Thus it is with worms as with many rather wisely-
results of many important experiments relating to designed creatures, they may be productive of evil, 
the cause and manner of the transmission of 
tagious diseases among domesticated animals.

Agricultural Societies.
The Act of Parliament that established Agricul

tural Societies was a step in the right direction for 
the advancement of the greatest interest in Canada 
—agriculture. The comparatively small grant
that has been annually given for the encouragement 
and maintenance of these societies has, we believe, 
resulted most beneficially. Better stock, better 
crops have been the profit ; the introduction and 
spread of the best labor-saving implements has 
been encouraged; the rapid strides in advancement 
never before known in the world have been the 
results. The numerous great Provincial and other 
great agricultural exhibitions have been an honor 
to our country. The smaller county and township 
exhibitions have also been adding to the progres
sive march, perhaps to a greater extent. The 
township exhibitions have brought forth the juven
ile competitors, and have in their several localities 
done great good. Not only has this desire to ex
cel each other in producing the best agricultural 
products been beneficial, but the fact that a day 
for mental agricultural improvement and social 
greetings is a great boon to each locality where 
these exhibitions have been properly conducted. 
Every honorable and honest farmer will, we be
lieve, coincide in the foregoing remarks. We 
on the eve of very great changes, and probably 
your voice or vote at the annual meeting may have 
some influence. We believe there will be a series 
of questions put to the meeting, and perhaps pre
pared speeches to advocate some particular 
sure or some new departure from the old regime.
\ ou should be present at the meeting, and before 
committing yourself to support any particular 
person or measure, weigh well in your mind the 
object of the measure; and also you should weigh 
well the character and position of every speaker. 
The first point to consider in any speaker should 
be this:—Is the speaker a really honorable person ; 
has he the real agricultural interests foremost in 
his general transactions, or is he a mere fluent 
talker, having other and greater interests in view ?

Listen attentively to the few brief remarks 
made by any plain, honorable, reading or thinking 
farmer. Do not be led too much by a beautifully 
flowery, eloquent address from a glib speaker. 
Many of the soundest and best men we have known 
have not been gifted orators, and many of the 
most eloquent we have ever heard have been the 
most unprincipled villains.

Y ou have, no doubt, noticed the attempts to 
destroy both the Township and the Provincial 
Exhibitions. We do not think that destroying 
either would be for the interest of agriculturists. 
Such a step might be deemed of benefit to large 
manufacturers, large stock importers, or city inte
rests, but not for the real practical farmers. Do 
you not think it would be advantageous rather to 
increase the utility of the Provincial Association 
and of the Township Exhibitions than to destroy 
them? Could you not suggest some improvements 
in the existing management ? Do you not think 
that it would be much cheaper and much b.tter to 
improve than to destroy, and rebuild ? Are not 
many of the new buildings now constructed 
of less utility aud durability than the old solid 
stone walls of our ancestors ? Were not the foun
dations of agricultural exhibitions on a solid and 
good foundation, and if so would it not be danger
ous to build on drifting sand ? Co to your annual 
meeting; endeavor to draw forth more light, and 
encourage more discussions on agricultural sub
jects. Ascertain why your representative voted 
against holding the Provincial Exhibition in King
ston this year. Enquire if he was aware that one 
of the members of the Board, without the know
ledge or consent of the Board, promised to hold 
the Exhibition ,for two years in succession in To-

IFurther experi-:
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pended for and by farmers, or not ?m

Contagious Diseases of Domestic 
Animals.
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mea-

fiocks and herds, and an<l the fatal anthrax deal out disease and deathour
a

though instruments of much good. Their opera
tions in the soil tend to the admission and free 

“ One of the most deadly diseases of cattle and I circulation of air, moisture and heat, elements 
sheep is the disease known as charbon which I aential to vegetable growth, 
is now spreading over til. continent. Most of the 
Departments of France have s .ffered severely 
from the ravages of this disease There are a ■ r■ umber of these districts where the losses ^ ,
reach annually into millions. Among the many The past month has again been'devoid of general
flocks of sheep raised, there is possibly not one___ t ■ . . , , „ , , K
that is not attacked each year. Farmers consider T ^ ^ eXCeP'
themselves fortunate when the number of deaths v K T * 1 aVerag6S °f
does not exceed two or three per cent, of the tota n Î T A c °a “d
number of animals in the flock. This scourge d December wnl be fully discounted by the lateness
known to all countries. Whence comes thisdieas- if f* ^
How is it propagated ? Is it not possible that fur' fi ““T J “ hou8e^ldi dl8Pe“8mS. Wlth x 
ther experiments may lead to metres whth may ' “ ^ r°°m8' W° haV6 not even had

be easily applied and suited for rapidly extinguish- 
ing this disease ? ”

con-
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f

English Letter No. 33.
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a single November fog.
The shows of fat cattle, preliminary to Christ- 

markets, have already commenced, and the 
Birmingham show is a thing of the past, having 
achieved the distinction of being, in point of num
bers, the most successful since the show was estab
lished, thirty-three years ago. "Herefords won the 
distinction of producing the champion beast of the 
show. Class I.—Hereford Oxen, contained six

/_

mas
Does a possibility of contagion exist after the 

animal dead from contagion is buried ? On this 
point M. Pasteur, having produced the result of 
carefully conducted experiments, continues “As 
long as the bacteridium in the filiform. j . state
is deprived of air it tends to become resolved into

position of its tissues Since th! /T"1' Seen’ yet they were a11 g00<i specimens. It is an
death contains the parasite inTts filfform'üldf ^ indi8pUtable fact’ that- aa a fule, the judges 
it is certain that r ,, t form condition, pay more attention to lean meat, and a beast
the entire mass ”P i ft,° “T deB*roya lt through which would formerly have taken a prize 
lieved there is no contagion ^ ' ** geDerally be" uount of ita extraordinary fatness, would now be

In the course of his experiments, however M Hon 7h° “p" thlrd'rat<;P^tmn-
Pastern, after having made an autopsy buried a of A J' -H- y°Ur estee:ned Muuater
sheep spontaneously dead from charbon r * Agncalfcure> 18 8ettmg a worthy example to the 
months and fourteen months later the earth of 2 * ï\
grave was collected, and it was easy to determine °CCaai°nS 
in it the presence of germ corpuscles of bacteridi

.
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represents. On many 
to report instances of his 

enterprise in importing choice stock into the 
ia, Dominion, but I may safely say I have never had
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the pleasure of recording a better or more valuable 
selection of Polled Aberdeens than that just des
patched by Mr. Geo. Wilken, Waverside Forbes, 
N. B., on Mr. Pope’s behalf. First, at a very low 
price, is the wonderful two-year-old Polled bull 
“Proud Viscount,” son of the stock bull at Ballin- 
dalloch, “Young Viscount,” which was the 
highest priced young bull of Ballindalloch yet sold 
at public auction. Mr. Pope's bull, which has 
proved himself a first-rate stock getter, is out of 
“ Lilius,” of Tillyfour, one of the best cows and 
most fashionable tribes bred by the late Mr. 
McCombie, and is probp bly the best two-year-old 
bull of this breed in the world. In addition to 
this magnificent animal, Mr. 'Wilken has pur
chased for Mr. Pope, “Tillyfour Princess,” and her 
bull calf, the figure paid for the two reaching four 
figures in dollars ; Dummin Sweetheart cow, which 
will cost 11000 by the time she reaches her desti
nation ; “Ballindalloch Nosegay,” the wardhouse 
prize heifer, and a three-year-old cow from Mr. 
Hannah’s herd, are also included in the consign
ment. A leading man in the cattle trade here, 
who saw them before they were shipped, informed 
me that they would be hard to beat by any breed 
in any country. An interesting commentary on 
the different herds and their meat producing value, 
was supplied at the Birmingham show—already 
referred to—on the publication of a table of the 
weights of cattle exhibited at the show, showing 

• the average age in days, the gross live weight in 
pounds, and the average daily gain in pounds. In 
the steers not exceeding years, Crosses head the 
list, with 2.08 lbs. per diem, gain ; Shorthorns 
coming next, with 2.02 lbs., and Herefords with 
1.80 lbs. ; no other herd bening exhibited in the 
class. In steers not exceeding 3J years, Short
horns headed the list, with 1.92 lbs ; Crosses 
being next, with 1.82; Herefords, 1.72, and 
De-'ous, 1.40. In the important class of Oxen, 
not exceeding 4 years old, Scotch Polled headed 
the list, with 1.80 lbs ; Crosses being next, with 
l 75; Shorthorns, 1.03; Herefords, 1.59; Devons, 
1.24, and Highland, 1.07. In the class of heifers, 
not exceeding four years old, Crosses took the first 
place, with 1.62; Herefords next, 1.50; Short
horns, 1.45 ; Scotch Polled, 1.28, and Devons,
I 08.

The shipments which have recently arrived, of 
live cattle, have resulted in enormous loss, in con
sequence, mainly, of the terrific weather experi
enced on the Atlantic. Canadian sheep, however, 
have arrived in good order, and have made very 
fair prices. I must again direct the attention of 
your readers to the impoi tance of cultivating this 
branch of their trade. The close and unseasonable 
weather we have lately experienced has also had a 
most depressing effect on the markets here ; but it 
is asserted that the home stocks have been some
what relieved, and that better prices may be 
looked for; and for first-class cattle and shëep, 
fro.n what I can glean, there will be better prices 
paid next year than for a long time past, even if 
they do not surpass anything since the initiation 
of the trade.

A consignment of apples, marked and named, 
and sent forward from your district, by Mr. 
Smytlie, of London, has been exhibited here by 
Mr. Dyke, and, though the exhibits were hardly 
so good as last year, they created great interest in 
the traie ; and it is to be hoped that they will 
lead to an extension of the Canadian share of this 
rapidly increasing trade in fruits. The shipments 
to this country, from the States and Canada, 
have been about 50 per cent, less, up to date, 
than last year, and I anticipate very good markets 
for the few Canadian importers who take care to 
pack only sound fruit, and to transact their busi
ness themselves. A consignment of fruit has also

bridged over by the judges in order to soothe the 
wounded feelings of so highly expectant and pos
sibly influential exhibitor who may have expressed 
himself as highly disappointed at some of the de
cisions in which he was interested. An example 
of this “policy” method of bestowing awards was 
witnessed at the recent fat stock show held at 
Chicago, in one or two oases, but the most note
worthy was in the three-year-old and grand sweep- 
stake rings for cattle, where the two great rival 
breeds, Shorthorns and Herefords, were the princi
pal and in fact the only very sharp contestants. 
In the three-year-old class the grade Hereford steer, 
Conqueror, whose age in days amounted to 1,190,- 
average weight 2,145 lbs., and average gain per day 
since birth 1.30 lbs., was the first prize winner, his 
sharpest contestant being the grade Shorthorn, 
McMullen, whose record was, age 1,237 days, 
average weight 2,095 lbs., and average gain per 
day since birth 1.61 lbs. Very well, when the en
tries for the grand sweepstakes were led out, these 
same two steers were again face to face as princi
pals in the struggle, and the result was that the 
Shorthorn which was virtually acknowledged to be 
inferior to the other in the first ring, was decided 
to be his superior in the second case, by receiving 
the first premium. The queries naturally arise i 
Was it the exhibit or the exhibitor that received 
it ? And did the judges make a mistake in the first 
or the second case? Unquestionably, both decisions 
could not have been right. The “policy” judg
ment in such a case as that is too apparent to faff 
to attract attention, and it is that spirit which 
should be left out entirely, in such matters. If the 
Shorthorn was the best in one ring, why not in an
other ? And if he was entitled to the two great 
honors in the live stock display, why did he not 
receive them, and of course the same applies with 
equal force to the Hereford. Evidently the motive 
was to please both interests, and, as usual in such 
cases where a person tries to ait on two stools at 
once, neither were pleased.

Many breeders and dealers are in favor of having 
different judges for different rings, claiming that 
there would be less room for unfairness and dis
crimination, but why would not the same course 
that is adopted in impannelling a jury, work well 
in such cases. If the judges knew nothing what
ever of the owner of the stock to be judged, and 
had simply the bare record of age, weight, average 
gain, etc.,and the animals to go by, there would be 
less cause for complaint at the decisions rendered 
by the men elected to settle upon the animal's em
bodying the most desirable results.

Bone Dust for Fertilizing.
The more this substance is used for fertilizing 

purposes, the greater the value is appreciated. It 
is well known that in England it is valued higher 
than any other substance. There the farmers not 
only use up all the bone of their own country, but 
the importation of bones from other countries has 
assumed gigantic proportions, 
fields have been ransacked, and unless reports do 
an un justice, many an old fellow whose bones were 
supposed to rest in peace in some grassy, daisy- 
dowered churchyard, would have to hunt some 
modern turnip field to find all that remains of them. 
Foreign countries have not only to pay tribute to 
England of their wealth during life, but even their 
bones have to follow, in order to enrich British 
soil, as while living they worked to fill British 
pockets. Australia sends an enormous quantity of 
bones to England. It has become such a heavy 
trade that the article itself was found too light for 
profit. Science has been called in to enable the 
ship owner to take the same weight in less bulk. 
The bones are first ground, thee the dust mixed 
with some substance to make the particles stick 
together. Then the material is put under heavy 
pressure in molds about six inches square, so that 
it can be packed in the hold without any loss of 
space. One ton of this bone-cake measures only 
twenty six cubic feet. Of course these are all of . 
wild or domestic animals, but still “silence is 
golden.”—Germantown Telegraph.

been sent to the German delegates who visited 
your country, and specimens have been on exhibi
tion at several places in southern Germany, and 
have created quite a sensation. It is gratifying to 
learn that those gentlemen were very much 
pleased with their visit, and spoke very highl of 
the prosperity and comfort that they witnessed in 
the German settlements n your province.

Mr. Caird and Mr. Alexander have been urging 
the importance of dairymen improving the quality 
of chees. I notice that prime lots of Cheshire 
cheese are fetching 75 shillings per 112 lbs., with 
the prospect of increasing to, at east, 82 shillings. 
All these facts tend to show the necessity for your 
farmers keeping up with the times and producing 
better cheese, as well as better beef, mutton, 
apples and, indeed, everything else that they ex
port. They may rely upon it that the only 
exporter who is likely to succeed, is the one who 
produces the very beat article.

As regards emigration, I notice that the Texan 
agents are working very hard to counteract the 
agitation in favour of the Dominion, which has 
been created by the reports of the tour of the 
Marquis of Lome, and by the efforts of the Can
adian Government to promote education, I 
understand that they are taxing every line of rail
road at the rate of $25 per mile per annum, to 
further emigration from Great Britain and Europe. 
They are now granting assisted passages at £5 per 
adult to any portion of Texas, children under 5 
years of age to be carried free, so that your Can
ada is not to be allowed to have it all her own 
way.

Selection of Judges at Fairs.
(FROM OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.)

Of course no thinking person will, for a mo
ment, imagine that among the possibilities is 
included the selection of judges at fairs or 
cattle shows who will succeed in pleasing all in
terested parties. Such is not human nature, but 
this is a question of greater importance than the 
management of such affairs usually seem to give 
to it.

The man who takes unusual care in preparing 
whatever he may wish to exhibit, and yet fails to 
secure any honors, while he honestly feels that the 
excellence of his stock, for instance, should entitle 
him to second or perhaps first consideration, can
not have very much faith in the judgment of the 
judges, because he is either compelled to think 
their decisions unfair or else his judgment at fault, 
and there are few of us self-sacrificing enough to 
adopt the latter principle.

Perhaps the greatest and likewise most common 
cause of trouble in the selection of judges is the 
naming of men who are pecuniarily or otherwise 
interested in some one of the breeds, for instance, 
that are competing for the prizes and honors. Very 
true, a man to be an able judge must have had 
practical experience ; and in gaining it, it is very 
natural and quite probable that he will form a 
liking for some particular kind, most likely that in 
which he is himself interested, and a prejudice 
against others that will greatly stand in the way 
of justice when the awards come to be made. The 
securing of strictly conscientious men to act in 
such oWces is therefore highly essential, because 
the man who can utterly ignore nnything approach
ing prejudice on his part and render fair and 
square judgment based wholly upon the merits 
of the stock without allowing his likes or dislikes 
fot the exhibitor to cut any figure in the matter, 
is not the rule, but decidedly the exception.

Judgment, to be fair, must of course be consis
tent, and anything that smacks in the least of in
consistency is to be avoided. It not un requently 
happens that the most apparent incon
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Our Contributors.
Iu our December issue we omitted to return our 

thanks to the numerous contributors who have 
aided us in making this journal so popular by their 
able and useful articles and valuable hints. We 
now return our thanks to you, and trust that we 
shall be favored with your continued patronage, 
and that the opinions of those who have already 
contributed may stimulate a larger number of 
farmers to contribute. It is from these open and 
free discussions that correct opinions can be arrived 
at and improvements made where errors exist or 
improper management prevails, or erroneous plans 
are adopted. The sooner and the more fully such 
are brought to light, the sooner improvements are 
apt to follow. Each intelligent farmer from his 
own practical experience can impart some know
ledge that would be of benefit to hie fellow 
Each observant mind can notice some omission or 
commission in his journal that more light might 
be thrown on. He may see and krow, and yet, 
through diffidence or perhaps bashfulness, allow 
the present opportunity for doing good to pass. 
Those who have the interest of the agriculturist at 
heart, and withhold their opinions from the public, 
we hardly think are doing as much good as they 
ought.

As this journal is devoted to the interests of 
agriculture, we have been under the necessity of 
rejecting some articles that have been forwarded 
tous, such articles having been intended to

Disease, Scab, Hog Cholera and Trichinosis, all of 
which do exist in that country; and further, we 
have no hesitation in saying that some of the 
above diseases have been introduced into Canada 
from the States, and that we have personally seen 
Canadian stock on Canadian farms suffering badly 
with some of the diseases taken from imported 
stock from that country. We also believe that 
many Canadi ns of prominence have been fully 
aware of this fact, but have, to the injury of the 
Canadian farmer, evaded or suppressed the truth, 
and that the sooner the whole truth is made known 
the better it will be for the farmers of this Do
minion. Canada has nothing to fear if the truth 
be spread, but the suppression of the real facts 
will assuredly tend to a permanent stigma and 
dishonor to our legislature and loss to Canadian 
farmers and to the British nation.

below 60 degrees ; along about October, say you 
have been churning at from 62 to about 65, some 
day you will discover that there is something 
wrong ; the butter does not come in the usual 
time, and yet the conditions are all apparently the 
same ; try a little more heat, I have found it 
jump to 70 and 75 degrees. There are two rea
sons to be assigned for this ; one is, the condition 
of the food at that time of year and later on in 
the season, and the other is the tolerably advanced 
state of pregnancy of the cow. In mid-winter I 
have found some cows that required as high a 
temperature as 80, and produce as good a quality 
of butter as any other cow would at any required 
temperature.

I once found a cow in Pine Bluff, Ark., in the 
month of May, when the average cow required 
about 65 degrees. The cow that I speak of requir
ed 90 degrees, and her butter was hard and well 
granulated ; but to churn the milk from almost 
any other cow at that temperature would have 
produced nothing but a kind of mucous 
thing like a slippery elm poultice. All butter 
should be churned in from one to five minutes. If 
you churn a long time the grain of the butter is 
destroyed, and it is beaten into a kind of salve or 
ointment. Now, a word about churns. If care is 
observed about temperature, you can make an 
average time of churning with the old dash churn 
of from five to ten minutes, and the old dasher 
principle has never been beat ; but the churn 
be improved. A churn with parallel sides, with a 
tolerable tight fitting dasher, is the best. A 
dasher that will fill the churn top and bottom alike 
within from one-half to one inch is the best, and 
you will find in the market several patterns and 
patents of conical-shaped dashers, which will carry 
a volume of air down into the milk 
stroke, and will add much to the motion of the 
fluid. I would recommend any or all of the above 
described dashers.

I
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What I Know about Butter-Making— 
Here it is.

(FROM OUR ARKANSAS CORRESPONDENT. ) 

First.—There are only two conditions under 
which milk or cream cannot be churned or butter 
successfully made; that is, when the milk or 
cream has been kept so long that the acid has 
eaten up all the fatty matter or butter that it 
tained, or, when the cow that the milk is produced 
from is very near the time to have a calf. Nature 
puts a stop to the churning process. The time for 
this change to take place will vary with different 
cows, and the milk from one cow, in the above 
named condition, will spoil the milk of a hundred 
others, if mixed with it. Milk from twelve to 
twenty four hours old will churn easier, and pro
duce more butter, than from cream. First, be
cause there is no waste in skimming when you 
churn the milk. Second, the thinner the fluid the 
easier you can work the dasher, and the greater 
the agitation the quicker the butter will 
and, if churned when sweet, the butter will be of 
a much finer or better quality than can be made 
from soui milk or cream. There is no standard 
temperature for churning, and, yet, the production 
of butter depends upon the temperature and 
chemical growth of the milk. I have churned 
butter from milk that had only been taken from 
the cow twenty minutes, or long enough to reduce 
the temperature to a churning point, and 
pleted the churning or produced butter in forty- 
seven minutes. The milk was then set away for 
twelve hours and then re-churned, and about a 
like quantity and time produced as before, show
ing that a certain chemical change or ripening is 
necessary. Milk from the same cow at twenty- 
four hours old, sweet, and older and sour, would not 
make any more.

About temperature, as I said before, there is no 
standard ; each cow will differ, according to 
dition and circumstances, from sixty to ninety 
degrees Fahrenheit. Food dry or fresh, new milch 
farrow, or a long time since she had a calf, all 
make a difference in the temperature necessary to 
produce the same quality of butter. Where the 
milk from several cows is mixed, you can arrive 
at an average temperature that will produce the 
best quality and make the best possible time ; but 
if these cows were churned from separately, you 
would produce more butter, but you would find 
the temperature required for each would differ. 
The temperature necessary, as I have found it by 
an average churning of about twelve times a day, 
summer snd winter, for three years, is as follows : 
We will start in the spring, with fresh cows and 
on fre»h grass, will run from about 65 to 75 de
grees Fah. ; as the season advances you will have to 
reduce the temperature, from time to time, till 
you get down to CO, You cannot produce butter

or some-

con-

11miRway
the mind for sectional or party purposes, or in
tended for private advertisements. Lest any 
should be offended, we wish you all to consider 
that those who really wish to do good to agricul
turists to the largest extent should take agriculture 
as the highest and main interest, 
placed second to other interests, it is sure sooner 
or later to result in downfall. This may be 
by reading the histories of Palestine, Egypt, Home 
or all parts of the world where the farmers have 
eventually been made slaves or serfs, 
let your articles always be on agricultural sub
jects. This journal, you all know, is the only 
in this Dominion that is published for the farmer’s 
interest.

lican
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When it is

or cream at ;seen
$

come.
Therefore I might have said a great deal more on the sub

ject, but I have endeavored to make it as brief as 
possible. If any one wants my opinionone

on any
point that I have not touched upon, or any ques
tion, I will answer it cheerfully through y ,n., We believe we have the best agricultural writers 

contributing to our columns. You must have read 
with pleasure and profit the able and highly valu
able contributions from our English, Scotch and 
American correspondents, and the numerous able 
Canadian writers every month furnish you with 
useful information Though these have been the 
best we could

[Note. "We think there must be an error in the 
time stated for churning, to wit, five to ten min
utes, or the difference of temperature of Arkansas 
from that of Canada must have a great influence 
on the time. We insert this letter, as it will be 
of interest to many who are interested in butter
making. ]

com-

procure, there undoubtedly 
other good writers; but perhaps these may have 
objects foreign to the interest of the farmer fore
most in view, and therefore they prefer to 
party publications, but you may depend that the 
more party interests are allowed to conflict with 
agricultural interests, the more the latter must 
suffer, the more the farmers will have to pay, and 
the least good will they receive for what they pay.

We do not reject correspondence because the 
articles may not coincide with our views, 
times we let them pass without even a remark, but 
in this issue there appears an article from one of 
our highly appreciated correspondents—one who 
has furnished us with much very valuable infor
mation, and we trust he may furnish us with much 
more, despite our piesent dissension from his 

We refer to our Washington correspond
ent, page 5, in regard to his remarks about Ger- 
many, etc., and we deem it but proper to state 
that we think some Americans have exceeded the 
line of propriety in attempting to show that the 
U. S. has not been as badly affected by contagious 
diseases as it really has. It is of no use to attempt 
to shield the fact that millions have been lost to 
the U. S. from Pleuro-pneumonia, Foot and Mouth

are

Why Does Timothy Run Out ?
Mr. T. S. Gold writes as follows in “The N. E 

Homestead ” of the running out of timothy, and 
of his purpose to try a plan that has proved 
oessful in the case of clover :

The disappearance of timothy from our natural 
mowings is variously accounted for. First, it is 
charged to the mowing machine as cutting too 
closely. Y e usually run our machine at medium 
height, rarely using the closest cut, but would pre- 
fer the medium or hie best. Here we encountered 
a difficulty from the fiugers clogging with fine grass 
so that we could not use the highest cut, and th4 
machine would nu* over much of the lodged grass, 
second, it is charged to too early mowing, as we 
mow some two weeks or a month earlier than for
merly. Timothy runs out mostly upon seedings of 
the early cut meadows. Third, we agree with 
those who attribute it to the peculiar character of 
our sea ons rather than to either of the above. 
Some period of each year for the last ten years has 
been remarkably dry, and the timothy has never 
recovered from the effects. As timothy is cut 
earlier there is less natural reseeding than formerly; 
al»o less is foddered out on the fields scattering the 
seeds. I shall try reseeding with timothy, with 
top dressing, thirty cart loads per acre, and four 
quarts of clover seed harrowed in. Two applica- 
go°odW’’rely pr0ve efiectnal on any reasonably
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Prom the United states. Dr. Lyman, a veterinary surgeon, who has been 
employed by this Government to investigate the
alleged existence of contageons diseases among I Make- HOOI11S 111 Cheese Factories, 
domesticated animals, landed in England from the I BY L. B AKVOLD.

_ , „ . U. S., reports, in reference to American cattle „ President American Dairymen1. AwocUtlon.
Georgia, where the Government experimental tea effected with the foot and month disease that Now that chee8e Stories are not in operation it 
plantation was located, will prevent the realization “ careful investigation shows that the disease if it " a g0°d time overhanl them generally, and 
of that success in the cultivation of the plant here- existed, was caused by infection communicated to make repaire> if there » “f occasion. There are 
toforo promised. He has, accordingly, put a stop the cattle after they were shipped from American few faotoriea whioh do not out of order, more 
to the extension of the work, and, for a while porlt> and is to be attributed to exposure to the or le38’ in the oattrae of * aeaa°°’8 use. The make- 
yet, at least the U S. and Canada must look to vinlg imported into E land from France> and rooms, in particular, generally keep in order but a
China and India for th«r supply of tea Speaking 8pread abroad from Deptford market, where it was ^ ° 00n?Unt WettiDg “d ***** °f
of China reminds me that the Celestial Empire ,s firgt di800vered. It ia con8idered posaible that the the flaora "«on rots them away and aim the tim-
“°7hg pr0ffe881!e- has been re- digeaae ^ imported to American cattle (in- ^ thataopport(«̂“»• Tba ‘^mate drinking

ceived here through official sources that an ex- cluding Canadian) b the U8e ef the head' and. 8Wellmg of the floorlD* opena crack, and
tensive stock farm has been established in China, which are often taken from di8ea8ed E Pean crevices into which whey enter, and remain, till it 
stocked with the best cattle, sheep, Ac., and con- anima,8 and U8ed on board American vessels em- aoare and decays, snd fills the room with it, ritiat- 
dneted on the most approved American plan. A p!oyed in the cattle trade, and also by taking on °dor8' In moat faotori8a thSa become, a source 
number of small shoots of the. Lauras tree have board the8e vessels articles for shipment from °J constant contamination to the air of the factory.
been brought from China to this country. They wharveg where diaeaged animalg Bave been There are but few fmtories in which a person ao- 
grow very rapidly, and attain a height of one hun- landed.„ Dr. Lyman aho re tg that dnri hig «ustomed to breathe the pure out-of-door air, wUl
dred feet The wood is very valuable for its dura- atay in Great Britain, no diseased hogs were nL0t’ uPonenteri”g the make-room, at once detect 
bihty, and is used for building bridges, &c. It is landed from the jj s . that the reporf of the the peculiar smell of sour and decaying whey, but
said in illustration of its great durability and Veterinary Department of the Privy Council for wh,ch the maker* (rom *>*‘“8 daily in it, fail, to 
freedom from decay, that the pillars of the Tamler 1879> ahow8) that out of 279 portions of swine flesh appreciate tiU il becomes extreme, 
of the Minges, made of this wood, are 300 years taken {rom American hogs that have been con- The development of such odors in a factory are 
old and are perfectly sound. demned and slaughtered on account of swine fever, ”bieotionable first, on the score of health, and

The Commissioner of Agriculture, in his report only three were found to contain living trichinæ. aecond’ bec*nse more or leaa of them are taken 
just made to the President, says in reference to The report of the Privy Council in giving its m,° the cheeae to its injury. Milk, before it ie 
the experimental culture and propagation of seeds, rea80n8 for not prohibiting the importation of madeinto oheeBe* ia » powerful absorbent of every 
plants, &c. “The facts, as well as the principles American pork, says : “ Such a measure would °dor wb,ob 00mea in oontao‘ witb it- and moist and
involved in the systematic rotation of crops, rest hav0 damaged the trade without producing any Warm curd ia but little inferior to milk in the 
in comparative obscurity; but little is known 8ati8factory results.” * * » Besides, trichin- readineaa with whioh it take, in and retain, any 
about it except that it is a practice absolutely 0sis among swine is known to exist in Germany, or foreign smell.
essential to profitable culture. The same remarks and it probaMy exists in other exporting countries , The cheeae’ after ik haa been pressed, and ban-
apply to the value of changing seeds from one soil g0 that nothing ehort of prohibition of swine flesh daged and gr8aaed> * leaa «oeptive of odors, so 
and clmate to another soil and climate. It is well I ;n all form8 from aU foreign 80Urceg would be muchao tbat ma=7 have denied that cheese, after

effectual.” I Pre88,n8> takes in any odors at all. fiat this ie a
The Agricultural Department has been engaged I m‘®*a*te- Cheese only differs from milk and ourd 

. . .. . within the last year in an examination and meas- m 6 egree 0 *** “bsorption power. I
alone, or their combination, has not reached a urement of the fineness of wools and animal fibers. g0t>d demo «tratiom of this in Crawford county, 
decision of practical applicability.” They have measured, in all, about 600 samples of P<Ty Van,a> 10 the 8ummer o( ™79. A factory

All of our cultivated plants have run into wool of different quaiitie8> making. in au, 2 100 was built some forty or fifty rods from the site of 
numerous varieties, many of them comparatively aDdam0Dg them wooi8 from Germany, graded by a“ old tannery, from the scent of whioh the 
worthless, and many others of local value only, or one of high authority on the German system of factory waa protected by • ridge of high ground 
of limited special utility." He proposes compara- classification. From these examinations it ig a“d tha intervention of adjacent building* In 
tive tests in different latitudes, the result of which found tbat it ig pog8ible to produce in the U. 8 hot weather> cheeae waa °”red in the second story
tests will also indicate the line of operation to be and Canada a8 fine wooi a8 oan be produced in any Wlth the windows open. In one corner of the
pursued in improving the plants or crops by cross- otherpart of the world, and that the fineness of r00m the cheese became affeoted with a peculiar 
mg or by hybridizing varieties combining special the producta of the Saxony and Spanish merinos ta9te and amelt whicb grew more intense tiU they 
values. have not deteriorated since their introduction into I 'yere cured and aen* od" When they were ont of

this country, wherever the maintenance oi this I * e wa^ °^er^ were Pu* *n pl*oee, which be- 
quality has been kept in view of the breeders. I came affeoted in the same way as often as a change

[See editorial on correspondence. ] | f*8 n"ade' The faot became a source of annoyance I
for which neither the maker nor proprietor of the

iairjj.Washing ton, D. C.,
Dec. 19th, 1881.

The new Commissioner of Agriculture thinks 
that the poverty of the soil in South Carolina and

I

known that results follow tuch change, sometimes 
favorably and sometimes unfavorably ; but how 
far these are influenced by soil alone, by climate eaw a

The botanist, in his report upon blue-joint grass, 
says : " It is a stout, erect, tall perennial, grow
ing chiefly in wet ground or low meadows. Its 
favorite situation is in cool, elevated regions. It 
prevails in all western portions of the U. S. and I I like your paper very much, and think it among I factory could account. When examined by an ex- 
British America. Farmers report that they con- the best publications of its class ; indeed I am giv- I pert the smell peculiar to the decomposing animal 
aider it one of the best grasses of the meadow. ” ing it the preference. May success attend you in matter about the old tannery was detected in the 
He reports on eight or ten other varieties, none of | your laudable efforts to spread information upon I cheese, and an inspection of the situation showed

the subject of Agriculture.—A. Long lev, M.P.P., | that 
Paradise, N. S.

which are suited to the climate of Canada. one corner of the curing room—the one in 
which the affected cheese lay—projected enough 
beyond the other buildings to allow the wind, 
when in the right direction, to blow obliquely into 
the extreme window upon one side, and pass out at 
the nearest window in the adjacent end. By pass
ing over the cheeie in that corner of the

This Government is still manifesting great in
terest in the investigation of contagions and other 
diseases of domestic animals. Two good sized 
volumes have been issued on the subject within 
the past year.

At a late meeting of the Ma kham, Ontario, 
Farmers’ Club, Canada thistles was the main
subject of discussion. Members generally agreed 
that deep ploughing only makes them thrive, but 

. ploughing shallow, or any means of cutting them 
Dr. H. J. Detmey, V. S., Department of Agri- vff just below the surface, soon subdues them. A 

culture, has been in .tructed to continue his ex- good cultivator, and especially the heavy English I they had absorbed the foul odors it was sweeping 
periments with the disease known as swine plague, soufflera, six or seven feet wi e, do it effectually away from the putrifying debris in the tan-yard, 
with special reference to ascertaining what agents the’aîd^of1 our^hot ^.“unTmerleather" Cloaing the windowa abated the annoyance.

Pr°" shallow ploughing and scuffling, or scarifying, were I Upon closing my factory one fall, I put some 
phylactics. He was advised to put to a practical approved as preparation for crops, the subsoil being cheese into a room in a cellar to finish oaring, and 
test, on a large scale, the subjects selected for ex- loosened but not turned up o.i the surface. On left them in boxes with the covers off. The room

the same occassion Mr. Gibson said that millions 1 
of dollars are lost by teaming grain to market 

and watching closely the effects of the agents used, I IN THK pall, with dear labor, instead of working 
it is thought that a cheap, simple and efficient at the right season to prepare the land f >r clean I frequently opened. It was not long before the 
preventive of this destructive disease might be and good crops. He is quite sure he could afford cheese, though nearly cured, tasted distinctly of
discovered, and a lasting benefit thus conferred on ^inte^ratherThan^auTit in during^hè8!!^ weath“ tbe cabbage and turniP8 atored in the other part of 
the farming community. A full report of hi* ex- er> when there is so much necessary and profitable ce*lar- * have, upon several occasions, found 
periments will be given in a short time. work to be done. 1 cheese, after being placed in the oaring room, to

room,

seem to offer the best tesults when used as

was done off for a milk room, but at that season 
was used for o.her purposes, and the door was

périment. By studying the disease in large herds,
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aud other colonies. Canada has become a formid
able competitor with us in the export of dairy pro
duce. Canada now makes goods of the finest 
quality, and cheese dairying are rapidly developing 
in the Dominion. At the present rate of increase 
she will be able, at no late date, to supply Eng
land with all the cheese needed, provided the 
dairy industry of Great Britain is kept up. Aus
tralia and New Zealand are also entering largely 
upon the business, and it has been suggested that 
some arrangement is likely to be made by England 
imposing duties upon cheese from the United 
States, and allowing it to come in free from Can
ada and the Colonies. The protective policy of 
our government toward Canada aud England it is 
said strongly favors this movement.”

English dairymen are making efforts to secure 
by greater attention to dairy industry and to retain 
their former ascendancy in their markets. The 
Secretary of the Koyal Agricultural Society, Pro
fessor Sheldon, and other dairy wr.ters in England, 
are urging upon British dairymen the necessity of 
introducing the manufacture of various kinds of 
cheese made on the continent of Europe. Let our 
Canadian dairy farmers not merely rest contented 
with the victories gained, but press forward. There 
is yet much to be done in improvement of our 
produce.

become sensibly affected by the too near proximity 
of a hog-yard, or a cesspool, or other cause of 
stench, so that I know, positively, that odors of a 
foul atmosphere are quite readily taken up by 
cheese even when well matured.

No cheese maker need fancy his cheese secure 
from the effects of foul air in a make-room, though 
he himself, from being constantly in it, may not be 
annoyed by its presence. It will, most assuredly, 
be taken up by the milk while it stands in the 
room, and by the curd while it is maturing, and 
afterward by the cheese if it is within reach. 
When once taken into a cheese it is there to stay. 
Time and exposure to pure air will, it is true, 
gradually reduce the intensity of the effect, but it 
is never wholly obliterated.

Evidence of the tenacity with which foreign 
odors hang to cheese when once imbibed, was well 
developed at Philadelphia, during the Centennial. 
While examining cheese upon that occasion, we 
found several exhibits which had brought with 
them foreign odors taken in during manufacture 
and curing, so strong as to injure them materially, 
and they were marked down several degrees in 
consequence. In an otherwise very fine exhibit 
from New York—one of the very best from that 
state—honors were lost which might have been 
carried off, but for a strong and offensive smell of 
sour and putrifying whey which it had taken in 
and brought along with it from a nasty make-room. 
In every such case, whether the odor came from a 
near-by pig-pen, or from a carrion, or from an un
usually sour and fifthy factory, the decision of the 
judges was verified by the personal knowledge of 
the superintendents who had charge of the respec
tive exhibits.

would wipe out some of the most serious obstacles 
in the way of improving factory cheese. It was 
long age written that cleanliness is next to godli
ness. It is now becoming very apparent that pure 
air is an essential element in the means of preser
vation for cheese makers.

■:

How Oleo-Margarlue Affected Prices.
There has been much discussion of late in dairy 

circles regarding the effect of oleo-margariue upon 
the prices of butter, and we have had the curiosity 
to look up the New York wholesale prices for best 
butter in January and July, for five years prior to 
the war aud for the five years last past. They 
compare as follows :

I

1857- 1858. 1859. 1860. 1861
.25 21 25 . 20
.22 19 18 IS

January 
July----

Average
Average for 5 years, 20 2-5 cents.

1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881 
31 30 20 30 28

231 20 2H 19

J auuary 
July. . 20 17 14 22 24

How Condensed Milk is Made.
A subscriber enquires how condensed milk is 

made. In reply we publish the article beneath 
from the Scientific Farmer. The condensing of 
milk is no doubt an industry of great interest to 
the dairyman and farmer, as well as to the con
sumer. By it milk—which is a perishable article 
—can be preserved for lengthened periods, retain
ing its freshness, and the cost of transport is re
duced to a minimum.

“ When the milk is brought into the factory it 
is carefully strained, placed iu cans or pails, which 
are put into a tank of water kept hot by' steam 
coils. When hot it is transferred to larger steam- 
heated open vessels, and quickly b. ought to a boil. 
This preliminary heating and boiling has for its 
objects the expulsion of the gasses of milk, which 
would cause it to foam in the vacuum pan, and, 
also, to add to the keeping quality of milk by de
stroying the mould germs. A second straining 
follows, after which the milk is transferred to a 
vacuum pan; where at a temperature below 160 
degrees Fahr., it boils and is rapidly concentrated 
to any degree desired. The vacuum pan employed 
is a close vessel of copper, egg-shaped, about six 
feet in diameter. It is heated by steam coils with
in and by a steam jacket without, enclosing the 
lower portion. In one side of the dome is a small 
window through which the gas illuminates the 
interior, while on the opposite side is an eye-glass, 
through which the condition of the contents 
observed. The pan is also provided with a vacuum 
gauge and test sticks.

“Much of the milk used in cities is simply 
centrated, without any addition of sugar. The 
process of concentration is continued in the vacuum 
pan, until one gallon of the milk has been reduced 
to a little less than a quart—one volume of 
densed milk corresponding to about four and three- 
tenths volumes of milk. Condensed milk intended 
to be preserved for any length of time, has an 
addition of pure cane sugar made to it during the 
boiling and is usually put up in sealed 
sugared or ‘preserved' milk, when properly pre
pared, will keep for many years.”

■Average. .. 251 23A 17
Average for 5 years, 23 3-5 cents, or about 16 

percent, higher during the five years in which 
oleo-margarine has been known.

Tiiese figures would seem to indicate that the 
alarm manifested by some dairymen at the growth 
of the oleo-margarine industry is not well founded, 
ai d while it may interfere somewhat with the sale 
of poor butter, it is probable that this, i t the end, 
will benefit dairy interests by inducing dairymen 
to give more attention to the cleanliness and quality 
of their produce.

That there is need of this is shown by the large 
proportion of poor butter that is still made, most 
of which, by the way, is now thought by the 
sumer to be oleo-margarine. There never has been, 
and, in our opinion, never will be, too much good 
butter made, because the consumption per capita 
will rapidly increase when the average 
can have a good instead of a bad article placed be
fore him.

The experience of our dairymen will probably 
be about the same as those of Europe, who, when 
the new produce made its appearance, were al
armed lest it should prove a formidable competitor, 
but in the light of experience it has not proven to 
be so. There, as here, it is sold for what it is at 
wholesale, but in the hands of the retail trade 
much of it is marketed as butter, and this seems a 
difficult problem to dual with on account of its 
chemical and other similarity to genuine butter.

We hope to see the day when all articles will be 
sold for what they really are, but at present Ger
mans imitate American tools, the Americans manu
facture silks and sell them under French labels, 
Maracaibo coffee goes into consumption as Java, 
and lots of slop fed pork is represented as real corn’- 
fed. These wrongs ought to be righted as well as 
the selling of oleo-margarine for butter, and we 
hope all good citizens will keep on trying to do so, 
Dut in the meantime dairymen should remember 
that oleo margarine is better than bad butter and 
that good butter is better than oleo-marga
rine. The surest way to meet competition is there
fore to improve the quality of their product, and 
if American dairymen do this they will probably 
solve this problem as their European brethren 
have done.

26

Thus it is clear that cheese is materially modi
fied by the condition of the atmosphere of the fac
tory in which it is made, and hence it behooves 
those who would secure tine and clear tlavored 
cheese to see to it that the air of their factories is 
pure and sweet.

There is no source of atmospheric contamination 
so common as defective floors in the make-rooms 
Portions of them rot away quickly, or become so 
soft aud spongy as to soak full of whey which 
soon decomposes and befouls the air. Often they 
are, in the first place, made of wood so porous and 
opened grained as to become whey-soaked while 
they are sound. The floors of make-rooms should 
be made of hard or close-grained wood. Maple 
makes on; o* the best floors. Spruce and the 
heart of pine are also good. But whatever the 
wood, it should be straight-grained, so that there 
shall be no cross-grained spots to rough up by 
scrubbing and become receptacles for holding 
whey.

1 he trouble with the floors of make-rooms is

con

consumer

!

are

con-

con-
often aggravated by their being laid on a dead 
level. They ought to be inclined from two 
opposite sides toward a line near the end of the 
vats at which the whey is drawn off, so that what
ever liquid falls upon the floor will centre toward 
that line. Under this line of lowest depression, 
and beneath the floor, should be a tight gutter to 
receive the waste through holes in the floor along 
the line. The part of the floor covering the gut 
ter should be movable,

!
cans. This

;

.

Canadian Butter and the English 
Market.

In the report of the Agricultural University of 
the State of New York occurs the following: “The 
following are some of the conclusions arrived at, 
viz: that gypsum is of little value to corn or grass 
in wet seasons, but of great value iu dry: that 
superphosphates are of very unequal values, those 
of the best reputation proving of but little value 
on the soil of this farm when applied to moderately 
fertile and well-cultivated land; that failures in 
farming result not so much from poor soil, as from 
poor culture, imperfect preparation of the soil, and 
stagnant water in the subsoil; that clover and cattle 
are the cheapest renovators of worn out fields; that 
early sown cro; s require the least quantity of seed, 
and promise the best results ; that heavy land 
should be plowed moderately deep in the fall, 
covered with manure in the winter, and replowed 
to half the depth in the spring.”

:to be easily taken up 
to make the gutter accessible for scrubbing and 
scalding. Otherwise it will be liable to become 
foul and offensive. With

The far-seeing economists of the United 
are looking forward to the eventuality of the demand 
in English markets for foreign dairy products being 
wholly sent by her colonies, especially by Canada.
Ivin!' +u>Wi -thu ^«minion is no mean competitor 
with the U. S. in supplying to foreign markets her 
superfluous agricultural wealth. Hon. X A 
Willard, whose name is familiar to onr readers' 
writes as follows in a well considered article on 

American < heese and its export
difficulty iu keeping ^ut there is another feature in the trade 

the make-room in a good and wholesome condition leh| ^ ls feared hy some, may be inaugurated’
If this could be accomplished in every factory, it | fro“ Îhî uS^te^Tih^ Cn cZll

so as States

a Moor thus arranged 
and made of good material, and perfectly tight 
and well set up from the ground, so that air 
circulate freely under it to keep everything about 
it dry and sweet, the whey being conducted 
receptacle at a safe distance 30 or 40 rods-from
the factory, there need be

can

to a

no

;

f
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A Mixed Diet.
To illustrate the action of nitrogenous and non- 

nitrogenous food upon the digestibility of hay, 
Prof. Atwater cites experiments made in Germany. 
Sheep were taken and for a time were fed on the 
clover hay alone. For a second period they were 
fed on the clover hay and 2 lbs. of potatoes. A 
decrease in the amount of food digested was ap
parent. For a third period 4 lbs. of potatoes were 
added, and for a fourth period 6 lbs. of potatoes 
were used, and the amount digested was in the in
verse ratio to the amount of potatoes fed.

It is a matter of common experience that stock 
are healthier and cows give more milk with po 
toes or roots and hay than with dry hay alone. 
But at the same time, there is apt to be a real loss 
of hay, unless some nitrogenous food, like oil-oake, 
malt sprouts, beans, peas, or bran are mixed with 
the potatoes or roots. Theèe is loss of hay be
cause less of it is digested and utilized 
The rest that would he digested in right feeding is 
passed off as excrement, and is useful only for 
manure.

If the mixed food contains too little nitrogen, 
and too much starch, sugar, or other 
hydrates, the animals cannot digest it cbmpletely. 
Only the best qualities of hay furnish as much 
nitrogen as is needed by working cattle or milch 
cows. Potatoes contain very little nitrogen and a 
great deal of starch. So sugar beets are poor in 
albuminoids and rich in sugar, and sugar, like 
starch, is entirely a carbo-hydrate. Mix consider
able of these with hay, straw, cornstalks or even 
clover, and the ration will still lack nitrogen, and 
there will be loss of valuable food material. But 
if nitrogenous food be added, at the same time, so 
that the whole ration may contain the proper pro
portions of albuminoids and carbo-hydrates the 
animal will digest all its digestible materirl and 
there will be no less. Some years ago, a German 
chemist fed oxen for a time upon straw, giving 
them what he styled a hunger rati'm, though in 
fact it might almost be called a starvation ration, 
for there was just enough of the straw to keep 
the animals from starving. He then added in 
successive trials quite small quantitii s of sugar, 
starch and other non-nitrogenous materials, deter
mining in each case just how much was digested. 
And though with starch or sugar and straw to
gether, the oxen had little more than enough to 
sustain life, yet they digested less from the straw 
than when anything was added to it.

highly objectionable. Work may always 
be found for a bull on a dairy farm. He may be 
trained to work in a horse power and do the churn
ing and the fodder cutting. He may be harnessed 
to a cart and haul feed from the fields, or do con
siderable light work in many ways. This will 
keep him docile and add much to the sureness of 
his services. The bull should be provided with a 
ring in the nose. This should never be neglected, 
even with the most decile and well trained animal. 
Perfect safety is thus cheaply purchased. The 
ring should be of copper, and is to be inserted in 
the cartilage between the nostrils. It is easily in
serted when the animal is young by means of an 
instrument known as a trochar and canula. The 
trochar is provided with a sharp, three-edged point 
which pierces the cartilage, and the canula, which 
is a tube fitting over the trochar, passes with it 
through the hole made by it. As the trochar is 
drawn out the canula is left in the hole, when one 
end of the open-jointed ring is inserted, and this 
is drawn through with the end of the canula. 
The ring is then closed and fastened with a screw 
riveted at the end, to prevent it from coming out. 
A strong staff made of tough hickory, furnished 
with a spring hook at the end, is used in handling 
the bull, and the constant use of this keeps the bull 
perfectly docile and quiet. The animal should 
never be led out without it. It is also advisable 
to provide a seperate pen and yard adjoining the 
cow yard, for the bull. A high and tight board 
fence, nailed on the inside of the posts, should be 
built around the yard, and a convenient door made 
in it. The p^^furnished with a feed trough, 
supplied fron^miRassage in front, and a strong 
ring-bolt is fixed near the feed trough for 
tying the bull when required. But it is never 
found necessary, as he is always quiet, secure and 
easily managed in this safe confinement.—[H. 
Stewart.

Jtorfc. life is

Selection and Care of a Bull.
The dairyman may make it a part of his busi

ness creed tc believe that dairy cows must be bred 
and reared especially for the dairy. He cannot 
afford to pay a breeder to i o this work for him. 
The mere milk-producer may do passibly well by 
buying cows in the market and using them as 
long as they are milking freely, and then fattening 
and disposing of them to the butcher and replacing 
them with fresh cows. To do this with profit, 
however, requires a concurrence of favorable cir
cumstances, good judgment in buying and selling, 
and a market for the fat cows in which they can 
be disposed of without lose. It is even a question 
for the milk dairyman to consider if the expense 
of feeding a good cow during the period when she 
is falling off in her milk and approaching parturi
tion again, may not really be less then the inevit
able losses arising from the fiequent sales of. dry 
cows and the enforced purchase of fresh ones. In 
general, and without exceptional facilities, with 
the advantage of considerable capital, and some
times the profit to be derived from supplying ; 
neighboring dairymen with cows purchased ant 
brought in with his own, the dairyman will find 
that he can breed and raise his own cows and keep 
them over their dry period at far less cost than he 
can buy fresh cows and sell the dry ones. And 
this will be found true even without taking into 
account the important advantage accruing from 
the possession of a herd of extra good cows, which 
milk well in their flush and continue without un
necessary failure in quantity for a long period. 
With the butter maker no question of this sort 
arises. He must breed and rear his cows, for they 
are not to be purchased at such a price as he can 
afford to pay, and it is a palpable fact that it costs 
no more to rear a good cow than a poor one.

This being the case the selection and care of a 
bull for dairy purposes becomes an important part 
of the dairyman’s business. This influences the 
character of the progeny, and to some extent the 
sex of it ; and it goes without saying that it is the 
dairyman’s interest to have as many heifer calves 
as possible. To secure the .first effect, the bull 
should be taken from a herd of known good 
character, consideration being given not so much 
to the fact that the bull’s dam was a good milker, 
or a large producer of butter, as to the certainty 
that the line from which the bull comes was good. 
A phenomenon in the dairy is apt to disappoint 
expectations. The decendants of some of the most 
noted cows have been very ordinary animals and 
some have been very poor ones ; but if the habits 
of the family dam and grandam, sisters nieces, and 
aunts, have been good, without any one possessing 
extraordinary capability, the result will be more 
satisfactory.

To secure a preponderance of heifer calves it is 
advisable to use a young bull—one not older than 
five years. Fpr a small herd an animal 18 months 
old may be used to begin with, and if he is kept 
until he is five years old he may make two crosses 
on his own heifers, and be the sire of his own 
granddaughters, which will be far enough to go in 
fine breeding, even with the most satisfactory 
materials. The effect of using a young bull on 
aged females has been conspicuously noted in sheep 
breeding. An instance out of many may be given 
as follows : A flock of ewes served by rams under 
18 months old, produced from two-year old ewes 
14 male and 26 female lambs ; from three-year-olds, 
16 males and 29 females ; from four-year-olds, 5 
males and 21 females. There were several twin 
births. Another flock, served by rams over four 
years old. produced from two-year-old ewes 7 males 
and 3 females ; from three-year-olds 15 males and 
14 females ; and from four-year olds, 32 males and 
14 females. There were no twin births in the 
flock. In the former flock there were in all 35 
male and 76 female lambs, and in the latter 55 
males and 31 females. This remarkable result has 
been verified by other instances, and although it 
may not serve as a basis for a special rule, yet it 
points very strongly towards the existence of a 
physiological law of which we have evidence in the 
highest race of animals, as well as among the lower 
ones.

It is advisable to keep the bull in active work 
and only moderately well fed. A luxurious, idle
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Since the summer packing season for hogs has 
become firmly established as a regular formidable 
branch of business in the trade of the country, it 
has opened up a new inducement for farmers to 
adopt not only the best known methods in the 
matter of raising hogs for market in the different 
months of the year, but there is also a strong in
ducement offered for experiments within safe 
limits in the matter of feeding and treating hogs, 
so that actual experiment may be made to lay 
down and fix the best rules that can possibly be 
made to govern hog raising as a regular business. 
There is no doubt but that hogs of a given age re
quire very different treatment in the winter season 
from what would be required in the summer time. 
VVe have lately seen a good deal of discussion in 

of the leading agricultural papers of the 
country as to the advantage of using grass freely 
in the raising of hogs, especially while they are 
young. Of course, this kind of feed can only be 
used about seven or eight months in the year, hut 
during the grazing season good clover can be used 
and made to promote the growth and thrift of 
young hogs to the best kind of advantage, where 
all the other conditions are kept right. Hogs in 
this kind of keeping should have an abundance of 
pure spring water with plenty of shade to resort to, 
and they should also have bran and meal slop 
once each day. Young pigs started in this way 
about the first of April and intended for market 
during the following winter can always be got into 
the best possible condition as stock hogs for feed
ing with corn during the months of October and 
November, or later. The writer saw this system 
followed in a general way among all the farmers in 
Southern Ohio more than a half century ago ; we 
feel sure there never has been a better way devised 
for raising hogs for market during the winter sea 
son than this old plan. It is true corn has often 
been so cheap and abundant that it has caused a 
great many farmers to feel as th> ugh nothing could 
»e better for hog feed. But thoroughly well- 
experienced men seem to have settled down in the 
belief that a fair mixture of good grass with corn, 
at all times where grass can be fed, is far prefer
able to feed corn alone, no matter how cheap and 
abundant the corn may be. The hogs while grow
ing want free range, so as to promote muscular 
growth and solid health. Hogs that are being 
raised through the winter season for the spring 
market, of course, have to be treated differently.— 
[Drovers’ Journal.

»

'
Management of Horses.

Horses can be educated to the extent of their 
understanding like children, and can be easily 
damaged or ruined by bad management. We be
lieve that the difference found in horses as to vicious 
habits and reliability comes much more from the 
different management of men than from the variance 
of natural disposition in animals. Horses with 
high mettle are more easily educated than those of 
less or dull spirits, and are more susceptible to ill 
training, and consequently may be made good or 
bad according to the education they receive. Horses 
with dull spirits are not by any means proof against 
bad management, fpr in them may be found the 
most pro vok ing obstinacy, vicious habits of different 
characters that render them almost entirely worth
less . Could the coming generations of horses in 
this, country be kept from their days of colthood to 
the age of five years in the hands of good, careful 
managers, there would be seen a vast difference in 
the general character of these noble animals. If a 
colt is never allowed to get an advantage it will 
never know that it possesses a power that 
cannot control, and if made familiar with strange 
objects it will not be skittish and nervous. If a 
horse is made accustomed from his early days to 
have objects hit him on the heel, back or hip, he 
will pay no attention to the giving way of a harness 
or a wagon running against him at an unexpected 
moment. We once saw an aged lady driving a high- 
spirited horse attached to a carriage down a steep 
hill with no hold hack straps upon the harness, and 
she assured us that there was no danger, for her 
son accustomed his horse to all kinds of usage and 
sights that commonly drive the animal into a frenzy 
of fear and excitement. A gun can be tired from 
the back of a horse, an umbrella held over the head, 
a buffalo robe thrown upon his neck, a railroad 
engine pass close by,his heels bumped with sticks, 
and the animal take it all as a natural condition of 
things, if only taught by careful management that 
it will not be injured thereby. There is groat need 
of improvement in this noble animal. Less beating 
wanted and more education, —[The Horse Shoer,
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Shropshire Sheep.
TH* PROPERTY OP MR. H. H. SPENCER, OP 

BROOK LIN, ONT.

yet procurable is so small in comparison to the 
large supply of Merino, Leicester and Cotswold, 
that very few Americans have ever had a chance 
to test a prime piece of mutton in their lives. As 
toon as they do, and a supply can be had, you 
may expect to see or hear of prices being paid for 
legs of mutton such as you never dreamt of; for 
Americans, as soon as they really know what is 
the best, will not spare money to have it on their 
tables.

- sheep will increase faster with moderate 
This class of sheep is becoming more in vogue 

in England than they have been. One of our ex
changes reports a ram of this class as having the 
past autumn sold for upwards of two thousand 
dollars.

care.

The accompanying drawing was made by our 
artist, Mr, P. Hunt, of this city, and engraved by 
Messrs. Beal A Brigden, of the Toronto Engraving 
Co. The drawing was made from sheep exhibited 
at the recent Provincial Exhibition held in the city 
of London; the background was added as relief by 
the artist.

Mr. Spencer is the most extensive breeder and 
importer of this class of sheep in our Dominion.
He is not only a careful breeder and importer, but 
a deserving prize-winner, as the list of honors 
gained by him will indicate. He actually bred
and sold stock that beat his own in the show ring. Another great reason why this class of sheep is 

is is what breeders will seldom do, but he has likely to become popular is the fact that they are 
such a good reputation that he aims to raise the more hardy and more prolific than the long-wooled 
best, and considers the laurels won by sheep from sheep. Shropshires have a thick, close, compact

There are several other breeders and importers 
of this class of sheep in Canada. In due time we 
hope to call attention to their flocks, as we feel an 
interest in the introduction and spread of the dif
ferent classes of stock that we think of most 
benefit to our readers. Had we time and means 
to spare, we know of no class of farm stock that 
we should more prefer to spend 
than a good flock of sheep. When a child we used 
to have our numerous pet lambs, but the labor of 
attending to this journal prevents us from living so 
much among the pet animals of the farm 
would wish.

We are now having a turkey mania, but 
roast beef and roast mutton will in the future, as 
in the past, stand pre-eminent on the festive 
board; that will be as soon as Americans know 
how to raise the best and to cook it properly after 
it is raised. time amongour
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SHROPSHIRE SHEEP—THE PROPERTY OF MR. H. H. SPENCER, OF BROOKLIN, ONT.

his raising add as much honor to him 
hibited in his own fleece on their backs, and if you turn one up you 

will always find a good warm covering under them. 
They do not get bare bellied, as many of the long- 
wooled sheep do. They keep a good coat all over 
them. This keeps them warm and hardy, and fits 
them to stand more exposure than many other 
sheep. They are rather larger than the South- 
downs, and rather more open in the wool They 
appear to be the medium class of sheep that offer 
to be most suitable to our present requirements. 
They are not destined to drive all other classes of 
sheep out of use, but they are destined to receive 
much more attention in the future than they have 
received in the past. We do not pretend to say 
that as a class they are as symmetrical as many 
other breeds of sheep They have not, as a gen- 
eral thing, as pretty a head or level a back 
Southdowns, neither have they the lordly appear
ance of the Cotswolds, but they have a decidedly 
sheepish appearance, and we want a sheep to be a 
sheep. They are excellent mothers, so hardy 

as J and so careful that we doubt if any class of

as when ex- ■
secure a good, efficient agricultural editor to aid 
us, but the lack of health has recently deprived us 
of one whom we had hoped to have been able to 
take control. Inefficiency and the desire to 
into party or personal influences has caused 
discharge others. A really unbiassed agricultural 
editor is a most difficult person to find.

1name.
The Shropshires are looked 

sheep for Canada. the coming 
The demand for the long comb

ing wool is not at all equal to what it was^ a few 
years ago, and the demand for wool of a finer 
quality is now rapidly increasing, and it commands 
much higher prices. Not only is the increasing 
demand for finer wool the only reason why this 
class of sheep deserve more attention, but the 
quality of mutton of all the Down sheep is 
superior to that of the Leicester, Lincolns or 
Cotswolds; and the real judges of good mutton 
will and do pay higher prices for this class of mut- 
ton than for the large, heavy, tallowy mutton. 
One or two cents per lb. used to be the difference 
m price when we resided in England. English 
people have not become less fastidious 
demand for the best

on as

run 
us to

In fact,
agricultural editors are the most difficult to obtain 
of any class of editors, while political writers are 
to be found in every village; and we regret to say 
that some writers who contribute to this journal 
occasionally draw so much party into their writings 
that they often have to be rejected.

;!

The Farmer’s Advocate is the best value for 
the money of any agricultural journal I have

John Morton, Thorold P. O., Ont.
Our subscribers when sending in their renewals 

will be sure to send in

as the everand this
will assuredly spring up in 

every city on this continent as soon as we have 
enough of such to give Americans a taste of really 
good mutton. The quantity of Down mutton

seen.
.

a new name or two and win 
some of our attractive prizes mentioned in another 
part of this issue.
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A Warning to Breeders.
Breeders of thoroughbred stock and Jurymen 

generally are pursuing an unwise and difficult, as 
well as dangerous practice, in forcing their cows to 
their utmost capacity in the production of milk or 
butter, at the same time attempting the breeding 
of calves which shall be superior to their dams. 
Many a dairyman who has a superior cow strives 
first to crowd her milk and butter production up 
to a high mark, for the purpose of securing a won
derful record, and while acc< mplishing the most 
gratifying result in this direction, also turns his 
attention to the production of a calf from the 
same superior cow from the sale of whose progeny 
he expects to realize a fancy price, coming, as it 
does, from so noted a dam.

Looking at this subject either from a practical or 
scientific standpoint, has the injudicious dairyman 
or breeder any right to expect, under such adverse 
circumstances, that he will secure a call equal to 
the dam ? The severe draught made upon the 
cow’s system in the increased and unnatural yield 
of milk furnished, the feverish and excited condi
tion of her blood, the ill effects of the stimulating 
food with which she has been supplied, renders 
her entirely unfit to sustain the additional burden 
of producing a calf, and the result must lead to 
loss and disappointment.

Aside from all theory in this matter, the facts 
sustain our allegations. We seldom see the pro- 

< geny from any one of the marked and superior 
cows, whose wondeiful milk aud butter records 
astound the 
qualities to
average calf from such a mother, whose record is 
the result of a high-pressure system of feeding, is 
far below the standard of the dam, after proving a 
disappointment in dairying purposes. In some cases 
even the family has ended with the unwise breed
ing from a dam over-worked and over-stimulated. 
Many intelligent breeders are becoming alarmed at 
the situation, and are determined to reform a 
questionable practice, fraught with such unfortu
nate consequences.

The tendency of the age is to increased speed,to 
quick results, to over-stimulated efforts, aud even 
in dairying we find similar conditions, forcing the 
breeder to unnatural efforts to secure from his 
cows the last drop of milk or the last ounce of 
butter, regardless of the after effect upon the ani
mal’s progeny. The cow is sacrificed to the desire, 
first, to secure an astonishing record, and, second, 
to obtain a calf that shall sell for a fabulous price; 
agricultural progress is checked, and disappoint
ments inevitably follow. Greater care and con
sideration must be given to this subject of b ceding 
fine dairy anima s in a more natural and common 
sense manner, or this branch of farm economy will 
fall into merited disrepute.

It is not so diflScult to develop the beef produc
ing qualities of those animals no intended for the 
dairy. The >horthorns, Herefords, the Angus cat
tle and the Galloways can be forced, because it is 
not expected that the dams of these breeds sh mid 
produce a greater quantity of milk than will suffice 
for suckling their offspring. In many cases, in 
the bleeding of thoroughbreds, native cows are 
employed as wet nurses, larger quantities of milk 
being deemed desirable than the dam can produce. 
In such cattle as are only intended for the produc
tion of beef, there are no conflicting elements, as 
in the case of dairy cows; in the former the efforts 
are all in one direction; early maturity is the point 
desired; the largest amount of beef in the two- 
year-old animal is the breeder’s desire. Even in 
this direction barrenness and disease are often the 
result of over-feeding. The art of successfully 
breeding cattle involves the highest principles of 
science, and demands the highest state of health 
and the most vigorous constitutions in both the 
parents. The most dangerous tendency of the 
hour among our breeders, and one to which we 
would call their earnest attention, is the high-pres
sure system practised with some of the finest dairy 
herds the world ever saw.

Secondaries—Are the quills of the wings which 
are seen when the wings are folded.

Shaft—The stem or hard part of a feather. 
Sickles—The long curved feathers on a cock’s

poultry*
Technicalities in Poultry Breeding.

BY R. A. BROWN.

There are terms used in the rearing of poultry 
by professionals that the average farmer and the 
amateur breeder do not readily understand; and a

tail.
Stag—Name used by game fanciers for cockerel
Strain—The distinct breed of fowls as bred by 

one man or his successors for a number of years.
Symmetry—Well proportioned in build or frame, 

while “Carriage” denotes the movement or action, 
by some termed “style.”

Tail-cove rts—Soft, glossy, curved feathers at 
the sides of the tail.

Tail-feathers—The stiffs hard feathers only; are 
usually straight.

Trio—Male and two females.
Under-color—The down as seen about the roots 

of feathers.
Vulture-hocks—Stiff, projecting feathers on the 

hock joint, Laving the appearance of a little wing.
Wattles—The red, depending structures at each 

side of the beak.
Wing- bare—Any line of dark color across the 

middle of the wings.
Wing-bows—The upper or shoulder part of the 

wings.
Wing-points or wing-butts—The ends of the 

primaries.
Wing-coverts—The brood feathers covering the 

roots of the secondary quills.
Moulting—Shedding feathers or annually cast

ing off the feathers.
Fledging or Fledged—Getting on or having on 

already a full suit of feathers.
Figuies 2 and 3 represent striped, laced,spangled 

and pencilled feathers.
Figure 1 hows where to find the different points 

named : 1, comb; 2, beak; 3, eye; 4, face; 5, ear
lobe; 6, wattles; 7, neck-hackle; 8, brea-t; 9, 
saddle-hackle; 10, wing-bow; 11, wing-ooverts; 
12, secondaries; 13, thighs; 14, shanks; 15, sickles; 
16, main-tail; 17, tail-coverts; 18, hocks; 19, sad 
die; 20, fluff.
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Fig. 1.

few hints on the subject I have no doubt will be 
readily appreciated, as they were by myself at first.

Breed—Any class of fowls that have distinct 
merits of their o\\ n.

Carunculated—The fleshy protuberance on the 
head of turkeys.

Cockerel—A young male bird not yet a year old. 
Crest—A tuft of feathers on the head described 

as “top knots."
Cushion—A mass of feathers on the rump of hen. 
Dubbing—Cutting off the comb, wattles and ear 

lobes, making the head smooth and clean, in the

agricultural world, equal in superior 
those possessed by the dams. The

The American Turkey.
Of all the native gallinaceous birds of North 

America, the turkey alone was found in a domesti
cated state when first vûited by the Spaniards, 
and that only in Mexico. No game bird of this 
Continent has a wider range. From the Atlantic 
to the Kocky mountains, and from Canada to 
Central America, they are found still enjoying 
the native freedom of the primeval forests in spite 
of the march of civilization.

*‘ The grand size and beauty of this fowl ” says 
Audubon, “ and its value as a delicate and justly 
prized ai tide of food, render this the most interest
ing of the birds of America. The flesh is 
delicate than that of the domestic turkey and the 
Western Indians 90 value it that they call it the 
“ white man’s dish.”

There are three species of the wild turkey, the 
North American, the Mexican and the Honduras 
or South American. There is but little difference 
between the North American , and the Mexican 
species, and that is in the permanent color of the 
tips of the tail feathers and of the feathers 
lying the base of the tail. In the North Ameri
can, these are of the chesnut brown color, while 
on the Mexican, they are creamy or yellowish 
white.

The ocellated Turkeys of Central and South 
America are taller and more erect in carriage than 
the common turkeys, with a much more brilliant 
plumage marked with the iridescent “showy eyes" 
of the peacock, legs and beak pinkish, and • the 
head of a peculiar soft, clear gray blue, created 
with bright orange waits.

Domestication has produced six well defined 
varieties. The white was probably the first, at 
least it was known in France as early as 1630. Bel
gium and Holland followed France in popularizing 
tnis variety on account of plumage an* delicacy of 
flesh. The gray is another variety that was bred 
at an early day in France, also a parti-colored and 
red variety. The black, buff and slaty blue are 
ol a more recent date.

In this country the Mammoth Bronze heads the 
list of varieties, next the Narragansitt. On farms, 
turkeys may be seen of various shades and colors. 
But of late years, the most sensible turkey raisers 
favor the Bronze variety.

. 15-

Stripe. Lace. Spangle.
Fig. 2.

manner that game cocks are treated when going to 
battle or in the pit.

Ear lobes—The bare skin below the ears, called 
by some “deaf ears.”

Face—The bare skin around the eyes.
Fluff - Downy feathers about the thighs. 
Furnished—When a bird has a full developed 

comb, wattles, hackle and tail, he is said to be 
furnished.

Hackles—Long slender feathers on the neck of 
the male bird.

Hock—The joint between the thigh and shank.

more

over-

r
Spangle.Pencilled.

Fig. 3.

Mossy—Indistinct or confused marking of 
plumage.

Pea-comb—Three small combs compressed in 
one, the centre being the highest.

Poult—A young turkey.
Pullet—A young hen.
Primaries—The flight feathers of the wings, not 

visible when the wing is closed ; great importance 
is attached to their color by breeders.

I have tried our other Canadian journals on 
agriculture, and also some of the American, and 
have settled down on the Advocate. To say the 
least, it is the right paper for Ontario farmers. I 
wish, sir, future success to the Advocate and 
yourself the best compliments of the season.

J. K., Iona Station, Ont.
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to the expectations raised by the itinerants. It is 
true it is early (maturing with us Aug. 5), but it 
is nothing better than Amsden’s June, being small 
and so intensely cling that it can scarcely be 
used. Mr. River’s Early Louise is good, early and 
fine; it should be largely planted as it is as hardy 
as our seedling.

a sample being,left to show us what they would be 
like. Years ago we used to find a large, hand
some and relishable plum on our rich creek banks 
in the woods, but like many other good things of 
plden times they have fled with the Indians and 
now their places know them no more for ever. 
What native varieties are left are few and far be- 

In some of the departments of fruit culture this I tween, and are small and astringent. This season 
season the supply has bien most abundant, more a large nursery firm—Parsons ft Co., New York,— 
so, I believe, in this section than in some of the sent to us for a large quantity of native plums to 
other sections of our province. I am most happy be used solely for their seed, supposing we had any 
to be able to report a most magnificent crop of fine quantity here; but we had to report in answer, 
apples and grapes here. Without further prelim- “ No plums to be had.” The sorts we attempt 
• naries, I shall notice the staple fruits as they occur mostly are Blue Orleans and another blue plum 
•n their order of importance, commencing with much smaller, and is some favored sections the
1 1 Lombard; but, in the main, plum growing is at a

discount among us. I may say in passing that 
In these the old standard varieties, as R. I. I Black Knot is very commonly seen on the fruitless 

Greenings, Baldwins, N. Spies, and Russets, are plum trees in fence corners and other places, 
as popular as ever, and lose nothing of their real ... *
value and importance as domestic and marketable cherries.
fruits.

harden and Ordtavti.
i Report of Seedline and New Fruits 

for 1881.
KY B. tiOTT.

r

JSÉ GRAPES
are a very popular fruit and fast becoming increas
ingly interesting. Our country seems well adapted 
to their successful culture, and the probabilities 
are that many large vineyards will be planted all 
over where favorable localities can be secured. The 
crop the last season was immense and all found a 
ready market at the time of maturity. Our people, 
however, are very slow in planting out their vines, 
as they are much afraid there is some secret in the 
management and they could not possibly do it; 
but still many are experimenting in small quanti
ties. Black sorts are most popular, as our people

Asï have previously intimated our crop I I am very sorry to teport that we are not by any “rrietS^ThrSte3 most “grown8 areffiiL I^IL 
of tins fine popular, standard fruit for this season means so successful .. growing chemes as we are tried varieti as Isabella> C*linton> and Concord,
was not only abundant but handsomely developed ™ growing some oth.T fruits As a matter of con- which • b far the be3t of thnn all. Qn our
and much to the pecuniary profit of our g owers. sequence, a country that is famed for fine apples, ^ w . .. ,, „ ,, ,The demand for our apples this year was bitter pears and plums caLot be equally noted for fine d ™.r b°nttom8 the™ 18 a 8ma,1> black
than ever before, and growers sold the whole of and beautiful cherries. The" fruits in their very that grows very luxuriantly over the
their autumn and winter fruit to dealers who nature require, different conditions of soil and *"**• but tb®, L ^aludess except for wine
came to the orchards and supplied the packing for climate. In our forests are some of the finest ex- P P0- . ,y grape, with us the Delà
the whole. The price paid was from 80c to §1 per amples of cherry trees that eyes ever looked upon, ™r.e 18 the m03t P°Pnlar> and the PeoPle *«*»*»*
bbl. for autumn, and $1 to §1.50 for winter. It was and yet their fruit is not the beautiful, luscious ™*b b?l?.om,n« re8Pe«t- * succeed* remarkably
astonishing to see the quantities shipped at our Europeon cherry, but a small, jet-black fruit, Pz^vi-6,!^ bemg mtroduccd
ports. The consequence is that our people are atronfon their stem like a cluster of red currants. Wtol1 and Bur“ett' the8el
very much encouraged in their efforts at apple VVe have frequently planted the trees and tried to f ® f n 18 !’k.e ^ V* become a popular and general 
growing, and are already planning for the ex ten grow those beautiful foreign sorts, but in most p An e,a“< its introduction last season by the F. 
sive planting of new and much improved orchards, cases we have sadly failed. Last winter made sad "A" , ï'r??y fasten this result, as the stock 
as they now see in the light of a keen market where havoc among our fine trees, 15 to 20 feet high and f , e <îr? b®}d acarce and dear. Burnett, m- 
they have previously erred, and are determined to or eight years’ growth, that we were fondly “"cteJ,by the A" two years before, is also 
rectify these matters. \ve have no indigenous placing our expectations upon; now they are life- 7,? ecome quite an acquisition, as it is a re
apples of any importance whatever, as onr natural le33 spectres that we can only uproot as so many . 6 "ne Kj°-Wjr’ and what fruit we have yet
specimens are too small and repulsive in flavor and cumberers of the ground. The sorts mostly k jn*iü-Very Rood indeed Of the whites, we have 
texture in the light of other sorts. We have, attempted are Black Eagle, Black Tartarian f0Jr “ad this season a remarkable fine crop of Martha s. 
however, seen some new sorts lately introduced this color, and for red, May Duke and Early Rich- lhl8 .*? reaUy * very vineyard variety, and for 
that are likely to be of much value in our future mond. A common sour cherry, as it is called, is our®,ltnate, as good, all things considered, as we 
stock of winter apples, and three of the best of largely grown and easily propagated, and gives on Deed Wl8T , Tb? v.ln® 18 very bardy and a good 
these are Man Apple, Grime’s Golden and Smith’s the whole good satisfaction, as it grows readily in Srowef> "he bunch is large and compact, and the 
Cider. The first is large, fine, and a good keeper; almost all sorts of soils and bears neglect and hard- mer»y 18,Vlr^u and fine flavor and hangs
and the second and third are beautiful in color and ships very patiently. A good, hardy, serviceable el* on the b inches. The fruit sells well and at 
relishable in texture and flavor They are doubt- cherry is much needed for our common every-day Pîr e\'t j 'Xaa J Pf this season Aug.
less great acquisitions to our present enviable stock, wants. > Hartford Prolific, Sept. 4th; and Concord,
We had Early Harvest apples this year ripe and quinces Sept 9th; but on account of the prolonged sum-
in good condition August Gth, and the beautiful *. *. Quinces mer drought, fruits ripened a few days earlier than
new Russian apple, Tetofsky, August 8th. VVe "0t *° an,y aPPreclabJe extent grown among us, usual.
are now growing a few western varieties that may not ,f,eel tbe nf,edof tbem. not OUR ORAPE CR0P-
ultimately be of great service to us—Walbridge, I ualitieH “ft i^howeve^verv d on ht fid*JhTt h er I D may not be uninteresting or out of place 
Haas Perry Russett, Utter’s Red, and Wealthy I 'jur coun‘trv (jn ,’limate especially 1 would in anv I bere to 8ive a synopsis of our beautiful crop of 

mostly from Minnesota, and they are making ()etrree suit them > P y'^ y I grapes this season as they appeared on our grounds,
splendid progress. In a few more years, there- " It was certainly the finest sight of the kind I had
fore, we hope to have something even better in the | peaches. | eVer seen, and it was difficult to realize that such
apple line to report.
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The growing of this fruit in this section is get- a croP could be produced. Many came to witness 
ting to be quite an important industry, and I **• and testified to its excellence The plantation 

This season was unfortunately an off year in our I thousands of trees are annually being planted for con8ista of 250 vines and their net product 
pear orchards, if the few scattering trees generally I their fruit. The reason of this is the very general I lbs. of first-class fruit that sold for $400. The
planted in this country can properly be so désignât- satisfaction this crop is giving the cultivators for I average product per vine was 20 lbs. At the same
ed. For growing this fruit, we have a country well *he last few seasons past in its quantity and I rate of planting, an acre of ground would contain
adapted both in soil and climate, and yet there are I (luahty. Our soil and climate seems not unadapted I ®d4 vines, and their united product would be 5i 
lamentably few and poor specimens grown that are to *be auccessful production of very fine peaches. ton3> or> *n value, $870—an excellent showing 
compared with our capabilities. Why this is so is This last season, however, was an unusual excep- doubtless for grape growing in this country with 
a mystery, but must be accounted for on the prin- I **on *° our generally large and fine show of peaches. I a^ ^ disappointments and rigidity. At the pre-
ciple of the most reckless indifférer ce. For those phe reason of this was undoubtedly the unusual aen* time wine making is not attempted among
produced the demand is good and the price rules seyerity of the preceding winter, the high winds I U8> *he market readily absorbing the whole crop of 
high. Good^amples readily bring from $2 to $3 and severe freezing having killed the fruit buds, grapes as soon as it is matured. According to the 
per bushel according to quality. We are mostly a|id, in some localities, even the wood was posi- I iate report issued by the^ Commission of Agricul- 
satisfied with the old standard varieties, as hivdy frozen to death. This may not likely occur I tore at Washington, U. S., 1880, on “Grape
Bartlett, Flemish Beauty and Bon de Jersey, as a8ain for 8ome time> but it should be a valuable Growing and Wine Making ” for that country, tho 
we can hear of nothing better, and it may be some *e880n to our peach growers, and, indeed, to our highest yield per acre for any county in the State 
time before anything better is produced. Clap's ^ru‘t gr°wers generally, to provide screens or wind- Michigan was 10,000 lbs. (in Kent), and the 
Favorite, largely disseminated by our society some breaks for their fruit plantations, for in every case average for the counties of the State was 4,523 lbs.
few years ago, is now beginning to come into tke croP benefited by it. Our crop from about | Per acre
fruitfulness, and thus upsetting the popular objec- ,5<7 trees ‘D'l not amount to more than 20 bushels, I suggestions.
tion against pear planting—that you must wait a I wb'ch 8°hl readily for a high price. I need not As the American people at the present time are 
lifetime before they come into bearing. This 8ay that the peach is not indigenous to our country, deeply concerned about their grape culture and 
fallacy is now being exploded. Well, the fruit of but wf, have any quantity of seedlings produced wine m iking as a national industry and are 
this pear is line, large, handsome and g >od, but annually—some good, ami some good for nothing, earnestly collecting official statistics relating to 
very soft at maturity. 'Hie destructive blight of ^lr- George Ott, of Arkoua, has a very line yellow- them, would it not likewise be well for us also to 
the pear tree, so bad in some sections, is scarcely Heslle|i seedling, called Ott’s Beauty, that is really more earnestly encourage and assist «rape growing 
known here, even in those orchards that have been very valuable, as it is very fine in flavor and good among us ? 6 8
some time planted. With suitable soil and cartful slze- shlP8 well, and comes true from its i wn seed, 2nd— Would it not be a most successful means 
preparation and drainage, good culture will Il°t needing to be budded. These, you know, are of modifying the excessive use of ardent stimulants 
largely overcome this difficulty in the culture of a Pol,> and our people know how to prize amongst us, and prove a great national blessing to
fine popular fruit. *be")> and the Pe;u;h will likely be planted largely, so encourage a supply of home made wine (the

Mr Ott having an orchard of about 200 trees. The pure juice of the grape) for mineral 
■sorts mostly grown here are Early York, Stump purposes ?
!arlJVx°arr1!lViCr1W|.f0ird’a J':aüly’ and 80n,et°f tlle very 3rd—Gan any good, substantial reason be sue-
early arieties lately introduced; C rawford s is the cessfully urged why this should not be done *
ie»t and the largest planted. There was quite a 4th—I would most respectfully suggest and 

. ti made by the tree agents about Early Canada, advise .that this subject be taken up and thorou»h-
‘iT"**),0^ them°“ lar8e 8ale8 at good ly discussed in publicassembly at the next winter 
prices for the trees, but the fruit is not coming up meeting of our association.

PEARS.
was

t
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and domesticPLU MS.

As far as soil and climate are concerned, this 
whole region is well adapted to the culture of line 
plums, but it is very rarely that such is seen of 
late years. What is the matter? you ask. Oh, 
the same old disheartening story—“The curculio 
takes them all. "’ And really this is a fact, scarcely
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Select Fuchsias.
Fuchsias are among the prettiest of our soft- 

wooded, free-blooming plants. They are of the 
easiest culture, requiring during the summer a 
partially shaded position, with moderately enriched 
soil and plenty of water during their season of 
growth. Some of the varieties are also well 
adapted for bedding purposes. Such varieties 
as possess good habit and good vigorous growth, 
and also free blooming qualities?, are the most suit
able for this purpose. I gi\$ below the best of 
large collection, including all the newel kinds 
recently introduced :

Avalanche (Smith’s)—Of a straggling growth,the 
flowers are of the largest size, double, corolla white.

Avalanche (Henderson’s) —The habit of this 
variety is neat and compact, although a strong 
grower; the foliage is of light yellow, the flowers 
very large, the sepals crimson, corolla purple. In 
the western cities this kind is grown more exten
sively for retailing than is any other. Its habit 
of blooming when quite small inakvs it suitable for 
this purpose It is without doubt the best dark 
double fuchsia, all qualities considered, in cultiva
tion.

Black Prince—A distinct variety; tubes and 
sepals a waxy carmine; pale pink corolla, margined 
with rose.

Elm City—An old double fuchsia of good habit; 
tube and sepals bright scarlet; corolla crimson.

Queen oj Whites—Tube and sepals bright red; 
pure white single corolla; good habit.

Lord Byron—One of the finest dark single 
fuchsias of recent introduction, having a tine 
branching habit, blooming when quite small; tube 
and sepals bright crimson; corolla large, open; of 
the darkest purple, almost black.

Mrs. H. Cannel—Considerable excitement has 
been manifested among horticulturists on both 
sides of the Atlantic regarding the merits of this 
fuchsia. It is undoubtedly one of the finest double 
white varieties yet introduced. The flowers are 
of large size, and are produced in great abundance 
on well-shaped plants.

Sunray—Some plants of this fuchsia sn our 
greenhouse! just now have leaves of the finest 
markings, and of the richest colors, equalling the 
finest tricolor geraniums, and not much inferior to 
the line-leafed caladiums. The flowers have scar
let sepals with purple corollas.

Warrior Queen—A good single, crimson sepals, 
corolla violet.

The following are the best winter-blooming 
kinds :

Speciosa—Sepals flesh-colored, corolla scarlet.
Mrs. Marshall—Pure white tube and sepals; 

vosy-pink corolla.
Bianca Maryinata -The sepals of this one are 

white, corolla crimson.
Earl of Beaconsfield— Of recent introduction, but 

an excellent one for winter blooming. The blooms 
are often over three inches long, the tube and 
sepals a light rosy carmine, coroBa a deeper car
mine. A splendid flower for keeping a long time 
after being cut, being of fine substance. The 
double-flowering kinds are not very suitable for 
winter blooming, but can be had to bloom early in 
the spring by propagating early in the fall, and 
growing on slowly during winter.

each circle a distinct color, all trimmed low, and 
consequently well branched. If the entire bed 
should be of one variety, the effect will also be 
very fine.

“Another pretty groupe of small-sized trees may 
be composed of the Silver Bell, Golden Chain, and 
the Red Bud or Judas tree. Still another group 
of the same size can be formed of the European 
Bird Cherry, Purple Mist, White Wood.

“Ins corner of the grounds a closely massed 
group of the different colored double flowering 
peaches will be very pleasing when in bloom, and 
where they will succeed, nothing can excel the 
numerous varieties of thorns. In the centre of 
the peaches I would insert a tree of Reid’s weep
ing variety, a graceful drooping tree, and among 
the thorns plant the weeping variety of it. These 
have a tendency to remove a certain uniformity of 
outline prevalent in all such masses.

“As we leave the small class of trees and advance 
to those of larger growth, I unhesitatingly place 
in the front rank, if not at the very head, the 
Norway Maple. Seldom do we find its equal in 
all that pertains to a specimen tree. With ample 
foliage of the richest shade of green, globular in 
form, perfectly hardy and healthy in almost every 
situation, it appears peculiarly adapted to stand 
alone upon a beautiful lawn. Another, although 
of a widely different character, is the White 
Birch, and its delicate cut-leaved variety. The 
silver-leaved Linden succeeds well everywhere, 
and is undeniably a beautiful specimen tree, as 
well as the English cork-barked maple, when 
branched to the ground. Although of large size, 
the Sweet Gum (Liquid amber) forms one of the 
most available ornamental trees. Beautiful at all 
seasons, with its curious corky bark, rich, glossy 
star-shaped leaves and picturesque form, it is well 
adapted for creating ^parked effects ; and then in 
the autumn its brilliant crimson hue is remarkably 
attractive. Either for grouping or as single speci
mens, the genus Fagus or Beech supplies us with 
a charming set of trees. Among the most striking 
in character I would place the fern-leaved and 
purple-leaved as especially fine.

‘ ‘There are Very many other trees of beautiful 
form that are unfortunately not adapted for gen
eral planting. In the neighborhood of Philadel
phia they cannot use the elms, because the leaves 
are often perforated by insects ; nor the ash, on 
account of the borers ; the mountain ash meets 
with the same fate, and the thorns are destroyed 
by a fungus ; the horse chestnuts become disfigured 
by midsummer, and so we have to rely on other 
tress. But where the list will succeed as they 
evidently do in central New York, my advice is to 
use them all freely. There are four genera in the 
great natural order, Coniferce (cone-bearing), that 
are furnished with deciduous leaves and tall spiral 
tops, all well adapted for the centre or background 
of groups—the Larch family, of which the Euro
pean species is preferable ; the Deciduous Cypress, 
with light feathery leaves ; and the Weeping 
Cypress, having unusually graceful foliage and pen
dant branchlets. Every place should have at least 
one drooping tree, as much for its intrinsic beauty 
as for the effect it produces when grown near 
other forms. For this purpose the Weeping Beech 
possesses an individuality peculiarly its own. Not 
so pretentious perhaps as the preceding, but with 
a graceful drooping of the more slender branches; 
the Weeping Linden stands next in the list. 
Where they will flourish, the Weeping Elms and 
the Weeping Mountain Ash are very handsome; 
and the old fashioned Weeping Willow, especially 
when in the vicinity of water, is often a valuable 
assistant for creating a beautiful picture.

‘ ‘For small-sized weepers I would suggest the fol
lowing, all of which arc useful, and in fact indis
pensable to the landscape gardener : The thorn, 
grandidentata poplar, Kilmarnock willow, dwarf 
cherry, sophora and beech. Tae drooping vari
eties of the common ash are stiff and formal in 
outline, yet often attractive from their very 
oddity. A feature very often overlooked in 
American gardens is the massing of trees that are 
beautiful in the autumn. Most places can be im
proved by a little group of these brightly-tinted 
species, and for this purpose I would name for the 
back ground the scarlet oak, dazzling in its scarlet 
dress ; the sour gum, with the deepest shade of 
crimson ; the red maple, gay with yellow, red, 
and orange ; and a sassafras, with golden yellow 
leaves. To the front I would place a white 
flowering dogwood, with its vivid shade of red ; 
one or two common sumacs, as bright as the petals 
of a crimson peony, with a few vines of the green 
brier, of golden hue. It is needless to add 
that the effect of such a blending of colors

may be overrated. In leaving the deciduous 
trees, I would merely call your attention 
to the neglected family of oaks, although 
beyond the limits of such places as we are discus
sing to-night. For very large lawns no genus in 
the flora of the world can exceed their majesty of 
form, their picturesqueness of outliue, nor ' «Jr 
value for every purpose appertaining to the 1 tnd- 
scape art.

We now arrive at the Evergreens. I will huvrod- 
ly particularize a few of the most valuable f« r the 
majority of our country places, all of w jich ..ill 
undoubtedly succeed in this vicinity. In the 
spruce family,'as not only the first in the genus, 
but among all cone-bearing trees, the Norway 
Spruce is fully entitled to consideration before any 
other. You all know it well, and knowing it, have 
nothing to say against it. It is a tree at once ap
propriate in all situations and for every purpose ; 
hardy everywhere, and exceptionally beautiful.

More formal in outline, but remarkably pleasing 
in color, the white spruce stands next, and the 
hemlock, with its charming drooping branches, 
curving in even circles to the ground, must 
never be neglected. The silver fir is with
out doubt the best hardy species known to 
us at present—always beautiful and healthy, we 
cannot well dispense with its presence. Com
mon balsam fir and European silver fir are unex
ceptionable in many grounds. The pines must be 
used sparingly, as they are rather coarse for close 
proximity to the dwelling. Among well-tested 
kinds, the Austrian, Cembrian, White, Lambert’s, 
and Scotch are all hardy and deservedly 
admired. The Cedar of Lebanon must not be 
forgotten, not alone for the many remin
iscences connected with it by the sacred writers, 
but for its individual beauty on the lawn. Our 
Arbor Vitas, as well as the Siberian variety, 
well known and appreciated that it seems unneces
sary to urge their claim to public notice. Low- 
growing conifers are of such vast importance to 
the landscape gardener in creating dense evergreen 
masses, that of later years our arboriculturists 
haye been eagerly gathering from every available 
sources, all which have proven distinct. —[Abridged 
from remarks of Mr. Hoopes’ in Canadian Horti
culturist.
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Inducing; Regular Bear ng.
F. K. Phivnix writes as follows to the Country 

Gentleman :
“ How to make apple and other trees bear the 

‘ off years ’ is a question involving millions of dol
lars annual revenue now lost to American fruit 

Last year apples here were so plentygrowers.
tnat, aside from what growers, their friends and 
stock consumed, there was from most orchards no 
sale and no profit Not only are the fruit supply, 
crop and price in these off years involved, but the 
health, and to a great extent the very life of our 
bearing trees. Every close observer must have 
noticed the weakening of fruit trees from over
bearing and their increased liability to injury from 
cold in severe winters, such as somehow, under 
present arrangements, seem occasionally to follow 
excessive fruit crops or seasons. For instance, 
last year’s overcrop was followed by ono of the 
longest and severest winters, causing in some sec
tions, as in portions of Ohio, Indiana, and the 
■Northwest, unusual destruction to bearing orchards. 
Thus the law or succession of nature often is—first, 
mild winters ; second, favorable springs ; third, 
excessive fruit crops ; fourth, low prices for fruit ; 
fifth, weakened bearing trees ; and sixth, perman
ent damage to overbearing trees from winter cold.

“ Where and how had we best seek to correct 
this present manifestly unprofitable order of things ? 
Sonde will argue that apple trees did not, could not 
bear this year, because the fruit blossom buds 
formed last summer were weakened (incapacitated) 
by the severe cold last winter. This sometimes 
happens, and I took this view of the situation here 
last spring, until observations the past 
banished it. I do not remember a more favorable 
spring than the last one was here for fruit bloom 
and setting—not one late frost or chilling wind 
storm throughout. What followed '! In this sec
tion so far as I have noticed, wherever there was 
bloom, even our most tender annual bearing 
varieties of apple, Sweet Bough, Rhode Island 
Greening, etc., with Sibérien crab, wild crabs, 
seeoling or natural apple trees, ami all grafted 
varieties that had not exhausted themselves by 
overbearing in 188(1, gave this year 
fruit. Had only half our orchard trees borne, or 
not borne so full last year, 1 believe we should 
have had plenty of apples this fall. All things

Ornamental Trees.
“I invariably commence with a stereotyped 

phrase, ‘Don’t plant large trees in small yards.’ 
One of the greatest of all errors, and one that is 
indulged in by so many of our planters in their hor
ticultural infancy, is that of setting out a first- 
class tree in a second-class yard. Scarcely a town 
lot or cemetery enclosure is laid out but this mis
take is made, although ignorance in nearly every 
instance is theexeuse, and justly so, too. Taking, 
for instance, the laborer a cottage, with its few 
square feet of grass in front,—and, by the way, 
what is more attractive than a well kept sod ?— 
in the place of a Norway spruce or Austrian pine, 
1 would suggest what is termed a dwarf evergreen 
—one of the smaller forms of arbor vitœ, now be
coming so popular, or a juniper, with its variety 
of outline. If the front should have a northern 
aspect, the best plant fur that purpose is either 
some handsomely variegated variety of Aucuba or 
Euonymus Japunica. The newer introductions of 
these are exceedingly attractive, and a group com
posed of distinct kinds forms an agreeable feature 
To those whose taste for flowers is predominant, I 
would recommend a circular bed of roses, not 
planted promiscuously, but in lines or ribbons,

summer
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considered, I must think these excessive fruit 
crops, with little or no fruit in intervening years, 
unnatural or artificial, and hence to a great extent 
remediable.

“ What can we do to get more fruit in off years ?
I respectfully suggest, first, to seed out and culti
vate more uniform, moderate, annual bearing 
sorts. What profit is there in these excessive, 
biennially bearing varieties and crops, with 
parative starvation between Î If, to 
regular crops we must grow from the seed steadier 
annual bearing varieties, the quicker that is taken 
hold of and accomplished the better, and this off 
year is the very time to save and sow seed for that 
purpose.' Second, as far as possible secure scions 
for grafting, also buds for budding, from trees that 
have borne well this off year. Like begets like is 
the guide, the unfailing light out of enveloping 
darkness. Applying this rule, I must always 
and greatly prefer scions and buds from healthy 
and fruitful trees. _ In my experience I find, with 
a great cloud of unimpeachable witnesses (practical 
farmer orchardists here in southeastern Wiscon
sin) to back me, that scions from healthy, fruitful 
bearing trees not only grow off as well, but of the 
two grow quicker and better than those cut from 
the nursery trees, especially where propagated, gen
eration after generation, farther and farther from 
a bearing condition. If like begets like, trees that 
bear well this off year will lie most likely to bear 
in other off years. Thirdly, much may be done, 
ex en with the present list of sorts, by improved 
modes of pruning and cultivation. ‘Prune in 
winter for growth, in summer for fruit,’ is advised.
Why not, then, prune in autumn to lessen or n
temper excessive fruit crops? July, August, and KOOt trailing,
even early in September, are, I believe the best „ ^ subscriber enquires how root grafting is done, 
months for pruning. Another thing we know : The scions to be grafted may be cut in any mild 
the number of fruit buds and blooms is lessened in weather late in the autumn, or in the winter. The 
proportion to the quantity of bearing wood re- rpot from a two-year old seedling may be dug any. 
moved in pruning. Suppose, then, we choose off time wl,en the ground is not frozen, in the latter 
years wherein to prune excessive biennial crops of Part 9^ the fall or even in winter. The roots are 
fruit years and promote bearing in off years ? It °.u* *uto lengths, slanted, 5 inches long. Some- 
wou'd seem that it m ist have been tried already times one seedling plant will make three or four 
many times, and without any such desirable result. 8®°^ roots. These pieces of roots are then cut 
Theoretically I must nevertheless think that there ”ifh a sloping cut, say an inch in length, as shown 
is some seas in of the year, or some age, older or ln figure 1. 
younger, in the life of orchard trees, when heavy 
late summer or autumn pruning in an off year 
would be not only safe in itself, but tend power
fully to promote wood growth the next season, as 
opposed to excessive fruit production. In these 
great fruit years fruit is produced at the expense 
of wood growth. How can we best permanently 
reverse this, and promote in such fruit years more 
wood and less fruit growth ?

“If the experiment of heavy late pruning is to 
be tested this fall, I suggest using great care, 
painting the scars and stubs over and over, against 
a possible succeeding hard winter. One other 
thing : hardy, iron clad varieties will endure severe 
fall pruning and hard winters far better than tender 
varieties.”

age remained green. The sudden change of tem
perature produced by quick thawing was consid
ered to be some degrees less for plants in a high 
situation and for the shady sides of the half-killed 
shrubs. The higher situations are in this respect 
also favorable to plant life ; because while the frost 
is not so severe as in the valley, the effect of thaw
ing winds is found to be the same for both. The 
plants on the higher ground are therefore subjected 
to less strain by sudden variation from a low to a 
high temperature, and the reverse, than their 
genera in the valleys.

Another writer says : I have tried dipping in 
cold water and sprinkling frozen plants, and gen
erally with unfavorable results—perhaps fiom not 
managing it right—from the fact that plants out 
of doors will pass through a pretty severe frost 
unharmed when clouds or fogs obscure the sun’s 
rays in the morning. I have taken a hint, and 
several times have saved frozen plants in my 
greenhouse by building a tire of half rotten wood, 
damp brush, etc., in an open vessel, so as to fill 
the house with smoke and steam. I think it is the 
generally received opinion that it is not so much 
the freezing as the sudden thawing which destroys 
them. Bat I am inclined to think there may be 
some peculiar actiou of the sun’s ray» (perhaps the 
chemical rays) which do the mischief I have ob
served that the very first rays that strike a frosted 
plant seem to kill it at once, while in some experi
ments in thawing by smoke and steam, some plants 
have been thawed quite rapidly by the fire, and 
came out all right.

Sflrirulturat.
A

Forest Tree Cul are.
BY HON. H. G JOLY, QUEBEC. Q.

The European traveller who visits only the 
settled parts of this Province, is invariably disap
pointed at the scarcity and meanness of our trees. 
Of course, if he leaves the beaten tracks of travel- 
lem, and goes far enough into the wilderness, up 
the Ottawa and St. Maurice, he w ill see fine timber, 
but in our settlement we can only show him, here 
and there at long intervals, one solitary elm, a 
model of grace and beauty, and the traveller will 
feel as we do, grateful to the man who spared that 
tree.

If every acre of ground were covered with valu
able crops, one would try and get reconciled to the 
absence of trees, and bow to the iron rule of the 
age which converts everything into cash. But 
what a small proportion of all that ground is used 
profitably ! We can find plenty of spare room for 
crowing forest trees ; they are not only the moat 
beautiful ornaments to a country and the most use- 
ful product of nature, giving fuel, timber, shade, 
shelter, retaining moisture, and a protection 
against droughts, &c., &c.. but consideiing the 
question from a strict/)/ money-making point of view, 
the culture of forest trees is perhaps the best and 
safest investment that can he made.

It is rather d fificult, I admit, to induce people 
to plant forest trees in this Province, where, for 
generations, they have been brought up to look 
upon the forest tree as their natural enemy, to be 
got rid off at any cost, hacking down, burnt out of 
the way (for want of a better mode of disposing of 
it), and still troubling the settler for years with 
ns everlasting stumps, an obstacle to thorough 
cultovation. The children and grandchildren of 
the old settlers remember it too well ; they cannot 
be expected to love the forest tree, but self-interest 
ought to conquer instinct and prejudice. With us 
land is not too valuable for forest tree culture. In 
Europe, where land is scarcer and more valuable 
than here, they plant, every year, thousands and 
thousands of acres of forest trees.

In the United States, the Federal as well as the 
States governments encourage the culture of forest 
trees by grants of land and money, and exemption 
from taxation, and powerful societies are co-operat
ing wi h energy and liberality. The government 
of t anada has begun by offering free grants to 
those who undertake the planting of a certain 
number of trees on the Western prairies, but I will 
here observe that it will require more active mea- 
sures to set the people in motion, and especially 
the establishment »f nurser es, where the people 

buy young trees and seed, and the beginning 
of some large plantations, as an example, to show 
to the people by practical results, that the culture 
of forest trees is within the reach of every one 

We see in the papers that the Western railways 
have started th i culture of trees on their own ac
count ; the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba 
Railway is reported as having appointed a superin-
ble,t°f. rer“ tUre’ Wh0 hasJ"ust contracted for 

three hundred thousand trees, and most of the 
roads west of the Mississippi and Missouri livers 
have also begun to raise trees, in order to insure a 
supply of ties, and fur other purposes
oL mk0trete?4.that the Whole of our farms 
should be planned m forest trees ; that would be 
too absurd. Our farms are generally too larire for 
the number of hands we employ ; there are Sways
whThOi d/0rOe;8’ldle striP8’8t°hV or damp patches 
which it does not pay to cultivate ; begin and plant 
forest trees there, suiting the tree to the nature 
of the still—you will find some for every kind of 
soil. Once planted and fairly started, they will 
take care of themselves, give no trouble and in
crease yearly in value, in a wonderful ratio, so well 
expressed by the Honorable F. B. Hough chief of 
DerneaSrtry |V^°n ?flhe United States Agricultural

sr.rc':,LL:hoel.s:dro’
For years past, I have sought the best and 

material to pack the scions in. In this 'they may L^hlve made Mme ExperimentF dTI1),ded lands‘

ob,*.tr,',eHTP

few root grafted trees are wanted it may be bet- consideration ought to be the natnro ( .u -, 
ter to graft at the top of the root, leaving a root 8 where they are to be planted • if the °f i^® B°‘i 
or 10 inches long By this method apples, pears, favorable to one kind of tree ’do ""l 18 ”0t 
plums, peaches and cherries may be safely grafted. | time in planting it there ; you wil^fiEd tooths

com- 
secure more
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Effects of Thaws and Frosts 
riants.

Some observations were made at Geissen last 
wintr by Herr Hoffman, which throw lighten the 
way in which plants are injured in time of frost. 
It is well known that plants and trees situated in 
the bottom of a valley suffer much more from cold 
and frost than those in a higher situation. This is 
due to the fact that the valley, if surrounded by' 
hills and high grounds, not only retains its own 
cold and radiation, but also serves as a reservoir for 
tke cold heavy air which pours down into it from 
the neighboring heights. It is thus that the higher 
grounds in Switzerland are warmer than the 
valleys or gorges, as in these the cold colled s as 
in so many basins. It is also found in this country 
that plants and shrubs which survive the severity 
of winter on ground raised above the level of the 
valley perish when grown in the valley itself.

The great advantage of a hilly position is thus 
apparent, and has been amply proved by Herr 
Hoffman’s observations at Geiasen. Here he 
found that the plants so situated took little or no 
harm from the intense cold ; while quite near, in 
the valley, there was extensive injury. The injury, 
too, decreased in proportion to elevation abo.e the 
valley.

As to the immediate effect of temperature upon 
plants, the author is of opinion that it is not a 
particular degree of cold that kills a plant, but 
the amount of quick thawing. This was illustrated 
in one case by the curious fact that one and the 
same bush—species of box—was killed in its foli
age on the south side, while on the north the foli- I
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The scions are then cut into lengths, each about 

3 inches long, witn a smooth, sloping cut, down
ward at the stem end, as shown in figure 2 ; 1 and 
2 are then joined together, as show in figure 3 
The paper is then wound round tightly. If the 
wax be too dry and hard, heat the paper by the 
stove or fire. The root and scion should be of the 
same diameter, as nearly as possible, so that the 
bark of both wilkeome together as close as they 
can be fittejJ-on scion and root. It is easy to 
select for the root the scion that suits. If they 
do not match on both sides let them, at least 
match on one. This is essential to their union and 
and growth.

A mixture of sawdust and sand is

planting, the first
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'! tree that will suit the soil. After paying all due 
deference to soil and climate, you must be guided 
in your selection of a peculiar kind of tree: 1st. By 
the value of the timber. 2nd. The greater or lesser 
ease and certainty with which the tree can be 
grown. 3rd. The rate of growth.

I have tried, principally, black walnut, oak, elm, 
maple, ash, tamarack, Russian pine, ' and fir and 
poplar, and will now give some of the results :

Black Walnut.—The value of that wood is so 
considerable (a dollar a cubic foot at the present 
time), and it is getting so scarce that it struck 
as the most worthy of being introduced and culti
vated here. True it did not grow spontaneously 
anywhere in the Pr. vince of Quebec, but this ap
peared to me no conclusive reason why it should 
not grow and flourish hero. The lilac comes al 
the way from Persia, and it spreads out its leaves 
earlier and keeps them unchanged later than our 
typical tree, the maple. I did not fear our great 
colds, for in the west, the natural home of the black 
walnut, the thermometer often ranges as low as 
here, though for a short period at a time. It 
well worth trying.

I procured a bag of black walnuts from the West 
in the fall of 1874, and sowed them at once ; it was 
late in November ; we had to remove the snow 
and break the frozen gr< und, but 1 thought the 
earth the safest place to winter them. They began 
to come up about the tenth of June following ; not 
Are per cent, failed, and they have never been arti
ficially sheltered in any way. It would not be 
worth while introducing them here if they could 
not take care of themselves.

Of those left undisturbed where they were sown, 
I have not lost one ; they have now had six sum
mers’ growth. I have just had some of them 
measured, so as to be certain of their size ; the 
height of the four largest is as follows : fifteen feet 
and a half, fourteen feet and a half, fourteen feet, 
and twelve feet, and thick in proportion. Those 
have not been transplanted ; now notice the dif
ference between them and those that have been re
moved.

In the fall of 1875, when they were only one 
year old, one lot were transplanted, but the soil 
was not favorable and they have not done well, so 
far ; however, they are beginning to recover. In 
the spring of 1876 I transplanted another lot ; the 
best are about eight feet high ; and another lot 
last spring, the tallest of which are about ten or 
eleven feet.
age as the fifteen and fourteen feet trees; the 
difference in eizi results from the transplanting, 
wherefore it is much better to sow them at once 
where they are to remain. Plant them thick, as 
the wood of the young tree is rather soft, like 
that of our native butternut.

It is contrary to all preconceived ideas, 
among those who handle timber every day, but 
neveitheless true, that the black walnut ( juglans 
nigra) and the Canadian oak (quercus alba) 
rule increase much more rapidly in growth than 
our pine and white spruce. I conclude from count
ing the rings on the t ees after they are cut down, 
and from watching the growth of the living trees’ 
that black walnut and Canadian oak generally gain 
one inch in diameter in about three years and a half, 
while our sprnce and pine take about double that 
time to accomplish the same result ; this can easily 
be ascertained by counting and measuring the ring. 
Of course there will be exceptions, and it would 
not be fair to judge by those only ; I speak of the 
average.

It is now time to say something of the profits, 
and I must be careful to avoid exaggeration. Judg
ing by the growth of the living trees and rings of 
the timber when cut, I do not hesitate to say that 
a black walnut under ordinary circumstances, at 
the age of seventy-five years, will have attained 
twenty-one inches in diameter and will contain at 
at least fifty cubic feet of timber, the actual value 
of which is about one dollar per cubic foot. (See 
for prices the Lumberman’s Gazette, published at 
Bay City, Michigan, the numbers of the 26th Janu
ary, 2nd Febuary, and 2nd of March of this 
year.)

For how many such trees, judiciously planted, 
will there be comfortable room on one acre ? It 
is difficult to find a regular plantation of any kind 
of trees of that diameter here, to help us toward- 
a solution of the question, and the way in which 
tree» are scattered in the forest and their irregular 
size leave but a vague impression on the mind, 
varying according to the personal experience of 
each. I am not ready to answer the question at 
present for want of full information, and will not 
venture a guess, but I do not feel the same hesi
tation where trees standing in one single row, with

plenty of room on two sides, are concerned ; in 
that case trees tweuty-one inches in diameter 
would not be too close, standing at eighteen 
feet from one another. Take a farm three

over and failed ; at last, we had recourse to white 
and black ash; none failed, and they are progress
ing most satisfactorily.

Tamarack will grow in damp, wet ground ; we 
have succeeded with them where even willows had 
failed ; the value of its timber and leaves is too 
well known to require any comment from me.

Russian Pine (Pinus Sylvestris).—In making new 
plantations, especially from seed, it is no more trou
ble to try foreign than Canadian seed, and, however 
strange it may appear, I find it easier to procure 
the seed of the Russian and the Himalaya than of 
the Canad;an Pme. One may find among foreign 
trees valuable additions to our plantations ; such 
as I think, the Russian Pine, native of the north 
of Russia. Our climate suits it admirably, and it 
appears a more vigorous grower than our Canadian 
White Pine. I cannot give any opinion as to the 
quality of the timber, a< they have only been sown 
in the spring of 1873. They started rather slowly, 
and their height and thickness are less than those 
of the black walnuts sown two summers later, in 
November, I874 ; but they are now beginning to 
take more rapid strides I measured the season’s 
growth of one of them last year, on the third day 
of July. It showed twenty-six inches in length, 
gained in about thirty days, as the buds of the 
Ci miferae do not open much before the beginning of 
J une ; the year’s growth was already over, and 
from that moment it only thickened and hardened 
into wood.

acres
wide, with a road across the width and a row of 
black walnuts of au average diameter of twenty- 
one inches on each side of the road, the trees eight- 
teen feet distance from one another, you get sixty 
trees containing fifty cubic feet each, three thou
sand cubic feet, worth, at the present price, three 
thousand dollars.

But it will be safer to sow the black walnut in 
clumps, pretty close. They will protect 
another when young, and, as they grow, they 
be thinned gradually. Their culture will entail lit
tle trouble, apart from the preparation of the soil, 
and the sowing of the nut ; the work of thinning 
will soon repay itself with the timber removed. 
The better the soil, the quicker the growth. Such 
a valuable tree as the black walnut deserves to be 
well treated. If possible, find some shelter against 
the strongest prevailing winds for the young plan
tation, a belt of older trees, or a hill. They are 
rather soft, like our butternut; it is the only 
drawback I have found out so far, but not fatal. 
Even the youngest tree will get s sveral branches 
torn off and very ugly wounds without dying ; they 
are wonderfully hardy.

The butternut grows spontaneously here ; its 
beautiful timber can be worked with as much ease 
as the softest pine ; it ranks immediately after the 
black walnut, and is inferior to it only in the color 
of the wood, which is lighter. Rubbed with 
linseed oil, it takes the soft, rich hue of sandal 
wool, and it judiciously sawn, shows wonderful 
marks. I recommend strongly its culture.

White Oak.—The acorn ought to be
possible after it drops, in the fall, as it 

loses its vitality rapidly ; and to avoid the great 
check resulting from transplanting, it ought to be 
sown at once, ii possible, where the tree is des
tined to remain. Its wood is tougher, and not so 
liable lo break when young. I think it onght to 
grow with at least as much ease and rapidity as 
the black walnut ; ours are rather behind, as they 
have been transplanted twice. The oak ' 
ful and valuable, and its culture so easy, that 
plantations of trees ought to contain a good propor
tion of oak, provided the soil be not too poor for
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Since the growing season of our trees is so short, 
wo ou .ht to lose no time if we wish to help them 
along, by thinning, removing useless branches, 
mellowing the ground, or otherwise ; all that 
onght to be done before June, so as to afford them 
every chance during the growing month. I think 
the Abies Nobuis, or White Fir of Washington 
Territory, is the fastest grower among the 
Conifer».
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Poplar.—I must beg the indulgent reader to 

listen to my plea in favor of this tree, and not con
demn it unheard. I speak of the kind known as 
Cotton Wood or Populu* Canadensis (not to be 
confounded with the Balsam Poplar and the 
Aapr). Its growth is wonderfully rapid; twenty- 
three years ago, in November, 1858, I stuck in the 
ground three cuttings ; it was my first trial at tree 
culture. They are now over sixty feet huh, one is 
twenty-five inches in diameter, the second twenty- 
four inch es, an everageof one inch ayear in diameter. 
In every new plantation, in a country completely 
denuded of forest trees, and especially in re-wood
ing our Western Prairies, I would recommend, at 
the start, a plentiful use of this Poplar, without 
neglecting, of course, more valuable trees. It 
strikes at once from cutting, which can be pro
cured and transported anywhere with the greatest 
ease. Thanks to its rapid growth, it will soon en
liven the other trees in the plantation, and supply 
timber, not of the first quality, but better than 
none, until the slower growing trees are ready 
with their more valuable contributions, and it can 
easily be cut down when the room it occupies is 
wanted for better trees. 1 his poplar has been in
troduced from Canada into France, where it is 
designated as the “ Peuplier du Canada,” and con
sidered as a useful and profitable tree.

I must now close this long article. The results 
of my experiments are nothing to boast of ; prac
tical men would have done much better. If I had 
chosen the soil for the different kinds of trees more 
judiciously, had not left them much too long with
out thinning them, and been able to attend to 
them in the proper seasons, I am convinced that, 
as a whole, they would be much finer. At all 
events, it shows that any one who will take the 
trouble, can begin the culture of forest trees with
out previous training. I do not speak of orchards 
here. Having no School of Forestry in Canada, 
we must educate ourselves ; we have got books 
written on the subject by eminent and practical 
men, and we have got, always opened before 
eyes, the great book of Nature.
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White Elm.—-This splendid tree recommends 
itself sufficiently by its beauty and usefulness to 
dispense me from dwelling at any length upon it; 
it grows rapidly in a deep, damp soil. I have 
grown it from seed, but by taking up young trees 
from a low island, where they grow in abundance. 
It appears to bear transplanting better thau the 
oak, walnut or maple, and can be moved safely at 
a much larger size than any of those trees.

Maple.—If you wish to raise a maple sugary 
with the smallest amount of expense and trouble, 
go to an old mapl i grove in the fall ; the ground 
is covered with a thick carpet of seedlings. After 
rain, you can pull them up by hand with the 
greatest ease, without breaking any of their small 
roots, if you are moderately careful. Plant them 
at once in a corner of your garden, about two feet 
apart each way ; weed during the first two 
mers with a light hoe. We found, after four 
years, the trees fit for transplanting, about five 
feet high, and the thickness of a man’s thumb. 
As the ground was mellow and free, we took them 
up with little damage. Of course, there is still 
the objection of transplanting, but in a less degree 
than when you seek your maples in the woods, 
where their roots are mixed up with those of othe. 
trees, stumps and stones, and must be more or less 
torn up with violence. There is an immense dif
ference in the comparative cost of the two pro
cesses, which will tell upon the hundreds of trees 
required to make a sugary worth working. Those 
small trees never fail (at all events, none of those 
we transplanted did), while much larger trees, 
more injured in the moving from the forest, die in 
great numbers, and the survivors are seriously 
checked. I have been told that the seedlings 
would overtake them, but have not yet had time 
to verify that statement. Maples will begin to 
yield a seasonable quantity of sap for sugar when 
about twenty to twenty-five years old.

The Ash.—It is well known, and its different 
varieties are found very useful especially the 
white ash, which recommends itself for its elas
ticity ; its wood is beautifully marked, and is 
largely employed in the making of furniture 
panels, &c. It will thrive where the walnut, oak 
and maple refuse to grow, or only linger miserably.
I remember part of a maple avenue, where, year 
after year, the maples had been replaced over and
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id In speaking of various winter-wheats tested by 

the Rural A'em- Yorker, that journal states that of 
“many which were sown as winter-wheats for the 
first time, very few would have been appreciably 
winter-killed had the land in all parts been so 
drained or leveled that the water could not have 
long remained on the surface or beds of ice have 
formed. There is no wheat hardy enough to grow 
under such conditions, and it is of the first impor
tance, therefore, that in fitting our lands for wheat, 
hollows should be filled in or thoroughly drained."
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know nothing superior to it, unless it is cabbage 
leaves.

Blue grass delights in a limestone soil, and can 
be induced to grow luxuriantly by liberal top dress- 
ing with air-slacked lime, or compost in which pure 
lime is one of the components. We never sowed a 
seed of this grass but in one of our orchards, which 

limed and ashed liberally for a succession of 
years. Blue-grass has been the predominating 
variety for these ten years, coming in spontane
ously and gradually gaining the ascendancy. When 
once well established it is said to be the most per
manent of grasses. We certainly have no desire to 
eradicate it. It starts early in the spring, and 
with its thick growth and deep color, especi
ally in the aftermath, it looks good enough to eat 
and soft enough for a bed.

cut early, there is no grass that cattle prefer be
fore it. Several years ago we stocked two con
tiguous pastures, apparently of the same quality 
of soil, one with orchard-grass, clover, and red top, 
and the other with timothy, clover, and redtop, 
and found that the orchard-grass plot furnished 
nearly, if not quite, twice as much grazing as the 
other, and after taking away the division fence the 
cows evidently preferred the orchard-grass, as they 
spent most of their time in the plot where it grew. 
Even in Kentucky, famous for,its blue-grass graz
ing, orchard-grass has shown itself a close com
petitor for the honor of producing the most beef. 
Mr. Saunders, a practical Kentucky cattle breeder, 
says of it : “ My observation and experience have 
induced me to rely mainly on orchard-grass and 
red clover; indeed, I now sow no other sort of 
grass-seed. These grasses mixed make the best of 
hay of all the grasses for this climate—it is nutriti
ous and well adapted as food for stock. Orchard- 
grass is ready for grazing in the spring 10 or 12 
days sooner than any other that affords a full bite. 
When grazed down and the stock turned 
off it will be ready for regrazing in less than half 
the time required for Kentucky blue-grass. It 
stands a severe drought better than any other grass, 
keeping green and growing when other grasses are 
dried up. In summer it will grow more in a day 
than blue-grass will in a week.

Orchard-grass, as its name implies, is well 
adapted for growing in orchards, oak-openings or 
any shady place. For its perfect development it 
requires a deep and rather moist soil. In such 
a soil, with a porous subsoil, its fibrous roots ex
tend to a great depjh, and its flowering tufts will 
sometimes shoot up five feet high. Its luxuriance 
of growth is so great that a larger third crop of it 
can be cut than the second crop of timothy. Still, 
in spite of this abundant yield, it is a much more 
permanent grass than timothy, and exhausts the 
land less. This is doubtless due to the roots foraging 
to so great a depth, while the bulbous roots of 
timothy feed near the surface. This grass has the 
bad habit of growing in tufts, and for this reason 
and others it should never be sown alone, and the 
allowance of seed should be liberal—two bushels to 
the acre, at least, even when clover and other 
seeds are sown in connection with it.

ORCHARD-GRASS AND TIMOTHY ' COMPARED.

Good Grasses and a Variety of Them
ABRIDGED FROM AN ARTICLE ON THAT SUBJECT 

BY THE LATE ALEXANDER HYDE.

While grass indisputably is the most valuable of 
all farm products, there is no crop which is left so 
much to shirk for itself. The impression with 
most farmers seems to be that grass is indigenous 
to the soil, and will grow any way. We have 
made a little improvement on the practice of our 
English ancestors and the early settlers of this 
country, for they sowed no grass-seed, trusting 
solely to its spontaneous growth ; and when our 
fathers first sowed seed, they scraped it up from 
the barn floor, sowing indiscriminately all kinds, 
weeds included. The modern practice is a great 
improvement on that of the olden time, but it is 
strange how closely farmers stick to the custom of 
sowing only two or three kinds of grass seed, and 
these not always the varieties best adapted to their 
use. For long years the rule was to sow only 
timothy and clover. Then the custom was slowly 
established of sowing also a little redtop. Com
paratively few farmers have advanced beyond this 
limit, probably more of them sowing two than four 
varieties of grass-seed. Nature teaches a different 
course from this. If we closely observe any old 
meadow or pasture we shall generally find at least 
a dozen varieties of grass, and often a score, grow
ing lovingly together. When we sow only one or 
two, or even three or four, nature supplements our 
neglect by gradually bringing in half a dozen or 
more of other varieties. It is very strange that 
when nature (Providence is a better term) has 
furnished thousands of varieties of grass, only two 
or three should be adapted for general culture. 
Either Providence has made a mistake in this mat
ter or farmers have. As man is fallible we pin our 
faith ou the teachings of nature, and desire to re
commend to farmers the cultivation of some grasses 
which we are confident will improve tlieir stock 
and profits, and as a preface to this recommend
ation we quote the following opinion from Secre
tary Flint, of the Massachusetts Board of Agri
culture : “ If we sow but one kind of grass, how
ever abundantly the seed may be scattered, or on 
whatever soil it may be, or under however favor
able influences, yet only a part of the plants will 
flourish ; vacant spaces will occur throughout the 
piece, which will be filled up after a time by 
grasses of an inferior quality, w-eeds or mosses. 
This is the case in some degree also where only 
two or a small number of species are sown, while 
if a mixture made up of a larger number of kiuds of 
seed is used the plants well cover the en
tire surface, and produce a far better quality of 
herbage. I hold this proposition to be indisput
able, that any soil will yieid a larger and more 
nutritious crop if sown with several kinds of nutri
tious grasses than when sown with only one or two 
species.”

we

Montreal Horticultural Society and 
Fruit Growers’ Association.

Annual Meeting was held at the Natural History 
Rooms, Dec. 7th. From the annual report and 
financial statement presented by Henry S. Goans, 
Sec-Treasurer, we extract the following abridge
ment : The Association having last year offered 
prizes for the best gentleman’s greenhouse, best 
greenhouse kept by an amateur, and best kept 
window-garden, a number of entries were received, 
and though new, the idea was generally received 
with favor by the members. M. H. Gault, Esq., 
M. P., having offered the sum of fifty dollars 
through the Society for the encouragement of win
dow gardening the coming winter. The exhibition 
of the Society took place in the Victoria Rink on 
the 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 23rd September last, 
during the second week of the Provincial Ex
hibition. The exhibition as a whole was an exceed
ingly fine one, and in one or two respects, especially 
the outdoor grapes, was far ahead of any exhibit 
made in this city heretofore. There was 301 plates 
of outdoor grapes on exhibition, comprising about 
80 varieties, many of them new and at least here 
comparatively unknown. Of the varieties 26 
were white, 21 re I and 39 black. It w-sa pleasing 
evidence of the interest that the collection excited 
to see from time to time visitors, note book in 
hand, noting the names and appearance of varieties 
that interested them. The reason wh , the grape 
exhibit this year was so far in excess of that of any 
other year is owing to the fact that one particular 
section was open to the world. The sum of twenty- 
five dollars and the Society’s diploma was offered 

a first prize, and entries were received without 
fee. Circular letters were also written to leading 
grape growers and growers of special varieties in 
various parts of the United States and Ontario. 
Some parties responded favorably and some, owing 
to the exhibitions in other parts of the country, 
were unable to do anyth! 'g. The whole of the 
grapes exhibited in one section having become the 
property of the Society for the purpose of exam
ination, a most interesting meeting was held in the 
Natural History Rooms on the evening of the 5th 
October. The fruit that had been on exhibition 
and which in the meantime had been preserved in 
very perfect condition in Mr. George Wait’s re
frigerator, was distributed among those present, 
Mr. Chas. Gibb, as each variety was handed round, 
making a few remarks as to origin, quality, pro
ductiveness and other characteristics. The meet- 
ting was very practical, and those present could 
not fail to gain instruction from the remarks made. 
In view of the undoubted success attending the plan 
adopted in this section, it is worthy of consideration 
as to whether the plan could not be extended in 
other directions. The show of indoor grapes was 
exceedingly tine, probably the finest that has ever 
taken place in Quebec, and numbered 118 plates. 
Theliheralityof one of our members in offering every 
year as liberal a prize is undoubtedly having an 
effect. The show of apples was very good indeed, 
between six and seven hundred plates being shown. 
The number of entries was probably larger than 
ever, but owing to the lack of competition for 
both classes of the county prizes, the number of 
plates of fruit exhibited was not so large as for the 
last two or three years. Last year the secretary 
addressed over fifty letters to the secretaries of the 
agricultural societies in the province, inviting their 
co operation, and there was not a single response. 
The only society that exhibited this year as a society 
was the Abbotsford Fruit Growers’ Association, 
the fruit exhibited from Huntingdon having been 
collected by Mr. Edwards, of Covey Hill. His 
enterprise was rewaded, as he carried off the largest 
amount in pr zes of any exhibitor, viz., $94.50; 
Mr. Cameron, the v. inner of the silver cup, coming 
second with about $2 less in value. The society

As orchard grass is generally acknowledged by 
farmers to yield much larger crops of hay than 
timothy, but is often condemned as inferior in 
nutritive properties, we give the analysis of these 
two grasses as found in Flint’s “Treatise on 
Grasses” :

as

Flesh- 
tor ming 

Principles.
Orchard-grass. .13.53 
Timothy

Fntt.i/ Heat-
Matter. producing. Ash 

3.14 44 32 ' 5.31
3.55 53.35 5.2811.36

It will be seen by the above that orchard grass 
is really superior to timothy, pound for pound, in 
muscle forming elements, while it is but little in
ferior in its capacity for producing fat and heat.

We have already spoken of sowing clover in 
connection with orchard grass, and the two crow 
together nicely and ripen about the same time, 
both making better hay when cut in June, before 
the formation of seed. But clover needs no recom
mendation, and all we wish to say about it is that 
more should be raised. While making excellent 
forage, it does not exhaust the land, as fast as most 
grasses, as its roots, like those of orchard grass, 
penetrate deeply and suck up saline material, 
which the roots of timothy do not reach. But 
clover is biennial, and soon runs out. Along with 
it, therefore, should be sown some perennial, and 
we know nothing better thau Kentucky blue. 
Many suppose from the name of this grass that it 
is peculiar to Kentucky, but it is common in New 
England, and does well in Canada, though seldom 

here, and is generally called June grass. 
Tnis species also does well in a shade, and is there
fore well adapted to an orchard. Its creeping 
roots feed near the surface, and hence this grass 
is apt to dry up in the July and August droughts, 
especially when grown on a lawn, but under the 
shelter of an orchard or orchard-grass it keeps 
green through the summer and makes excellent 
hay and the best of grazing. If sown alone the 
first crop is not large, but if cut in Juno the after- 
math makes a thick growth, which rolls out from 
under the scythe like a fleece of wool. Blue

ORCIIARD-GRASS.

The first variety ot grass which we would re
commend for more extensive cultivation is orchard- 
grass, or “ cocksfoot ” as the English call it. This 
is a native American, but is more popular abroad 
thau at home. It was found growing wild in Vir
ginia, and was cirried to England about the middle 
of the last century, where it soon established a 
high reputation as a productive and nutritious 
grass, and is now common in every country in 
Europe, and is cultivated in Asia and Africa. Why 
it is not more popular in this native country we 
cannot conjecture. Certainly, it is not because it 
has not had backers of the most responsible kind. 
Judge Buel, of Albany, long years ago, said of 
orchard-grass : “ I prefer it to most every other 
grass, and cows are very fond of it. It is one of 
the most abiding grasses we have. It is probably 
better adapted than any other grass to sow with 
clover and other seeds for permanent pasture, or 
for hay, as it is fit to cut with clover, and grows 
remarkable quick when cropped by cattle. Five 
or six days’ growth in summer suffices to give a 
good bite. Its good properties consist in its early 
and rapid growth, ami in its resistance of drought, 
but all agree that it should be closely cropped. 
Sheep will pass over all other grass to feed upon it. 
If suffered to grow long without being cropped, it 
becomes coarse and harsh.”

Very possibly this latter fact, as stated by Judge 
Buel, may account for the unpopularity of 
orchard-grass with American farmers. If left to 
grow large without being grazed, or to ripen it 
seed before it is cut for hay, it becomes coarse and 
wiry, and cattle reject it. We have grown it for 
nearly a score of years, both as a pasture and 
meadow grass, and find that, grazed closely and

sown

grass
sends up but one flowering stalk in a year, so that 
in this rowen crop there are no dry stems, but 
simply a mass of leaves, w-hich cows, sheep and 
calves devour in winter as though it were the 
sweetest of morsels. As a milk-producing food we
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has made spécial ; provision whereby any person 
residing outside the Island of MontreaVcan become 
a member
very moderate .fee of one dollar annually, and also 
to compete for any prize offered by the society 
without any extra fee. Notwithstanding, only 18 
persons availed themselves of the privilege. Un
doubtedly some of the fruit exhibited in the large 
county collections it is.not profitable or desiable to 
cultivate. It might possibly be desirable to retain 
the.'county prizes, but limit the number of varieties 
shown in each section. If money can bej found 
j rizes might be offered for 20, 40, 60, or even one- 
hundred varieties, and by this means a county 
totally unable to compete against one showing 140 
varieties, might be able to compete successfully 
with 20 or 40 varieties. While on the subject of 
fruit I may note the fact that the Provincial 
Association this year also offered prizes for fruit.
This may or may not have been much injury to the 
Society’s show, but the receipts at the door were 
diminished between three and four hundred dollars.
The display made at the Mile End was certainly 

as to induce people to,visit the Horticul
tural Society’s display, as many strangers would 
naturally infer that being a smaller and somewhat 
local association, the display would be still smaller 
It is regrettable, with so large a field left to the 
Provincial Association, that anything should be 
done that may injuriously affect, the interests of 
this Society. This - Association was re-organized 
with the object of doing Provincial work, and that 
work is being done in a manner that leaves little to 
be desired. Those gentlemen who give so much 
time, thought and energy to the work do so with
out hope of receiving any fee or reward, save the 
consciousness of advancing the welfare of the 
country in which they live. The display of veg
etables, though good, was not so large as the 
previous year. Enough was shown, though, to 
demonstrate that Montreal has not declined in her 
ability to grow so large a number of the choicest 
vegetables in the greatest perfection. Though 
rather late in the season the show of cut bloom was 
exceedingly large. The dahlias shown were mag
nificent, and our Quebec friends, as usual, carried 
off the palm in different sections. The display 
of plants was very large, and a marked improve
ment was noticeable in many of the sections. An 
interesting collection of 26 varieties of the forest 
tree seeds of that country was shown by Mrs. Jack, 
of Chateauguay Basin, which was also awarded a 
diploma. The Society having brought into notice 
of late years several varieties of apples of very 
considerable merit, it was decided to send a small 
collection to the exhibiton of the American Pomo- 
logical Society, held in Boston in September last.
I have the pleasure to announce that the Wilder 
silver medal was unanimously awarded by the 
judges. I had the pleasure of receiving a letter 
from Marshall P. Wilder himself, announcing the 
fact. The varieties sent were Strawberry of Mon
treal, Peach of Montreal, Decrarie, Fameuse,
Sucre, Victoria, winter St Lawrence, late straw
berry, Canada Baldwin, Cellini and King of Pippins.
A communication has been sent to Dr. Arnold,
Superintendent of an Agricultural College at 
Petrovsk, near 'Moscow, Russia, inviting him to 
forward some scions of the hardiest varieties of 
pears for trial in this country ; if some good varieties 
could be procured from this source, considerable 
stimulus might be given to the pear culture in this 
province. The general condition of the Society, 
financially and otherwise, is very satisfactory.
AVith the knowledge that a, large exhibition was 
going to be held in Montreal ; this year, and con
sidering that the receipts at the door would be 
fully up to last year, a liberal prize list, amounting 
to nearly $1,600, was prepared. The receipts at 
the door, instead of being equal to last year, only 
reached the sum of $668 85, being about $333 
short of last year, while the prizes paid by the 
Society have been nearly $200 in excess. The 
Society is greatly indebted to Mr. R. W. Shepherd 
for his valuable services as Secretary of the Report 
Commitee, the whole of the work being done 
gratuitously. The membership of the Society the 
past year was 815. .This is the largest in the 
history of the Society, but only exceeds by one 
member that of 1876, which numbered 814. Few 
of the members seem aware^of the, factïthat a 
small but a good library is ac their disposal. The 
total amount of monev*expended in prizes the 
present year was $1, 445.28. The .sum of $33.75 
still remains in the Society’s hands unclaimed.
The Association has . suffered considerable incon
venience by reason^of/the, late,,payment, of the ditional weight.
Government grant. I.would resepectfully remark The Prof, mildly rebukes^us in the 
that the grant should always be in the Society’s tries for adhering to old schools, too slow and

hands'in the month of September of each year, as 
n that month the Exhibition is always held. His 

Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province 
and Madame, Robitaille, Hon. J. J. Ross, Chas. 
Guilbault and other.rladies and gentlemen pail a 
visit to the Exhibition on one of the evenings it 
was open, by invitation. They were received by 
the’president and other officers of the Association, 
and they all seemed pleased and surprised at the 
magnificent and varied display that met their view. 
The books have been audited, and a financial state
ment of the affairs of the Society is annexed, 
showing, a balance of cash on hand of $106.68, ex
clusive of any members’fees that have been collected 
for the coming year. The Society’s affairs have 
been conducted as economically as possible, but 
with an Association so active and almost constantly 
engaged in prosecuting some branch of their work, 
the outlay is necessarily very considerable. If the 
Society’s work could only be spread out evenly 
over the year, a man would find himself pretty 
well employed for two-thirds of the time or more. 
Mr. George A. Cochrane, a former resident of this 
city, has brought to the notice of the Society some 
patent cases of his invention for the proper preser
vation and safe carriage of the most delicate fruits 
to the English markets, The pears now shown to 
this meeting were put away on the 23rd of the 
month of September, and are apparently in beauti
ful condition. The apples were, I believe, put 
away about the same timq, in as good a condition 
as the other fruit. Mr. Cochrane says that the 
discoloration at the end is a disease caused by the 
accumulation of carbonic acid gas in the place 
where they were kept. He states that he has 
transported melons, tomatoes and such like delicate 
fruit to the London markets the past summer in 
perfect condition. Gratifying as is the large 
membership of the Society the past year, I am con
vinced that, with a vigorous effort, the member
ship could be placed at one thousand. This would 
entail a certain amount of extra work on some of 
the members, but with the co-operation of 
fellow-citizens of French origin, it would be easily 
accomplished.

conservative. It is not, he says, necessary to step 
out of the States to discover this.

How many of us believe there is more profit in 
getting rid of our fattening cattle before three 
years old ? Comparatively few, and yet it stands 
as a distinct fact in our practice. A two-year-old, 
properly handled all along, will always return 
more money for its time and weight than a three- 
year-old can possibly do. The reason why every 
man does not follow this early disposal, is simply 
because there is more care required in breeding ; 
more attention required in keeping up the calf- 
flesh, and the existence of a false idi 
weight, under any circumstances, pays best. Yet 
again, by fattening in the stall many use the argu
ment that as it is unnatural to coniine and tie-up, we 
should counteract as much of thisi as possible by 
giving food in the most natural form, that is hay 
and straw uncut, and roots unpulped. I cannot 
agree with this ; I certainly agree that, to the 
breeding animal, it is best to offer unprepared 
food, but as all our work in prematuring for beef is 
of the most unnatural kind consistent with long 
life and health, it is better, and more profitable in 
many ways, to make the high pressure of the most 
thorough kind. Of course, in this connection, it 
is obvious that the handling of a small number of 
animals cannot be so profitable as that which gives 
full employment to so much machinery and manual 
labor.

of the association on payment of the

ea that extra

hPnot sue

EXTRAVAGANT STALL FESDINQ.

Once more : I am of opinion that the moat of 
our stall cattle managers are extravagant in their 
feeding, for the one prominent reason that they 
look upon straw as fit only for bedding, or, at the 
most, that only a small quantity should be allowed 
with hay. I am not prepared to show that singly, 
or as a mixture, wheat, oat and barley straw is 
equal in feeding properties to hay of timothy and 
clover ; but I do assert, without fear of disproof, 
that when properly managed by being changed in 
form when associated with other things, our com
mon straws are just doubled in value for cattle 
food, and therefore anyone is not only extravagant, 
but wasteful ana very improvident, who treats 
straw largely only as bedding. When we think of 
the fact that we must continue extensive grain 
growing, and must prodace, on an average, as much 
straw per acre as hay, it is plain that even though 
only one-third equal to hay as a feeder, the mis
management of straw stands as a serious national 
loss.

our

The Markham Farmer’s Club.
An interesting meeting of this Club was held at 

the Franklin House, Markham, 
meeting was well attended. Amongst the promi 
nent agriculturists present were J. Slater, Jas 
Tran, J. Gibson, S. Rennie, H. Jennings, W. H 
Lundy, J. Crawford, J. A. Higgins, Jas. Boyd 
Wm. McDonald, J. Ferguson, J. Boynton, A. For 
ster, A. S. Thompson, J. Lawrie, A. McKinnon 
W. Lawson, E. Sanderson, J. Dimma, Jas. Eck 
ardt, W. D. Crosby, J. Boyle, Capt. Milne, and 
many others.

Prof. Brown, of thejAgricultural Farm, Guelph, 
delivered a lecture on “Fattening Beef.” We 
give the following extract comprising the most im 
portant points, and some brief remarks from 
bers of the Club :

Dec. 6. The

From the lecture we extract the following on 
FATTKNINU A THREE-YEAR OLD STEER.

No cattle feeder ca i take hold of a two or three- 
year-old steer in the fall, and during the succeed
ing six mouths, carry him on and finish for the 
butcher, at a cost less than $30,—that is, placing 
au actual cost value on the food consumed—not a 
market value, remember, which would be just $20 
more. We have no right to charge our fattening 
cattle, or any of our animals, indeed, with the 
market price of things, because that would be 
making a double profit, - the profit of the market 
and the profit of the stall; of course there is noth
ing wrong in it, so long as it is understood, but for 
our present purpose it is best to handle the one 
profit. In addition to this there is necessarily the 
proportion for attendance, bedding, and the usual 
risk by deaths. I know of but one way of making 
up any one’s account in any business, which is to 
debit and credit whatever is given or received,— 
any other way mu-i be false. Our fattening cat
tle beast must be debited with everything it con
sumes, or uses, or requires in an}- shape whatso
ever. A proper value on the three things last 
named is equal to $10, so that we have $40 as the 
actual cost of the six months’ finishing of one 
steer. This is the one item ; the other is the value 
of the animal when bought or entered for the fin
ishing process. If two and one half years old it 
would, or should, weigh about 1400 lbs., and be 
worth $70. So then it really cost $110 to produce 
a three year-old steer that will weigh about 1650 
lbs. by the best management, which may be set 
down as worth $107, or 64c. per pound. Where 
now then is the profit of cattle feeding!. Where 
would it have been had I followed the usual plan 
of charging food at market prices ? Why, just $20 
less profit apparently, not real, as just explained 
in regard to two profits. Have we then made no- 
thingby this process of beef making? If all my 
standing is correct—and I now ask you to chal
lenge it it is very obv ous that unless the inauure 
is properly valued there is no cash balance in favor 
of the direct growth of beef. Nevertheless, there 
is a large profit in beef making, The bottom, or 
end, of the question is just this ;—As manure is

mem-

BEEF IN THE STALL.

As a province we are growers of grain, roots and 
fodder, and therefore should be stall growers of 
beef. It is very ^desirable to know whether, in 
every respect, we are keeping up to 
this valuable line of our profession, 
unknown thing to the most of us that it is the 
“hanging out” for the half cent per lb. that makes 
the difference between the affluent and the needy 
farmer, and all.the difference also between what 
we give, when we give, how we give, and how 
long we give food—in the stall.

Mr. Brown has, fully convinced, himself that a 
steer fattened, even at three years old, not only 
leaves no profit to the feeder, but is absolutely fed 
at a loss/which is only repaid by the 
made. In,according with this he says :

I wish, first of all, to make the distinct an- 
nouncementgto you and the province that, if a cost 
value,—not even a market value, which on an aver
age^ things.is just .double tthe other,—is placed 
upon any kind of food usually given in the stall, 
tojCfattening cattle, so as to obtain rapid pro
duction, there is no profit whatever from the extra 
weight’got by the'use of that food. It is

the times in 
It is not an

manure

a very
simple matter of calculation to take a store cattle 
beast, two and (ne-half years old in October, when 
it weighs say 1400 lbs., give it for the "six follow
ing months whatever "you like so as to bring it out 
about 1700 lbs., and the result will always be 
profit, as between the cost of the food and the ad-
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indispensable, and as crops must undergo a change cause they appeared full at night supposed they I laud is to loosen the land first bv the nlow-mv
through the animal system in order to make the were keeping up their conditon for successful process—then by frost—nature’s process’’ 3
best manure, the growing of beef is also indispen- wintering. They required careful housiog and The first sneaker__“Of
sable ; so that the farmer need not trouble himself regular feeding in these months, as well as in Feb- full crop everv vear T not a linhtTelJthi. it 
.i.1, ,h.t it «*. » pod»» th., beef ruary or March, to prod... ,«.Stable b°“ Teid ‘jfltoSf

The delivering of the lecture was followed by --------- thick at the bottom, and8the crop although
eisri?" It, wïï that ,11 Central New York Farmer,' Club. k»o. tb f 1

would agree that cattle f. eding was a very impor- At a recent meeting of the Club a member read policy to seed with grass alone • it seems’to8 mt

&dS'b“‘S.‘^r:' b““Æ T;.Ba^fT,‘^2rwr,! ,hr " lo“ ,h- ?» '
subject had been carefully and practically dealt that whereas it was shown by chemical antlysis 1 ■ second speaker. — So there is, if a grain
with, and although all might not agree with the that one ton of well rotted farmyard manure 18 ïn Pnnü'Pal object ; but if you want grass
statements adduced, yet no one could deny their contains of fertilizing constituents, viz. :— -YA,18 tbe ^a.y 8et **• You need have no fear
correctness, as there were so many conditions to potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen, a very * tne 8™“““ looks rather naked in May, and the 
be considered. The one little item of the waste small percentage, the application of chemi- croP smal‘ m Jun®-. Up to July there will not be 
of straw, which meant a waste of wealth to every cal fertilizers to the soil is more economical than “Y?, pa8tur®- but it will do no hurt to turn the 
farmer, was in itself a lesson to us all. Relative dung. That the low estimate thus tormed of farm- ?*M‘® on a“d along in July they will find more 
to the forcing the'maturity of stock, that might yaJd manure is not borne out by fact is our every- lre8p tee™ tban °™ auy other field. Some farmers
be debatable ground. Can maturity be forced day experience. There is, however, much of his ®ay .eep cattI® off ! ”7 way is to put them------
profitably ? Would it not be best to provide article which we can fully endorse. He goes on to ?By tlme* foJ îuy w,1‘a little very juicy grass
natural food for stock and kllow natural maturity? say:—What shall be said of farmyard dung as r an<,, ttley won * burt tb® seeding a bit ; in
Grass was the natural food for cattle, and with it is generally saved, or rather wasted ? It ,act they will do it good, for their feet will plant
that fodder only we cannot mature steers in two is of little more use to the land than so much k lfc be.tter- and grazing will thicken the
and a half years on our quality of grasses. muck. Indeed there are many deposits of muck W . ® by makln8 root-growth.”

Mr. J. Gibson said he was not a cattle feeder, I that will show a higher percentage of nitrogen, I First speaker.—“ Talking of seeding we hear a 
but a grain rais- r ; there were many of that class phosphorus and potash than can be found in many great deal of complaint from farmers who have 
present. He would remark that our educational of the manure heaps in this country, and this, too, beavy 8oiK that they can’t depend on getting 
system should be so modified as to have agricul- simply because these fertilizing salts are soluble in Rood catches. The whole trouble is in the lack of 
tural lessons taught both in High and Common water and easily washed out and evaporated from ^tting. If they will break up their lands so that 
schools, to more practically prepare our youth for the dung when it is exposed, as it usually is, under grass roots bive a place to run they won’t fail so 
agricultural pursuits. the eaves of the barns, to be left in rain, wind often- When they do that they can get better

Mr. John Crawford was very much pleased with and suu month after month. For améliora ion of CTOP8> a°d more surely, both of grass and grain
the lecture and the practical way in which it was stiff soil, and tor the sake of the humus it would tban ^armera on these gravelly flats got, and make 
delivered. He thought that, notwithstanding impart to sandy laud, a ton of ordinary muck com- more Profit, too, although they may have more 
these high pressure times, we were in danger of posted with quick lime is worth much more than a bard work, for heavy lands can not be tilled so 
using too much pressure in maturing stock, eepeci- ton of the side slope, leached stuff called manure. easily-”
îk ®ome bree<f8 of cattle. The Shorthorns, A good, well-kept manuie pit, tank, box or cellar Second speaker.—“All very true The first 
the Aberdeen Poll and Herefords were all that he is n prime economy to the cultivator of the soil, thing we do is to fit land for the crons wanted 

kh!!”’ bï4 he ,had omitted the Ayr- Farmyard manure is as much a part of the farmer’s When we talk about thin seeding, for instance" 
nonnd«7of rn Y f“gh wa“tln8 m weight, yielded capital as the oxen in the stall And yet how with wheat there are protests coming from every 
r-ded,°f ? f°r .pound of food with any other many there are who see the nitre and the phos- direction, but we provide a condition that doesn’t
Y®fd *fd Th*^pe"°r qua lty’ avdiW(ere excellept p113168 r“n out of thelr dung heaps in amber seem to be understood by men who don’t want to
foragers. The Shorthorns were bad foragers In streams down to gutters and ditches, and off in be convinced that three pecks of wheat will seed 
^ fie ui f S®otland lhey c iuld not ral8e th(m the waterways, and yet they view all this with an an acre if the soil is in the best condition for
»ndfila^v’ “ they r6(lu,red 8uch careful attendance I indifference as stolid as if they thought these wheat. I don’t advocate thin seeding as the gen
fno lood11»gh? f tuey mU8tbaYe th,e, mo,st temPt- nch leachings of no more value than the muddy ernl rule, because I know that not oife field in ten 
m Mv t* Bo that ?ou.ld and lle down. water that runs in the wheel ruts down the high- « well fitted. Get that condition and anythin»

.^awrie would like to have heard something ways. Said a wise farmer, on looking at a moist beyond three pecks is thrown awav ” y* 8
H1<Veiaî.lVî t0 thj g0<i' qu»lltly8 of the Ayrshires. hollow where a manure heap had been thrown for Third speaker —“You want to ^fit th l a 
He had had considerable experience in raising and many year-', “ I would rather have five loads of th«t Pi ", u wan* *° th® land so 
feeding, both in Grade, Shorthorn and Ayrshire the soil under that pile than twenty from the stuff l 7 7 WÜ‘ gr°W’ 1 8UPP®8®-”
cattle. His experience was that the relative posi- I on top of the heap.” -second speaker. — “Precisely ; then I don’t have
tion of High Grade cat'le and Ayrshire was three I _____ I throw seed away. But if some of it is to be
to two. The milking qualities of the Ayrshire I , I covered by great flat stones, some by heavy clods
was far superior to High Grades, and the Ayrshires JUUlira farmers Club, N. Y. and some must fall on land that is too thin to sup-
yielded as many pounds of beef to the quality of From a report in the Husbandman of a recent port,the plan‘8> eTvcn if they make a start, then I
fodder as any other, and of better and mire deli- meeting of the Elmira Club, we extract the follow- r™8* 80 W mjrfi. 1 want >t understood that when
cate quality. They were steadily gaining ground mg results of their experience as given at that * 16Comm®nd tbl® seeding it comes after thorough
in the estimation of the cattle raisers. meeting : 1 fitting. Get that fact well in mind—attend to the

Prof. Brown said the Ayrshires had not the Wh t is the effect of deep plowing upon subse ia no earthly use of distributing
frame ; they were good milkers, consequently good quent grass seeding ? One man said : ‘ seed that won t have room to grow. But it’s of no
beefers, as all good milkers fed well and easily ; ‘ There is a field”—the speaker indicating direc -u-' wu fboat it, for nine farmers out of ten
but yhey were too slow in maturing—cannot wait tion by a wave of the hand—“plowed a8dozen *hlnk th®y know better. They will go on sowing 
f0Mther" f , ., . . . . y®ar8 a6o more than a foot deep late in autumn 7"° bu8.hfels of ”h6at> or three of oats, because
- M.r-,1'ran qulte a8reed that to «imply use straw and the next year fitted for wheat, on which wa’ k- f t.Per8U,ad®T themselves that auy less may 
for beddiog was a great waste. He fed all of his the grass seeding. To-day the sod is like a & Cr°^‘ I have seen wheat this year as
8tMW wCUMlni^ an<* mixing with turnip pulp. cushion under the feet, and it has been so ever as 1 WaDî to 8ee ifc* and only three pecks of
f McD““?ld 8ald that he had given care- since the second year after that deep plowing i^j Were- U8ed on an acre. But, mind you, the
ful attention to this, the most interesting lecture Why, that is the way to make grass on heavv ' land was ln 8°od order,
on cattle feeding that he had heard, and as he was land. You must get down so that the roots have
of an inquisitive turn of mind, he would like to earth to get hold of or you can’t make a sod That
know the comparative values of manures produced field never had,half a crop of grass until the soil was I tut u n - „ .
by feeding straw, or straw for bedding and opened by the plow The treatment wouldn't H Tf16 J®<-'hram County Horticultural Society had a 
tramped under foot; which yielded the most so well nfloosesoils-tluse gravelly flatsforin’ Thëtoni^T ^ U8 meetih8, NovembeZ 12,h.

=liTb.*t= ss ASssz 3 " F= =
„,„b

farming that he was especially interested in, and soils like most of the uplands skirting this valle/ fi i Spy". Ja Packlng he rejects the imper- 
one that he had practiced for over forty years. I have just been showing a field th^t I treated app,°8 and tbo8e having a worm hole in the 
Although he had not during that time kept a debit that way, so far as deep plowing is concernedI to barrel in^m* f that wil‘ 8® into the
and credit detailed account, he had usually found a party of visitors who doubted8 the effect If Ï thThlrref”ptylfDg’ and after each basketful he jars 
the genera1 results very satisfactory, and a profit am not mistaken they saw the finest grass thev ^6 ,)arrel to S6’tle them, and makes but slight 
reach, d his pocket as well as the land. He fully had looked on this year-thick compact sod gra7S wifl Tl^ R S 8' • Tne- Wa8ener d®68 not keep 
endorsed the necessity of saving aud utilizing all up full height, fresh and rug ed setto stav’ That hl‘ T Baldwl“ m this region seems not to 
kinds of fodder whether straw, milk, turnips or land was plowed, part of it a foot deep late"in th« h . 88 a color a8 m other sections of the 
gram offal. In illustrating his profits on stall feed- fall, harrowed in spring,^^and^^gr^s seed sown with Z '* apt to be wormy- Western pur!
mg at a previous meeting of t he Club, he intimated out a grain crop. Another pfrt was left tiU snrmn "nk 8 gf1at deal of coIor. but last year
that his profits had been a certain amount in cai-h, because I couldn’t get all the work done bitor/ !7,1 Gree!1!r!"8 8old a8 high in Chicago as the red 
manure and a calf that he had raised on di-.h wash- and was then plowed not so deep—sav seven of th*’ If he was setting a thousand trees in view
mgs That alf was on the same diet fit for the inches. On that! grass is fair but Pnot Yo rZ h r *h • wester“ market, he would have them all
butcher at a large price. He believed in a judici- nor so well set as on the other.’ I want to plow Sck"s p! > ^ Red' The Wa8®n®r and
ous and generous feeding, and knew that it was seventy-live acres more of that heavy knd !s deeo R011, are X ry 8®od apples/and the
the only kind that would pay. It was folly f, r as possible, and as late as I can before the ground second g°'° ^rearly U86' Russetts bring only
any farmer to turn his cattle out on the frosted closes for winter. I have seen enough to se ond price in Chicago. Phœnix and Ben Davis“<1 -d V- I ™ tb.! th. way t. «tobU.b g^oïdoï., htJ? ïjÆLitiôfS » d~ «
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the $40 interest ou capital, unless it might be for 
repairs on fences. It should be credited with the 
usual price per month for pasturing stock. If it 
was cut twice—once for hay, and once for seed— 
the cost should be charged, and the field credited 
with the hay and seed. Suppose our account to 
stand as follows ;
Interest on capital...................................................
Out rig, curing and hauling clover.....................
Out ing clover seed at 60c per acre...................
Hauling to machine ............................................
Thrashing 21 bush, seed at 76c per bushel.....
Hands and board................................

Total expense..................................
By 12 tons of hay at $7 per ton...........

20 bush, seed at $5.26 per bushel

Accounts with Farm Crops.
BY WALDO F. BROWN.

The keeping of a farm diary will be a good pre
paration for beginning a system of farm book
keeping, for the greatest difficuVy in the way of 
keeping accounts with crops is the want of a reg
ular habit of writing, and this the farmer who 
keeps a diary will soon acquire. I have for five 
years past kept an itemiz d account with each field 
on which I have grown wheat, and have found the 
matter so easy and requiring so little labor, that I 
propose extending it to al. the crops grown on the 
farm. A very few moments’ time and less than a 
page of space in an ordinary account book, will 
keep the account for a year with any field. I think 
it better to keep the account with each field than 
with the crop, because there will be items to 
charge to the field occasionally, which ought to be 
deducted from the crop of that particular year. 
For example, if you grow a crop of wheat, you 
ought always to sow clover with it, but it would 
not be just to add the cost of seed and sowing to 
the expense of the wheat crop which it does not 
benefit, but it should be added to the cost of the 
succeeding crop of wheat or corn grown on the 
clover stubble. If not put down at the time it is 
sown, however, it is likely to be forgotten, and so 
I charge it to the fi-ld at the time, and then in 
striking a balance to see what the wheat costs, I 
omit ibis item and add it when I strike a balance 
on the crop grown on the clover stubble.

The first thing to be done when you determine 
to begin keeping a farm account, is to put a value on 
each field, for it would not be equitable to value 
all the fields alike. If a farm of 100 acres cost 
$6,000—which would be $60 per acre—I should 
expect some fields on it to be valued at but little 
more than half this. The buildings, orchard and 
garden I would call number one, and on many 
fa-ms the value of four or live acres here would be 
$2,000. Then 50 acres of the best plow land miyht 
be valued at $50 per acre, $2 500, and the remain
ing 45 acres at $33.331p would make the $6.000. 
This estimate would, of course, vary with different 
farms ; but the intelligent farmer would have no 
trouble in putting a fair value on each field. At 
the head of each page on which an account with a 
field is kept, enter tho name or number of the field 
with the number of acres and its valuation. 1 
have adopted the rule of charging each field with 
eight per cent, in eieat on its valuation, this in
cluding axes, and I charge all labor at one dollar 
per day for each man and horse, and let this in
clude bjard of hands and keep of horses. Iu har
vesting [ charge hy the acre for cutting the grain 
the same as it would cost to hire a reaper with 
hand and team, and in drilling the wheat the same 
plan is followed. I think this simplifies the keep
ing of accounts, as it saves separate items for 
board, wear of machinery, etc, I pra tioe a three- 
year rotation—wheat, clover and corn—and the 
account begins with a wheat crop, 
running through these three years, I would begin 
after the corn was cut up iu the Fall, for I never 
sow wheat in standing corn. I use the disc har
row to prepare this corn land for wheat, as the 
use of it makes just the seed-bed I want, and is a 
cheap way of preparing the seed-bed. I will now 
give the account with a ten acre field running 
through this rotation :

1878. Account with field No. 6, ten acres, valued at <5f0. 
Crop wheat «
To interest on capital..................................
“ twice harrowing with disc harrow__

rolling or smoothing with plank drag
“ 4 i loads of stable manure.....................
“ 1,000 lbs. bone meal at $30 per ton...
“ 1' bush. seed wheat at $1 25...............

drilling at 51 cents per acre.................
“ 1J bushel clover seed.............................
|“ sowing clover seed................................
“ harvesting, total expense.....................

“ cost of wheat in shock..........................
By 250 bush, wheat in shock.....................
Deduct cost...................................................

Wheat Crowing in Ontario.
All the districts in which farmers find ‘Wild 

Goose, Red Chaff, Rio Grande and such starchy 
varieties more profitable than Scotch Fife are re
peating the history of millions of acres of exhausted 
lands on this continent. It is always the 
At first the fertility of the soil is “inexhaustible” 
and crop after crop of grain is taken from it. By 
and hy the farmer begins to suspect that the variety 
of wheat which has served him ao well is running 
out. He changes his seed, and soon discovers that 
the poo-er a variety is in gluten the more of it he 
can grow. So the strong, hard wheats are discard
ed, and some soft, starchy ki id takes its place. As 
long as there is an export market which will pay 
nearly as much for soft as for hard wheat it ia hope
less to expect any change.

Farmers need not flatter themselves that they 
can succeed for an indefinite time with Wild Goosi 
and Red Chuff. Nature has set a limit to the yield 
of even these poor grains, and this limit being ex
ceeded, the farmer will discover that rye pays him 
better than wheat. There is no surer sign of the 
decadence of a wheat district than to find farmer 
after farmer droppinginto rye. In a very few years 
the rye has scourged out of the land nearly all the 
fertility 1-ft by the wheat. Then, as the cultivat
ed grasses will refuse to grow on such poor land, 
resort may be had to pastures consisting of vile 
weeds and worthless grasses ; and buckwheat, the 
last resort of the rundown farmer, will be found to 
yield well. There is not jet, in Ontario, much 
and that has fallen thus low, but in N>-w England 
hundreds of thousands of acres systematically ruin
ed in this way may be found.—[Ex.

same.«40.no
20.00
6.00
6-00

150
60

•92.05
...» 8(00 
... 105 00

•189 00 
92.00

Total.........
Deduct expense 

Net profit..
The next year of oar rotation brings this field 

■orn, and the account stands :

•97.00

4M)<i
15.00
10.00

Interest on capital.................................................
U eaking, at per acre.................................
Harrowing and rolling.........................................
Marking out and planting...................................
Si-ed........................  —..........................................
Plowing 4 times at 5le per acre each time----
On ting up at$1.25 per acre................................
Husking. $1.50 per acre........................................

7.6'
10'

20'0
12 6
15 00

•121.10Total...........................................
By 410 bushels of com at 35 cents 
“ lu tons corn fodder at <4 per ton

«157 90 
40,00

• 197.50
. 121.. 0

Total...............
Deduct expense... 

Profit on field •76.60
In the hack part of the book I set apart a page 

for each field, where I simply put down results, as 
I want this page to show the profit or loss for a 
number of years. The entry on that page for 
these three crops would be as follows :

Field No. 5, 10 acres, va’ue, «500.
1878. Crop wheat sold at «110, in Aug............................ Profit, «138.60
1879 Crop cover cut for ha) and seed............. “ 97 00
18s0 Crop corn, yield 45 bushels per acre............................ " 76.60

Each of these entries shonl i give the page on 
which the itemized account is kept, so that it could 
be referred to. I have written enough to show 
that keeping accounts with the fields is an east 
matter requiring but little time or space, and I 
hope if any of my readers can suggest a better 
plan they will do so.

Winter Killing of Wheat.
An inquiring friend asks the degree of cold that 

will kill winter wheat in Michigan, the ground 
being “dry and surface exposed.” Wheat is 
greatly protected by a light covering of snow, a d 
if sown broadcast rarely winters well where the 
ground is exposed to the frost and winds. Wheat 
put in with a drill suffers much less ; partly be
cause it is covered deeper with earih, and all the 
seeds are at the proper depth, and partly 
the ridges made by toe drill p oteot the planta 
from the action of the wind. In places much ex
posed we have made the drill-marks at right 
angles with the direction of the prevailing winter 
winds. Ground frozen becomes dry, and the wind 
often lifts the surfac - particles anil carries them 
away. Wheat drilled comes up in rows in the 
bottom of the trencher made hy the drill, and each 
row is between two ridges. Iu case of uno veied 
ground, and cold and much wind, the tops of these 
ridges will be blown of! and the trenches between 
will be filled up with earth, and thus the plant 
will be covered deeper and deeper by the wind, 
until the ground is levelled. Wheat that has 
acquired a good strong ro it in the fall planted in 
drill trenches that run at right angles with the 
prevailing wnds, on ground pmp rly drained, will 
go through the winter with very little loss by rea
son of the cold. It is not the cold alone that in 
winter kills wheat; the strong winds of that season, 
acting on plants not sufficiently covered with 
earth, 1 blow the wheat out of the ground”—to ui e 
a common expression. The great value of the drill 
is in the uniform depth at which it places the seed 
—none of it too shallow, and none of it too deep— 
and the raising of ridges to protect the plants from 
the winter winds.

Drilled wheat is sometimes rolled in the fall to 
level the surface, that the harvesting machines 
may the more conveniently run over it. It ia 
better to defer this rolling until the ground is 
settled the next spring; hut this is a very imsy 
season, and the period that intervenes between the 
time the ground is dry enough to allow rolling and 
the time the wheat is not too much grown, is 
short, so many farmers do the rolling at the most 
convenient season, and take the risk, but this 
practice is not often continued long by the same 
i ersous. Si' ce the introduction of the drill deep 
snows on unfrozen ground are much more dreaded 
by the raisers of wi ter wheat than is naked and 
hard frozen ground.

The very best conditions for wintering wheat 
are, first, hard frozen s il ; then a few inches of 

all over the surface ; then a mul.winter

because

Over-Feed ing with Hay.
Now that the cows are in their winter 

quarters, a hint about feeding hay may not he out 
of place. We often hear dairymen talk as if the 
height of skill in taking care of cows in the winter, 

to get all the hay down that it is possible to 
“I give my cows all the good 

bay I can get them to eat,” is the boastful remark 
often heard from a spirited and aspiring dairyman, 
though in doing so he is wasting good provender 
without promoting the best welfare of his animals. 
It is a good thing to feed cows well, and to be sine 
that they have food enough to sustain them folly, 
but it is neither wise nor economical to crowd them 
with a great bulk of hay of any quality. It is not 
wise to crowd any animal with a great bulk of hay 
of any quality. A horse will do more work and 
do it easier, on moderate feeds of hay than he will 
to crowd him with all that can be got down him. 
It is burdensome for him to move or exert his 
muscles with an over-distended stomach, and the 
too large ration will not be digested so well as a 
smaller one. These objections are more emphati
cally true with cows It is the nature of rumina ts 
to hurry down large meals when opportunity oc
curs, and then to lie hy a long time to grind it 
over, a cud at a time, till it is well pulverized. If 
palatable food is offered to them, they will take in 

meal after another in quick succession, as it 
gives very little time for mastication, and the suc
cessive meals of half ground food will be crowded 
out of the rumen, one after another, imperfecly 
digested for the want of being properly pulverized. 
Iu this course of feeding the double loss from dis
comfort and imperfect digestion is forebily felt. 
Cows should have no more hay than they have 
time to remasticate, and if this is not enough for 
their necessities, they should have some easy- 
digesting concentrated food along with it. The 
quantity of hay given should never exceed what 
they will eat up clean, and twice a day is often 
enough to give time for properly i uminating.

was
cram iuto them.

With a field

3

$ 40 00
8 U0
3.00

20 00 
1801 
12. .0
6.00
9.00
1 0)

20.0c one
«136.50

$2 "6 00 
136.50

Net profit .........................................
Cost "f wheat per bushel. 50 1-5 cents.

«138.50

This wheat c ist per acre $13.85, and if, through 
poor preparation of the soil and withholding the 
$38 of fertilizers which are charged, the crop had 
been reduced to twelve bushels an acre, the cost 
of the wheat would have been more than doubled, 
and this is what is done by a majority of farmers 
who sow wheat in corn ; if the yield of this wheat 
should reach 35 bushels per acre the cost would be 
less than 40 cents a bushel. The reader will 
notice that I have made no allowance for hauling 
aud thrashing, for I think the straw worih enough 
to balance this. The account with this field the 
next year, if pastured, would show no charge but

snow
thaw, followed by snow to again cover the wheat ; 
then if we can have a spring that has hut f*w 
warm days followed by hard frost-, we have high 
expectations of a good crop.—[N. Y. Tribune.

The peach is often budded on plum stocks, and 
is fully as hardy and productive as when grown on 
peach stocks.
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1 Expensive Wintering.M which, indulged'in with moderation, will invigo- than two seasons in succession ; then it should be 
During the summer and early fall, farm animals, I rate ; while, on the other hand, a wet, chilly at- ploughed and two or three crops of grain grown, 

if they have access to good grass and plenty of mosphcre is depressing to the vital forces in the and then receeded. The best season for seeding of 
water, w ill care for themselves—in other words, I highest degree. timothy on wheat lands is in October or late in
will be “ self-tenders.” But when winter comes Perhaps there is no kind of exposure that is September, though it may be sown in spring mixed 
upon them the cate is quite the le verse, for then I more detrimental, or which causes greater discom- with clover seed, but the growth will be much less 
they are helpless ; and the condition which nature fort, than to be forced to stand upon the feet the first season of mowing than if sown in autumn, 
provides during the warm, growing season should, during day and night, or otherwise lie in a wet Cover seed is sometimes sown in fall on dry sandy 
as near as practicable, be furnished by artificial I nest. The cow, the horse, and the pig, particu- land® to insure the germination of the seed, but it 
means. The farthest remove lrom the condition I larly abhor a wet bed. Rheumatism, lung and is quite liable to winter kill in changeable winters, 
enjoyed through the summer, is that of exposure bronchial ailments, congestion of the liver, bowels The best and most usual time of seeding to clover 
to inclement weather without shelter. The change or kidneys, in fact any ailment which comes of '* m the month of March, or early in April ; 
from a temperature of 70 ° to 90° to that of the congestion, may; be contracted in a night by a may say, immediately after the opening of spring 
dead of winter, varying, according to latitude, I beast that is forced to lie in the wet; no . function aPb before frosts disappear, the action of which 
from the freezing point to 30 ° below zero, is vio- I of the body can go on, even moderately well, under will in a degree cover the seed and aid germination, 
lent in the highest degree ; and farm animals, if not I the damaging influences of a wet nest '; and to put H i® also a good time to seed to clover after the 
protected, will cease to grow, and if they are of grow- I fat upon a beast so exposed is not possible, except ground is dry enough to go over with a light har
ing age, will very rapidly lose the accumulations I through the expenditure of a very large~amount of r°w, sowing the. seed immediately before that 
of summer. It would , eem that the old time I feed- greatly larger than required by an animal operation, which is regarded usually as beneficial
notion, that to expose stock to cold renders it I comfortably housed and bedded. to the wheat crop as well as to the clover. Timothy
hardy, should have long since exploded, but it has I ______ seed is frequently sown at the time of wheat seed-
not. Farmers kill the fatted cow, fatted on grass, I Fnclln «1 ing, but if wheat is sown early in the season and
before winter, because experience has taught them I Ensilage Alone. timothy at the same time, there is danger of
that the beast will begin to lose flesh when winter I There has been of late considerable falling off in choking the wheat by too much growth of grass, 
sets in, and they lead the animal to slaughter I the talk about silos and the value of ensilage as a ^ *8 especially so when the autumn season is wet 
before the shrinking process commences. I separate food. At the beginning of the mania the ant*an active growth follows. Timothy seed will

Now, what is the material which is laid on dur- I preserved corn-fodder in its perfectly fresh green never lad *f sown in the fall, for if there is not wet
ing summer and lost during winter ? It is tallow state was to accomplish everything unassisted e“ough to start it in the fall, it will come in spring
in the case of cattle and sheep, and lard in the I Milk, butter and cheese were to be produced con- without fad- Many farmers do not approve of 
case of the hog. The accumulations of summer I dition of the cattle maintained, and health secured ear*y sowing of clover seed, fearing that the early 
are not lean flesh, but fat instead ; and it is upon I solely by the feeding of ensilage; and altogether germ ma7 1)6 killed by late frosts in spring, but I 
this fat, stored away in the cellular tissues, that I it was to be affected at a rate of economy that must am convinced by observation that there is very 
the animal feeds, through the process of absorption, I satisfy every one at short notice that this newly- bttie danger of frosts on the young clover plant 
after cold weather sets in. '[’allow at ten cents I discovered method of making the most out of the *es8 tbe ground be frozen to heave and pull the 
a pound may be set down as pretty expensive I products of the earth at the least expense must root’ The cause ot failure in clover seeding is 

tVil Jbe ,nay be said of lard, in the case I commend itself to the favorable attention of every drought immediately after germination of the seed 
of the hog. When you fail to protect him from I agriculturist. y and before the root gets sufficient depth of soil to
the cold, and to feed him fairly, his lard takes the I But has it done so? We need hardly say that it re*a™ moisture. A drought in the month of May 
retrograde motion, is absorbed, goes into the blood has not. Ensilage by itself, as a food for even will endanger clover seeding ; later drought will 
to prevent the latter from becoming anemic (im- milch-cows, is not recommended.hit, these who only retard growth.
povenshed), and through this process the animal I seem to bs mostly experienced in the use ot it Clover and timothy are the best seeding for dry 
machine is sustained. Almost all extensive feeders employ at the same grain lands, where permanent sod is not required,

It is a common belief that digestion is promoted I time other feed, which takes away from the fresh but where continued grass crops are desired, blue 
by exposure to cold. Within certain limits this I fodder its distinctive features or dualities as a gra88’ orchard grass and J une grass are more desir- 
ls true, but outside of these limits the converse is I separate food. One farmer says the fodder comes ab*e’ as they are more lasting, and a mixture of 

. ,U8’ an animal exposed to the extent of out of the silo in good condition and is eaten un *bese with the former will be found beneficial. A
suffering from cold, or what is worse, cold and clean by the cattle; but, he “mixes with it good cut variety °f grasses much better pasturage the season 
wet, will be subject to such interruption of the I hay,” which is given in two feeds’per day but to through, and stock will always thrive on a variety 

aS T disturb digestion The blood secure proper results “some concentrated feed must of gra88e8 much better than on one alone. For 
wi be driven from the surface and limbs to the be added, ” such as cakomeal, bran &c And this> our gram lands we have no forage crop more de- 
vital organs, and the effort of such undue pressure is the way the question is now treated ’ We don’t slrable than red clover during the season of its 
upon the minute blood vessels of the stomach will pretend to say that this combined food is not very 8r°wtb, but it matures during July, after which it 
” ° u“t‘.ts sensibilities and retard the natural good—excellent—and that cattle will give plenty of affords but little pasturage, hence the rule of a 
much hlno !hgeSA'0I\ hvery one knows that too milk and thrive upon it: but we beg to bellowed mlxture of 8ra88e8 to suPPly the remainder of the 
much blood in the brain suspends its functions, to say, without being much abused for it that we 8eason‘ In seeding lands we meet with more 
Under moderate pressure a moderate degree of doubt the economy involved or that any labor is fai,«res with glover than with any of the grasses, 
tupor sets in. I nder severe pressure perfect saved, or that any profits are obtained over the aLd to insure against failure we should always mix 

coma supervenes, during which there is a suspen- system in vogue before asUo was ever built / other seeds, which, if sown in fall, one need not 
Sion of brain manifestations. \\ hat is true of the Ë 6V6r bU,lt’ “ fear failure, even if sown so late as November, for

lain is equally true of the stomach, and in place . f| .. . . the seeds when worked into the soil by the frosts
of cold being an invigorator, under some circum- 1,r*lSS ,n ,hÇ ^«I» Rotation - SuglffCS- and storms of the winter season will be sure to 
stances it becomes a cause of great hindrance t > tl‘"S Aboilt Seeding. germinate in early spiing, and there is but little
1 tu!.!it No system of agriculture can be piofi table that danger of injury by frosts ; but the same is not
• i j i that it. tied in a dry, well bedded stall, does not make grass an essential part of a rotation true of clover, for severe freezing will pull the

aud a“owed to remain till digestion is of.crops. When lands are not adapted to grain y.oung plants out of the ground and destroy them,
accomplished, will^ go through the growing grass is the chief reliance, and it becomes No amount of experience can enable a farmer to 

Wh»™ expeditiously than ini any condition a specialty, but nowhere can it be discarded with- always succeed in getting a good seeding of clover,
ifvery sTmnr U the8cmaulS- °Ut de,trimcnt to the The farmer who for the variableness of seasons cannot be foreseen
disturbed hvênld-nll J'Î 1 the b <?od be un: raises abundant crops of grass, while he is a grain but a «oil in good tilth and fertile, the seed sown
channels^ wilfflow1'to the8-na1l?1 gT’er ^ WlU raise good croP8 of grain in alter early m spring, and slightly covered with harrow,. . it will flow to the stomach during the nation. There seems a harmony in the movement and roller, with a dressing of plaster will seldon
fÆèrwTdTinVs.i htyithfam0Unt r:riT^~ -fnrr,graSS torgrain 'vhich is beneficial to e f*U-[F. P. Post in New YorkVibuce

eral Circulation!"' Noiv^LTfate^'u^undue8^" and th? most" bountiful th<! SUlfa0 ■ ’ UPwards of W steam-ploughing engines

P.,.,, to.hi.h farm .tad, i; i7L£ Sf. «.“‘.d ,b„ ««T, SZ * *+* “d
ment weather, is damaging alike to the beast and newly seeded lands. On our natural grain soils It is said that this year’s wheat crop in Canada 
to the purse of its owner The abstraction of heat we find it unprofitable to maintain any perma- haa, never been surpassed either in quantity or 
t?on ‘/h» "udue cold’ tbe lnterropti°n of diges- nent meadow or pasture. Though a portion of 'luabty- The surplus will be about 7,000,000 
tf0., n tbe maaner named, and the appropriation every farm should be in grass our dry grain lands bushels> which is half a million bushels more than
clrîv onTts TarwfthH, to, e“abl.e the system to will not give continuous crops of grass without fre- Iaaî year' and nearly double what it was in 1878 
carry on its war with the elements, are reasons to quent topdressing and scarifying the surface and 1879- 
deter any man from leaving stock in the the outer Hence it is more profitable to seed frequently and P t t it
air, to their discomfort. It is infinitely cheaper use all manure of the farm L tkeV3 U T Potato culture is reviving in every part of the
and better to feed corn and hay by the mouth at crops " farm.f°r the benefit of gram United Kingdom. In Ireland the average has
the going price of these, than to sustain the beast There need be no lack of baoW™„r • rl.S8n Slnce 1880 fl'°m 823,000 to 854,000 acres,not
upon it own accumulated fat. This is precisely dry grain-growing .sections w S f 8' a°,Ur Wlthstanding the increase in beans, rye, oats and 
the position that every owner of stock occupies* A crop tuE from^ oneto tZ Zl pe»®. In Scotland there was also an increase,
and whether he is willing to learn the fact o. Pnot,’ newly^eeded clover and timothvhi^as'Lr^ fr°m thou8h not large- In England 23,000 additional
the processes pointed out go on nevertheless, and he other crop grown and is , an/ acres were put under this crop. Wales this sum-
ha. the bill to foot. The man who lives in a ch tîî*soil vXbad 4^00 acres devoted^othc potato, against
mate reputed to be moderate, cannot expose his in grass by a majority of farmers fn our 30’0d° ln the preceding year. The total increase is
stock with impunity because the frequently cold j tiens. Lands in wheat should be seeded to dover PUÎ down at f’009 .ac™8- What is Canada doing 
rams of such a climate are more damaging than the and timothy, and if not wanted for mowin» nr m.tbla resPect ? The demand ,n our markets for 
dry, bracing atmosphere of a more northerly k>- 1 pastnrage the benefit to the 1„ml g or potatoes for transport to the United States, proveoatiom Experience proves this; and the proofs andch^rnistead. of wed ancl ^h^ "wifi -^vely that there is in seasons a good market. 
ar« borne out by the teachings of physiology, greatly overbalance the r r No other country is on the whole so well adapted
namely,.that a dry, cold atmosphere is a tonic is not profitable to keep dry land in grass more I profitable CUltUr*’ and tbere is no farmcrop so
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timber should be well seasoned and perfectly dry 
at the time the application is made.

Faints, whose force is white lead and oil, are the 
chief things used for the preservation of wood
work; the action of these paints is to keep out the 
moisture held in suspense in the air; their preserv
ing power extend very little further.

The Silicate Paint Company, who have establish
ments in both London and Liverpool, England, 
claim that their paints are the best for out-door 
work and m..y be used for covering either wood, 
iron, 01 plaster, that they have double the bulk of 
lead paints, are non-poisonous, and do not blister, 
that damp walls are cured by this petrifying 
liquid ; they sell it either transparent or in colors; 
it cost from 4 to 6 ct-nts per yard to cover with 
this material. The writer cannot say if all these 
claims can be substantiated, as he has never 
noticed it in use, but would think if all that is 
said about it is true, it must be very valuable.

A paint much used for out-door jWorfc in the 
United Kingdom is Hill & Smith’s black varnish.
It is employed for covering stone, wood and iron
work, and has now stood the test of forty years, 
during which time it appears to have retained its 
popularity. The manufacturers of this varnirh or 
paint, claim that it is an excellent substitute for 
oil-paint for all out-door work, while it is fully 
two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by the 
ordinary laborer, requires no mixing or thinning, 
and is used cold. It is sold in casks of about 
thirty gallons each, at 38 cents per gallon, or 42 
cents per gallon, delivered at any railway station 
in the United Kingdom ; the manufactory is at 
Brierly Hill. This company have also an agency 
in London, England.

A very superior article of oxide of iron paint is 
supplied to the Rideau Canal office, Ottawa, by 
Mr. John Taylor, 1(1 St. John stieet, Montreal, at 
the reasonable price of $1.20 for brown, $1 38 for 
purple, per tin of twenty-five pounds. This paint 
is known under the name of “Sheffield Metallio 
Oxide, ” and is used altogether on the locks and 
buildings of the canal between Ottawa city and 
Kingston, and gives very good sasisfaction. No 
harder test can be given paint than the use of it 
on canal locks and gates, where it is subjected to 
the wash of water when the boats are passing 
through, and the heat of thejiun when the locks are 
empty.

The following are the addresses of some of the 
firms who make and vend special paints. It would 
certainly be to their advantage to advertise 
in a paper circulating amongst an intelligent 
class of farmers, who have so many buildings 
and implements which require painting every few 
years. Those who are unaccustomed to the use of 
paint can scarcely appreciate its advantages 
preserver of timber, cither in-door or out, or the 
finish it gives to the appearance of anything to 
which it is applied.

W. Johnson, Montreal, agent for English and 
American paints.

Henry Woods, Son & Co’y, Duane street, New 
York, liquid colors, pure linseed oil paints.

Iron clad Faint Co’y, Cleveland, Ohio, prepare 
an iron paint manufactured under Green’s patent, 
specially used for outside work where durability is 
required.

The Buchanan Mineral Co’y, Hamilton, makers 
of metallic paints.

Only a very few of the large number of presnta- 
tive agents which have been employed are given in 
this paper, a selection having been made from 
those which appear most to commend themselves; 
but it is again repeated, it would be well for the 
Dominion Government if it made some experiments 
tending to show the best methods of wood preser
vation ; these experiments might be assisted by the 
paint and other companies who are interested ; but 
as the light houses, docks, wharves, &c., are built 
for the Government, it should bear the principal 
part of the expense in ascertaining the best 
methods of preserving timber employed in these 
and other structures, whose foundations are so 
situated that the constant ebb and How of water 
against them leads to their rapid decay.

A good preservative for railway ties would also 
be of much value, especially now that the Cana
dian railways are making such progress and timber 
is getting so scarce. Ties, in the Northwest, cost, 
at present, from 40 to fill cents apiece. The Gov
ernment is interested in the matter to the extent 
of many thousands of ties for the Intercolonial and 
Prince Edward Island Railways, and by the em
ployment of a really first-class article, could 
the country a heavy and continuous expen -e.

makes it both tougher and stronger ; a post made 
of beech or pine is rendered more durable and as 
strong as one of the same size manufactured from 
oak ; the bituminous mixture with which it is 
saturated acts as a cement, and binds the fibres to
gether in a close, tough mass ; therefore the more 
durable the wood is the tougher it becomes, as it 
imbibes a greater quantity of the bituminous oil, 
which is shown by its increased weight. This pro
cess has also the advantage of preserving iron and 
other metals from corrosion ; nails driven into 
wood so saturated remain perfectly free from rust. 
No insects will attack timber thus treated.

The effect produced is the coagulation of the 
albumen in the sap, which prevents putrefaction. 
For wood much exposed to the atmosphere, which 
renders it alternately wet and dry, the coagulation 
of the sap itself is found to be not sufficient ; foi, 
although the albumen contained in the sap is most 
liable to putrefaction, yet the ligneous fibre, after 
it has been deprived of all sap, will, when exposed 
to warm damp situations, rot and crumble to dust 
To preserve wood, therefore, which is much ex
posed to the weather, it is not only necessary that 
the sap should be coagulated, but that the fibres 
should be protected from moisture.

The sleepers used for railway tracks in Europe 
are principally treated in this way ; they are long 
sticks of timber laid the same way as the rails 
with occasional traces across.

Wood prepared as above with petroleum, for 
sleepers, piles, poles, fence-posts, &c., is not 
affected by alternate changes of temperature and 
moisture, and requires no further painting. After 
it has been exposed to the air for a few days it 
loses its unpleasant odor.

Seeley’s method is the one now chiefly used, 
especially in the United States, and its preserving 
power and mode of application have been witnessed 
by thousands who have of late passed through the 
St. Clair ship canal leading from the river St. Clair 
into the lake of the same name ; this work was 
begun by the United States Government in 1868, 
and is consequently now in its thirteenth year, 
and is principally constructed with timber treated 
by Seeley’s process. The wood is immersed in 
crude carbolic acid in a closed tank, in which the 
temperature is raised to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The air and moisture are thus expelled from the 
timber, which is then suddenly introduced into a 
bath of cold carbolic acid; by this very in
genious and simple process, an absolute impregna
tion is accomplished.

Kyan’s method, known as “kyamzmg," is per
formed by the impregnation of the wood with a 
solution of corrosive sublimate (by chloride of 
curv); it has been largely experimented with, and 
great expectations were raised regarding it. The 
system was founded on the known property of 
corrosive sublimate to form insoluble compounds 
with albuminoid bodies. It was found that rail
road ties, made of chestnut, treat by Kyan’s pro
cess, were perfectly sound after being in use for 
eleven years, whereas those not so treated decayed 
in seven. Kyanized white oak ties rotted after 
twenty years service, and this leads to the suppo
sition that the atmosphere removed the injection 
after a certain length of time. Railroad ties 
probably situated in such a position as to be more 
liable to decay than any other in w hich wood can 
be placed. A serious difficulty presented itself in 
preparing wood by this process, which was, that 
the men employed became salivated ; so that of 
late years it has been generally abandoned. Fence 
posts are made much more enduring by having the 
end which is inserted into the ground covered with 
a coating of gas tar. Cedar posts, if treated in 
this way, become almost indestructible, a barb
wire fence strung on posts so affected wrnuld stand 
for fifty years. The writer has posts set for 
twelve years, coated with gas tar, and there is no 
sign of decay about them where they enter the 
ground. The method of application is quite 
simple and inexpensive. A pail of gas tar can be 
procured from the gas works for 15 or 20 cents; into 
this immerse the end of the post which is to stand 
in the ground, $nd, with an old stump of a paint 
brush, spread the tar from the pail about four 
inches higher than the collar of the post, when it 
is placed in position; then take out and lay the post 
on something so that the tar end will not touch 
the ground ; in a short time the wood will have 
absorbed all the material, and should be brushed 
over the second time. The main object of stand
ing the post in the tar is that it may enter and be 
thoroughly taken up by the end of the grain. 
Sawn or split posts may be treated in this way 
well as round poles, but, in the latter case, the 
bark should be first remove!, and, in all cases, the

Prize Essay.
h THOD OF PRE-‘THE BEST AND MOST PRACTICAL

SFRVTNO TIMBER USED FOR BUILDING AND 
FENCING PURPOSES.”

.f

1

No subject connected with national economy 
should have more earnest attention and considera
tion than the most practical methods of preserving 
timber. The rate at which the timber lands of 
Canada are being denuded, and the consequent 
rise in price, cannot be viewed without great and 
reasonable alarm by those interested in the subject. 
AU successful and efficient devices for rendering 
timber more durable, are aids in arresting the de
pletion of timber lands. It is, perhaps, a question 
whether the Government should not undertake the 
matter of testing the different methods which 
have, from time to time, been introduced to ascer
tain which is the most economic and successful in 
warding off decay and the attacks of insects. A 
good laboratory and microscopic bureau might well 
be added to the Federal Department of Agricul
ture, to bring it up to the standard of modern 
times ; at present that bureau appears to ignore all 
agricultural matters and cognate subjects. The 
complete preservation, for centuries, of woods of 
quite a perishable character, through accidents of 
nature, is one of the familiar facts. We are all 
acquainted with the preservation of oak in the 
bogs of Ireland, &c. These accidental conditions, 
if thoroughly understood, might be produced in 

inexpensive way, and the wood and system 
made perpetual.

It is known that the decay of wood proceeds 
from agencies both internal and external. Cellu- 
tose, which constitutes the greater part of all wood 
tissues, is, by itself, an exceedingly imperishable 
substance, but it appears when it is brought into 
ontact with fermenting or putrifying nitrogenous 
matters, to be capable of entering into decomposi
tion very readily. The greatest enemy wood has 
is water, and hence the perfect seasoning of wood 
is the most powerful agent known for its preserva- 

The process of seasoning is, however, ren-
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tion.
dered nugatory, if the timber is afterwards ex
posed to air and moisture. Consequently, it is 
found that the use of chemical agents whùh com
bine with the legumen and form imputrescible 
compounds, is the best course to be adopted. The 
destructive agency of insects is also a cause that 
must be guarded against, and this is obviated by 
impregnation with poisonous chemicals. External 
destruction proceeds from many causes ; the most 
powerful being exposure to the atmosphere and its 
attending consequences, the fluctuation of heat and 
cold, dry and damp.

There are several methods for the preservation 
of wood from decay, but the object is principally 
arrived at by a combination of the vegetable 
albumen contained in it with some metallic salt, or 
powerful antiseptic agent. The invention of Mr. 
Bethel!, which has been much employed, consists 
of impregnating the wood with oil of tar, or other 
bituminous substances containing creosote, and 
also by the use o f pyrolignite of iron, which holds 

creosote in solution than any other solvent. 
This operation is performed by putting the wood 
into a close iron tank, formed like a steam, high 
pressure boiler, which is then closed and filled 
with tar-oil or pyrolignite. The air is then ex
hausted by the means of air pumps, and the tank 
is again filled with more oil or pyrolignite, which 
is forced by hydrostatic pumps, until a pressure of 
oue hundred or one hundred and fifty pounds to 
the square inchfis obt lined ; this pressure is kept 
up by wrking the pumps, as the guage shows a 
depression during a period of six or seven hours, 
by which time the wood becomes thoroughly 
saturated by the liquid employed, and weighs from 
eight to twelve pounds heavier, per cubic foot, 
than it did before.

In some of the larger tanks used in Britain, 
twenty loads of timber may be prepared in a day. 
The atmospheric action on timber thus prepared
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quarter crack.

i uess treat quarter crack m a 
Horseman, McGillivray, Out. 

[The foUowing treatment has been found very
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A STEP IN THE

USE OF CORN COBS.
Sir —Do you recommend the use of corn cobs 

ground for feeding, and if so, along with «h.t 
other feed Can you tell whetherLere are any
oart of O It • M;mdUlg Corn c-b” in the western 
part of Outanu? J. T , Paris, Out.

[Corn cobs ground with the corn have been used 
-o some extent in the United States, but it is a 
natter of doubt if, when ground, they are worth£ ;;s: ~-»

F. G. B., Ottawa, Ont.
[The disease ofcaus d hv .h . y00r corn 18 coin smut. j
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LARCH TREES FOR PLANTING.

Sir,—Can you inform me if there ia anch A thing 
aa larch trees to plant, in any of the nurseries, 
I made inquiries last apriug at the seed store I 
want to plant some in the bnsh where it is thin of 
trees. J. S , West Me Gd very P. O.

[You should apply to a nursery; yon can see the 
leadiug nurseries advertised in this journal.

FRUIT TREES FOR N. ONTARIO.
Sir,—Do you know of any nurseries in the Pro

vince of Outario, north of the forty-fifth parallel 
of latitude! In your November numbtr I noticed 
an account of f,uit growing in New Brunswick, 
which describes our situation exactly. Trees from 
scathe’n nurseries never do well, killing down to 
the old stock, although of the hardiest common 
varieties. These nurseries mentioned in the afore
mentioned art cle are in a desirable situation, but 
too distant for us to take advantage of. By answer
ing through the Advocaik you will oblige.

J. b. W.
[Such enquiries as the above we are frequently 

receiving. Nuiserymen would find it to their in
terest to advertise their stock. Would acme one 
who can supply J. B. W. communicate with us t]

VALUE OF MUCK.

Sir,—Is the application of muck to land of any 
service? How should I apply it! What is the 
best season to dig it ! O R., Waterfuid, Out.

[Muck differs very much in value. Some of it 
is almost worthless. We have found muck very 
benefi ;ial as an absorbent of liquid manure, as 
material for compost, and as used for dressing 
grass land, more especially as a mule ■ on laud that 
has been mown late. It is a good preservative . f 
the roots of grass and clover from the injurious 
effects of fro-t. In winter, when there is no great 
pressure of farm work other than attending to the 
stock, some days may be usefully employed m 
digging muck. When the su amp is solid enough 
to carry hoises and sleds in the winter, it is beat 
to digout the mu :k now, by making broad ditches 
by which the ground on each side is <1 rained and 
dried, and made more solid. The muck should be 
thrown up in heaps where it may dram, and cun 
be drawn when the surface ia lrozen, or 
a sled road may be made in the winter on the snow. 
When the swamp is full of water it is most con 
veulent to make a small scow that will hold a two- 
horse load and put runners under t. As the 
muck is dug out in a broad ditch the scow sled 
can be pushed up to the bank where the muck ia 
dug at the end ot' the ditch, and orawu up to the 
diy ground by the horses and a rope; 
are men hitched to the sled and the 
where it is wanted. The tools required are a spade 
ground sharp on the edge, aud a scoop made of a 
steel shovel ground sharp, with sides of sheet iron 
about six inches wi le riveted to it. With this 
tool very soft muck can be taken out.]

■*

PLANTING RASPBERRIES.

Sir,—I have been unable, owing to the hurry of 
getting no and storing my roots, and oth-r requir
ed farm work, to plant a plot of young raspbe’ ries 
as I had intended. W ill you be kind enough to 
let me know in the Farmer’s Advocate if sprinu 
is as good a time for planting them as the fall, and 
give some instructions for the farmer.

[Yon have lo»t nothing by deferring the plinting 
of raspberries till spring. It is the more suitable 
season, especially if the soil is heavy or tenacious 
Even under the most favorab'e conditions it is un 
safe to set weak, immature plants in autumn. 
Black raspberries are prop igated from the tips of 
the canes, and where properly managed, many of 
the leading tips are in condition for burying during 
this month. The maturity of the tips is indicated 
by the wiry appearing end, destitute of leaves, 
assuming a reddish hue. This t'p should be buried 
at an angle of about 45° about one inch in depth. 
The terminal l>u l wdl throw out a cluster of 
flue ro its, and upward a stem which will 
appear above the suif ice early in the spring. 
If the toil is mellow, moist and fertile, a good 
strong plant, the roots having a brownish, mature 
appearance, will be grown by the last of October, 
an l be in good condition for transplautii g.

Now have such a soil as we have before described, 
eau ly-loam, gravelly-loam or loam with open sub 
soil, well prepared and marked out in rows 6 or 7 
feet apart one way and three feet the other way. 
Take up the plants, handling them car-fully so a- 
not to break off the tender s-era; break off the old 
cane, and carefully set the plants from two to three 
inches beneath the surface, burying stem aud all. 
If the young stem shill have alieidy thrown out 
leaves, pull them off. After the planting is com 
pleted, throw over each plant a shovelful of partly 
rott-d barnyard manu e.

Blackberry plants are not propagated from tips 
with the except! ms of a few special varieties, and 
they but sparingly, but they sprout from buds io 
the roots of the canes the same as red raspberries. 
Where the first sprouts that sta t in spring are 
preserved, they make very fair roots for transplant 
mg in November, but those starting later in the 
season fail to make strong enough roots for autumn 
transplanting. Tne methods practised by nursery
men f ir propagating blackberries produce the best 
plants. R i its are cut up into pieces containing 
each an eye, and these are planted quite early in 
the spring in rich nursery beds. If kept clean by 
proper culture hrough the season they will make 
good stro >g plants by the list of October, which 
should be transplanted about as recommended for 
black raspberries. They should be planted about 
8x4 to give them room sufficient to wo>k among 
comfortably when fully grown. The canes should 
be cut well back and mulched with manure. Plants 
thus treated will start earlier in the spring ann 
make a stronger growth the first season than if 
transplanted the following spring ]

Y. Z. VETERINARY.

Sir.—I have lost pigs before now on aooount of 
irregular feedi g. They would put out the Bans— 
peop e call it piles. I tried an experiment on one 
and have had no troubla since in curing the disease 
by simply shoving back the protruding fundament 
aud putting a good sti ch across to prevent ite 
.mining back or «.ut, and feeding moderate for ten 
(lax s, with gentle physic, two or three years; this 
will make the auuu J all right. I have an Ayr
shire cow a d heifer that come io sea-on every 
three or four weeks ; can j <m tell me why they do 
not prove with calf, or if there can be anything 
done to make them conceive. The cow is five-years- 
••Id past and ha l a calf last spring ; the heifer is 
24 months old and in condition. B. M. L.

the horses 
load drawn

A CHOKING COW.

Sir,—I get the Advocate through the Agricul
tural Society, so I use your envelop for au ex
change of iuro ination. Tue time to out under
brush or timber of any kind that it may not sprout 
is iu June, or July, or August, when the sap is in 
the branches; if cut then it cannot return to form 
new sprouts. I have frequently removed a piece 
of he-1 or turnip from an animals neck and pie- 
vented choking iu the following manner : I put 
o..e arm over the animal’s neck and with a hand 
on each side of the swallow pipe, gently and firmly 
press the toot downwards with one hand aud tbe 
pipe upwards with the other, or alternately, ai d 
you will soon net it down past the breast bone or 
a» far as you can reach, when it will be taken to 
the stomach aud choking and distress cease. In 
regard to tne duty on corn, the question suggests 
icself, is it profitable to sell our coarse gram! If 
we do th s our dairy interests will suffer. If rais
ing corn and oats lor export is more protitable than 
making beef, butter and cheese for export, then 
we waut the duty, but not otherwise. It is my 
opinion that barley ought to be our staple grain 
product for exp rt to the U. S. A. and let us get 
iheir corn at the cheapest possible rate to feed onr 
beef stock, horses aud swine, sow for cow teed and 
make J hnny cake too, if rtquiied. Every honest 
man will approve of your views, wishing to give 
the Provincial Exhibitum to Kingston in regular 
turn, and likewise see the selliahuese of those who 
refuse to do so, aud it is our duty with your as
sistance to try to devise some means of getting 
honest directors who would not sacrifice their 
sense of justice for party power or profit Now, 
about tbe Herd B >ok, it appears tbe best animal 
competing for your prize was a grade, and is not 
that an improvement of the Shorthorn breed, and 
if Canadian Thompson, weighing 2000 lbs. at 28 
months ol , was a bull, would he not be worthy 
of registration ? If any breed can be improved by 
crossing, why is it not right and wise to register 
improved grades ! B. M. L.

AGE OF TIMBER.

Sir,—Can you inform me whether the rings seen 
on the ends of timber can be counted as tlie cer
tain age of the timber or not !

J McF., Tilsonburg.
[It is a received belief that the annual rings in 

the trun s of t ees correspond to the annual 
growth, though there are doubts as to whether it 
is always a correct guide. Thu E igli-h oak often 
has two growths of branches a year, and it may be 
possible that two rings are produced annually 
* hen the extra growth occurs. The1 e is a case 
econled of the eucalyptus, or blue gum tree ol 

New South Wales, which was known to be eighteen 
years old, but was found to po-sess thirty-six con 
centric rings. It would be well to experiment io 
this direc i m, in cases where the age of trees is 
exactly known, though there is always the argu 
ment against it that we cannot afford to be prodi
gal of forests.]

THE PEACH YELLOWS.

Sir,—I am pleased to see that the Farmer’s 
Advocate g ves timely notice of the inroad of do
ua es affecting animals and crops, ami treats of the 
remedies So far it appears there is no effectual 
remedy for the yellows in peaches. There have 
been great complaints about it in tho United 
States, and it has spread over into parts of our 
Canada. Is there no means of saving our fruit 
from those pests—cankrrworms, codling moths, 
black knot and yellows ? If it were not for such 
pests, fruit growing would pay us a fair profit

E. E., Kingsville.
[When once disease, such as the black knot in 

plums, or the vellows in peaches, has been allowed 
to b come a fixed fict in any locality, it may be 
necessary to eradicate all the trees in the local ty 
of tho kind subject vo the disease, in order to 
eradicate it. The poison seems t” have taken tirm 
hold of the sod, and i s germs are in countless 
numbi-rs in tne atmosphere. This remedial mea- 

has been found absolut* ly necessary in some 
of the most ferti'e fruit-bearing regions of the 
United S ates. Millions of peach trees in an Oh o 
county have succunib--d to this dr a I disease, the 
yellows. T ees which have with-t od summer 
heat and wint r cold during the past twenty years, 
together with the youn.-er trees, have been wip'd 
ont of existence ; hut fruit growers do not de-pair ; 
they believe that the cause of the disease will dis
appear with the entire eradication of the peach, 
ami that as in oth r loca ities which have been 
devastated by pea h yellows, we shall he enabled 
in due time to ag liu grow he peach with immunity 
from disease. In the m-antime our lands are 
being renovated by clover, and oiher varieties of 
fruit are more extensively grown.]

Sir,—I must say that I am well peased with the 
Advocate, and would be at a loss without it. One 
single item 1 saw in the last paper is worth the 
money; every farmer ought to take it

O. H. L , St. Catharines.
Sir,—We had very stormy weather during 

November. About fifteen inches of enow fell. 
The high wind caused the snow to drift, making 
very bad roads. This mouth (Deed) has been very 
line weat'ier. We have just tiuished up threshing 
■il this s ttleineut. Last year we threshed 9,000 
bushels; this year We have over 17,000 bushels of 
wheat, oa*8 and birley, so that shows we are im
proving. But the settlers are going more into 
stock laising than g sin, as we have the beet pas
ture ami hiy lmd in the world. We have some 
very ti-ie th -roughbred stock iu this neighborhood, 
and one of our enterpri-ing farmers, Mr. George 
Mi.ffir, from Guelph, Ô it., has lat-ly imported a 
splendid thoroughbred bull for the improvement of 
Ins stock. Farmers are pe'ting good prices for all 
they have to sell wheat, 85 ;. ; oats, GOo ; barley, 

3. T., Beaver Gieek, Man.

IMPROVEMENT OF LIVE STOCK IN NEW BRUNSWICK.

Sir,—It was my g >od fortune to secure one of the 
Hereford Bulls, imported from E'ig and this year 
by the government, as also one of the Cotswold 
bucks imported at the same time The b 11 
weighed 1,100 pounds at fifteen months old. I am 
almo-t persuaded to attend the auction sale of 
Frank R Shore, advertised in your yaper, as I 
would very much like to get some Cotswold ews. 
1 have four now, but would like more. The next 
time you come down this way 1 hope you will 
Some improvement in my farm, and I will promise 
you a pleasanter drive than you had last time. I’o 
say we like the Advocate is ju-t a very poor way 
to express our opinion, as we think it nets better 
and better. Hoping to see you some tira in the 
future, I remain C. L. S.
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liERBKRKY ANT> RUST.Sir,—The Democrat fall wheat you so kindly 
gave me while in London is very productive and 
hardy; from the 4 pound I had 16A pounds. The 
Scott did not yield so well. The Fultz and 
Egyptian were not worth harvesting. The barley 
I brought from Aberdeenshire, Scotland, yields 
unusually well and weighs 50 lbs. per bushel, and 
after three years trial I can say without hesitation 
this is the coming barley. I have sold the greater 
part of my crop for seed at a fancy price. Send 
on my old pilot, the Advocate.

CHOKING COWS.

Sin,—1 have repeatedly seen cows subjected to 
much cruel and unnecessary pain in trying to re
lieve them when choking. I lost a valuable cow 
from that cause, and shortly after I was told of the 
following simple and painless method, which I 
have repeatedly used since, and it has never failed. 
I keep on hand, hung np in the cow stable ready 
for use at any time, a piece of round wood about a 
foot long, not less than two inches through; a small 
cord is attached firmly to each end of stick. Place 
it in the animal’s mouth (like a bit) and fasten the 
cords to each horn. Keeping the mouth open will 
allow all gases to escape, and therefore will pre
vent bloat ng, and in a short time the obstruction 
will disappear. But do not remove the bit until it 
has done so. I have sometimes left it in the 
mouth all night. They seem to suffer but little 
inconvenience after it has been in some time.

F. B., Burlington, Ont.

Sir,—Having noticed in the September number 
an enquiry by J. C. M., Meadowvale, if berberry 
hedge is the cause of rusting wheat, I will state 
that I planted a berberry hedge on my farm about 
seventeen years ago and gave it good care, but it 
proved to be of no use for a fence. The thorns are 

small the cattle would walk through it any
where, and from the second year after planting my 
grain rusted every year, also my near neighbors’, 
and continued to do so until I dug it out, which 

four years ago last spring; since then I have 
had good crops and free from rust, as also my near 
neighbors. I will give you one instance among 

I sowed about three and a half acres of 
wheat adjoining the hedge, and it was as stout a 
piece as I ever saw. It produced about eleven 
bushels per acre of very inferior grain, on account 
of it being so badly shrunken.

S. S. P., St. Catharines.

so

J. W., Camden.
[On furnishing information about any new or 

improved grain, subscribers should explain some
thing about it, if a hybridized variety or an old 
variety improved by change of location, 
produce new varieties of potatoes, but we are not 
quite sure that there has been any new variety of 
wheat, oats, peas or barley discovered in our life
time. It is the changing of grain from one part of 
the world to another. We have no doubt but the 
old China wheat, Bluestone and Soules wheat will 
come into vogue again, perhaps under a new name. ]

was

many.
We can

Sir,—l)o you think that sheep are as profitable 
stock as cattle on high land, and what breed do 
you think is the best ?

Sir,—I agree with you that farmers should write 
for a farmer’s paper. Their experience might be 
of service to others. In answer to the question, 
Does farming pay ? I can say it does pay, especially 
stock-feeding. I have been farming and stock
feeding for twenty years, and I have acquired 
three farms, whereas I began with one. I have 
been buying store ste2rs in the fall and feeding 
them through winter on hay, straw and roots, and 
if needed, a little grain, and put them to the pas
ture, not too early, but when the grass is pretty 
well grown. For a fortnight or so after putting 
them into the pasture, I give them daily a little 
dry food, grain or even hay. I then sell them for 
the English market, and I find they pay me a good 
profit in cash, besides the valuable manure they 
make. I find it more difficult to get good stores 
now than before there was so much attention paid 
to dairying. Farmers are not careful now to raise 
good young stock. This is to be regretted, as it 
lessens our supply of good fat cattle for export. 
Besides, there is no other means by which the fer
tility of the soil can be so well maintained. As to 
your question about township exhibitions, I say 
let them be continued and encouraged by all 
means. They have been a benefit to farmers, and 
that which has been tried and found beneficial 
should be continued.

S. E., Guelph, Ont.
[From our experience and that of many others, 

we are convinced that sheep would be a more pro
fitable stock for such a farm as yours than cattle. 
There exists a different opinion as to what breed 
of sheep is best. In another column of this num
ber there is an article on the Shropshire Downs. ]

UTILIZING BONKS.

S-R,—1 have a slaughter house on the farm, and 
consequently have considerable bones. Would 
like to see in the Advocate the best and cheapest 
mode of utilizing them or dissolving them.

A. K. S., Southend.
[Break the bones small with a sledge or heavy 

hammer. Then put them in a birrel, or even in a 
heap, in layers alternately with wood ashes, and 
moisten them through water. In the course of 
time they will be so decomposed that they can be 
easily reduced te bone-dust by pounding with a 
shovel, and will be an excellent manure ]

4

Sir,—Can you tell me where the seed of the 
Russian Mulberry can be procured ?

J. S., Chatham, Ont.
[The Russian Mulberry has been introduced into 

the United States, but we know not of its being 
brought into Canada yet. By communicating with 
some of the leading nurserymen you might learn 
the required information. If any of our readers 
could inform us on the subject, we would feel 
obliged by their doing so.]

Sir,—Township shows should not be abolished.
There is a class of exhibitors who take an interest 
in them, who cannot compete at the Industrial or 
Provincial shows. If the public and agricultural 
interests are to be cast aside, and Toronto aider- 
men or any other city nabobs are to take control of 
the farmers’ interests and the agricultural exhibi
tions, it must l e admitted that farmers are a simple 
class of people to lose the control for the benefit of 
any city. Toronto may exhibit negroes, etc., but 
what interest have the farmers in such childish 
amusements î I hold the agricultural interest is 
the foundation of a successful show. Keep our 
produce back, from the turnip seed up to the noble 
beeves, horses, sheep, pigs, grain and poultry, and 
what would it be ? Can Toronto or any other 
place make a show without the produce of the 
farm ? If not, let us elect veal farmers to carry 
out what is most beneficial to the interest of the 
agricultural industry and for the prosperity of this 
noble Dominion of which we may be proud.

There is another feeling at present in regard to 
the amalgamation of the breeders and their

There are farmers who have been farmers of Ontario should take an interest in and
let their voice be heard—the Provincial Agricul
tural Association. There seems to be an effort 
made by interested parties to get Parliament to 
refuse the usual grant to that Association and 
thereby break it up. The city of Toronto, I con
sider, has acted in a very selfish and discreditable 
manner, by the way they used the Association a 
few weeks ago. It seems to me that the Toronto 

as Society have made up their minds to ruin the Pro
vincial, and thereby monopolize the large shows.
They first of all take the best two or three weeks 
of the show season for their fair, without any re
gard to the wishes or prospects of the other cities 
and towns of the Province, and now this year re
fuse (although, I understand, illegally) to have 
the Provincial Fair for 188‘2 on their grounds. It 
looks to me as if Toronto people thought that 
there is no other place in the country fit to hold a 
fair in but their own city, and they must use all 
means, both fair and foul, to ruin all other shows
and draw the country people (they call every one S|K> — ^hat will effectually destroy lice 
else iu the Province, except themselves, country eaiyea • I have eleven that are very badly 
people) to the great city, the hub, etc,, to see troubled with them. R. P. T., Miami, Man. 
horse-racing, boat racing, the Oddfellows, and ad- [Yeu will keep the animal in a warm, clean 
versements of their business houses iu the show stable. Use the currycomb or brush freely on the 
buildings, I see that the two leading Toronto pa- animal at least once a day. A thorough dressing 
l>ers refused to publish a letter of Mr. Carnegie's of mercurial ointment, or with an infusion of to
on the question, and I know from reading that the bacco, or with carbolic lotion made by mixing 
(’M>i seemed to say that the Toronto Fair was and bolic acid one part and water eighteen parts- per- 

, . , , . ought to be the point all show-going people should haps either of the two last mentioned would he
Iitieal aspect, and as you claim to publish a purely go to, quite ignoring the Provincial and other the safest. After you have all of the insects de. 
agricultural paper, and also claim to be imb-ocml- shows. I would like to see a good strong article stroyed, it will be necessary to prevent their re" 
ent, the introduction ot t.us subject in your pap. r in the next number on the matter, and let the currence by improving the condition of the ani 
will have an mpinous effect. i would say im, ,t i Toronto people and papers sec that there are other mal and paying attention to its coat. It will he 
decidedly, -f"« ta.w the duty off corn cities and people in the country except themselves, well to give it a dose of laxative medicine and fol-

I. W , North Dumfries. ! T. A. G., Brantford, Ont, low up by giving sulphur in its feed. |

Sir,—I see that you have been speaking to the 
Finance Minister about the duty on American 
corn, and asking the opinion of your readers on 
the matter. For my part I say decidedly, take it 
off'. Let. us have cattle food as cheap as possible, 
so we will be able to compete in European mar
kets with the States and other countries. From 
all the statistics I have seen, and from my obser
vation in this part of Ontario, a large percentage 
of the imported corn was used by farmers for fat
ting cattle for export. We are now paying from 
ten to twelve per cent, on the food we have to use 
to some extent, while the Western feeders have 
their coarse grain free. I can see no possible use 
the duty is, except to a few farmers living in the 
southern counties of the Province. By all means 
use your influence to get the duty taken off.

There is one other question that I think the

J. C., Napier, W. M.

Sir,—1 have a good horse which has something 
the matter with his hind feet, they being all soft 
and cheesy between the shell and the frog, and 
smell bad. They are sore round the top of the 
hoof; no lameness to be seen unless he trots fast or 
draws heavy. My blacksmith says it is thrush. 
Can you tell me if it is, and what to do for it, in 
the next number of the Advocate.

I. McC., Stirling.
[Your beast has thrush. All that is diseased, 

rugged or detached should be cut off. 
moisture has been the exciting cause, such 
standing on decomposing dung or litter, it should 
be removed; see that he has a dry floor to stand 
on. Have the frog thoroughly cleaned with soap 
and water, after which a dressing composed of two 
drachms of chloride of zinc to a pint of water may 
be used. Calomel, powdered alum, sulphate cop
per, tar and salt, and various other remedies 
advocated. If the feet are' bad and much heat in 
the part, it would be well to apply a charcoal poul
tice for a day or two. ]

new
Herd Book.
trying to improve their herds of late, and coming 
so close now on the leading prize takers of Ontario, 
that something must be done to keep them back, 
so more crosses must be made from imported stock 
before a pedigree can be got. 1 hold this is a sel
fish motive of just a few. Reduce their high- 
blooded animals as they should be for breeding 
purposes, and plenty of good grades will clean 
them out for symmeti y and weight, and just 
good for the butchers as with any pedigree.

G. L., Pinkerton, Ont.

When
as

are

Sir, —On the whole I am pleased with your pa
per, but 1 don’t like your adveeatiug taking the 
duty off American coni. 1 think you make a mis
take in this, as there is a very large amount of land 
in the Dominion well adapted to the raising of 
corn, peas, oats, rye, etc , which would be de
preciated in value by allowing American corn to 
come in fro-, thereby injuring the many to the 
advantage of the few. 1 believe the farmers of 
Oanada can raise all the feed required to supply 
their own wants and the wants of others in Can
ada, without sending our money out of the country 
to help enrich Yankee farmers at our expense. 
When they allow our grain to go into their 
try free, then it will be time enough to talk of 
taking the duty off corn. Besides this, the ques
tion (though one iu political economyi of Fr.c 
Trade aud Protection has assumed an extreme

tsiR, I have a cow that has been covered with 
lice for a long while. I have tried everything and 
have received no benefit, and I would like to hear 
of a cure for them in your next number. tE. B., Grey.
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fourth held under the auspices of the Smithfield 
Club, and the term may be used “ a good allround 
show,” to describe that of 1881. A good judge said 
in describing it, a greater number of cracks have 
been seen an 1 some breeds better represented, but 
the display of cattle is quite up to the average, 
and the £2.500, besides special prizes, were keenly 
competed for. As showingthe breeds represented, 1 
may note entries of the various breeds of cattle, 
the total number of sheep and pigs : Devons, 3b; 
Herefords, 39 ; Shorthorns, 58 ; Sussex 29 ; Nor
folk, 8 ; Highlanders, 7 ; Polled, 12 ; Welsh, 6 ; 
Cross breeds, 33; and extra clashes, 7 ; sheep, 180 ; 
nies 84 The largest increase is in Herefords, 
from 20 in 1880 to 59 in 1881; the largest decrease 
is in Polled, being 21 in 1880 and 12 in 1881, prin
cipally in the female classes, to be accounted for 
in the enhanced value of these for breeding. The 
reporter of a Scotch paper, rec 'gnised as a good 
all round judge says of the Shorthorns, “there is an 
increase in the number shown, but we cwinot say 
that the red, white and roan were what they 
ought to be if they are to succeed in keeping the 
position they have hitherto been supposed to occupy 
as the finest breed in the country. There is not 
only a decided absence of the top Shorthorn in the 
hall but the general character of the show is hardly 
creditable. ” So much for the red, white and roan 
at this year’s Smithfield. As will be seen above 
there is a large increase in Herefords, and to me it 
is a question if that breed’s merits hive not been a 
little too long in being recognised, amid the rage 
that existed for Shorthorns. In my opinion the 
matter with the Shorthorn is, that he has been 
bred to death on paper; looking at them alongside 
Herefords, Crosses and Polls, one cannot help 
wondering at the position claimed for them, only 
one thing has always been in their favor: put a 
Shorthorn to any breed you like and he will im
prove it, and the time is coming for the Herefords 
and the Polls to have a try, and on your Western 
plains I have no doubt they will succeed, as there 
is plenty good flesh about them and plenty of travel 
in them as well. Scotch cattle make a fine display, 
especially in the Poll and cross sections, while 
Highland cattle are gqod, though not so 
as usual. A few of the Birmingham and Leeds 
decisions have been overturned as usual, but the 
knowing ones are fairly well satisfied. Once more 
the champion prize at Smithfield for the best 
animal in the hall., has been carried away by a 
Scotch bred animal, and this time by a Scotch ex
hibitor, Sir Win. Gordon Gumming, Bart., of 
Altvre Forres Morayshire, for au altogether umque 
specimen of a pure bred Polled heifer, only two 
years and eight months old; and her owner and 
breeder has also the credit of owning the animal 
placed as reserve number fir the championship, 
said animal being a Polled ox, also two years and 
eight months old. As indicated, Shorthorns, though 
a large display, are not in point of general merit 
up to the mark; the champion Shorthorn is Mr. 
W S Tibb’s cow; she was also Cup Shorthorn at 
Birmingham. Herefords are numerous and good, 
and have the credit of having in their ranks the 
heaviest animal of the breed belonging to Her 
Majesty, the Queen, which weighs 21 c, 2 qrs, 
10 lbs., first at Birmingham and only commended 
here I do not pretend to know much about Nor- 
folks and Suffolk*, but notice there are as many 
prize tickets as animals; only two animals appear 
in the Scotch Polled cow or heiter class, but both 

Sir William’s heifer, although a year 
younger than her opponent from Drumin, won 
easily in her class ; she is two years and eight 
months old, bred and fed at Altyre is got by a 
Pride bull “Black Watch” (whose full brother, we 
noticed, was sunt by Mr. Wilken the other day to 
the Hoc. J. H. Pope, Minister of Agriculture) ; she 
is one of the nicest, if not, at her age, perhaps the 
very best specimen of her breed yet exhibited; she 
has been in careful training since calfhood, and 
that she should appear so well matured at so early 
an age, reflects highly on the early ripening fea 
turesof her breed ; she weighs within 4 lbs. of 16 cwt.
or 1 788 lbs., at 32 months old, and few, if any, will 
yield so large a proportion of dead to live weight, 
or a higher percentage of flesh to fat and bone, this 
being one of the best points of the Polled breed.

The contest for the Scotch cup lay between the 
above heifer and the Polled bullock, alsi from 
Altyre, of the same age, and, as our man put it, 
“they’re a (jay pretty pair," later on the ox won the 
£50 cup for the best '
the cup of the same value for the best cow or 
heifer, and finally the blue nbb >n of the year, the 
£100 champion cup as best beast in the hall ; ,with 
these two animals Sir W. Gordon 1 umming wins no 
less than £290 in prizes. 1 must have done at present

Oar Scotch Letter.Sir,—Would you inform me if the Government 
allow cattle, ho f ses, sheep, swine or poultry for the 
improvement of stock to come over the lines free 
of duty? R. M., Colbeck, Ont.

[by our own correspondent.]

Now, Mr. Editor, in agreeing to write you oc
casional letters from the old country on agricul
tural subjects, it must be understood that there 
will be no attempt at fine writing, as all that I can 
do or have time for is to give y ur readers a sort of 
glimpse on passing subjects ; disjointed they likely 
will be, only I found your farmers much the same 
sort of people as ourselves, discussing the subjects 
thatpinterested them most just as they turned up.
So much for prelude and now for the letter.

Our agricultural talk at present in Scotland is 
confined to three subjects, agricultural depression, 
its remedy, and the fat stock shows. As regards 
the two former they can wait and I shall at pre
sent pass them by, simply noting the grand and 
noble stand made by the Aberdeenshire farmers in 
this matter. They have taken the bull by the 
horns at once, by forming a farmers’ alliance which 
will likely be joined by most other counties in 
Scotland.' To meet the carping criticism of our 
landlords and their parties that there was no back
bone in their agitation, the Aberdeenshire com
mittees resolved to call a mass-meeting in Aber
deen on the 1st Dec., the result being the largest 
meeting of tenant farmers ever held » this country ; 
tickets for over 3,000 were issued and did not 
nearly supply the demand. At this meeting they 
unanimously passed resolutions : 1st. That it was 
impossible for the present farmers to go on paying 
the present rents. 2nd. That the old and anti
quated laws of Entail, Hypottive and Primogeni
ture should be abolished. 3rd. That farmers must 
get compensation for their capital they invest in 
the soil and for their improvements, also greater 
freedom in the cultivation of the soil and disposal 
of its product. 4th. That Parliament be at once 
asked to introduce a measure on the lines of the 
Premier’s speech at Leeds; “ that it is essential to 
secure to the tenant not a part but the whole of 
his interest in the land, his interest in his improve
ments, and his interests as the law may define it 
in his tenure.” 5th. That a farmer’s alliance for 
Scotland be at once formed to carry these into ef 
feet. 6th. That as all are interested in the success 
of agriculture, all classes are invited to co-operate 
in this movement. The chair was occupied by a 
young farmer on the Aberdeen estates, Mr. James 
Hay, he introduced the business in an able and elo
quent speech. The resolutions were proposed and 
seconded entirely by farmers, and most of the 
speeches would have done credit to candidates for 
the honor of becoming a member of Parliament. 
The platform was occupied by the committee, who 

entirely composed of the Chairman and Cm- 
veners of public meetings held over the counties of 
Aberdeen, Banff and Kincardine. They were ac
companied by the Lord Provost Gurd, M. P. for 
the city, the members for West Aberdeenshire and 
Kincardine. The meeting lasted from 12.30 till 
4 p. m. which gives farmers some idea of the 
length of the oratory, and I can assure them the 
quality surpassed all expectations. So much at 
present on the first two of the subjects named, and 
now for the more congenial one of our Christmas 
Fat Stock Shows and the great London Xmas 
Market. The ball was opened at Norwich, Hull, 
&c., &c., but your space will not allow my dilating 
on these at present; suffice it to say that a Polled 
Aberdeen or Angus heifer carried the chief honors, 
and nearly all the prizes for crosses were won by 
animals bred in Aberdeenshire, a good many of 
them owned by wealthy men in the South; still 
Scotty held his own pretty well with what were left.

The first of the great shows is held at Birming
ham; the judging took place at Bingley Hall ou 
20tli November and was opened to the public on 
the 28th, for five days. Scotch exhibitors and 
Scotch bred cattle now owned in England were 
very successful, the former winning £125 and the 
latter £160 of the cattle prize money, or nearly a 
third of the whole. All classes of stock were 
more numerously represented than last year, the 
total entries being 3,583 in 1880 and 3,901 in 1881. 
Shorthorns as a breed were well represented, with 
fewer tops than usual. Pure Scotch breeds made 
a fine display, comprising several grand specimens 
of the Polled ABerdcens and Highland cattle. 
Cross breeds as usual occupy an important place 
in the show, the animals all over being up to the 
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[We made inquiries of the collector of customs 
He referred to the statutes, andin this city. _. 

under the free list the following clause is to be 
found, page 21, schedule B : “Animals for the 
improvement of stock, viz., horses, cattle, sheep 
and swine, under regulations to be made by the 
Treasury Board and approved by the Governor in 
Council.” He informed us that there has been no 
Act to repeal that clause. We were of opinion 
that cattle could not be imported from the U. S. 
It is our impression that, for the safety of Canadian 
stock and for the welfare of our Dominion, total 
prohibition would be the only really safe plan in 
regard to cattle, sheep and swine, either in a live 
or dead state. Large quantities of slaughtered 
hogs are constantly being brought in, packed in 
Canada, shipped to Europe and the duty refunded. 
This must eventually tell against the farmers of 
Canada, at least such is our opinion.]
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WHY EWES SHOULD BE SHOWN IN PAIRS.

In looking over the November number of the 
Advocate, I was rather surprised at the article, 
“Why are sheep shown in pairs ? ” especially 
emanating from the pen of my worthy friend, 
John C. Snell, who I had never taken for a one- 
horse man, much more the person to advocate a 
one-ewe show. Having, like my friend, acted the 
part of director, exhibitor and judge for a good 
many years, I think I can safely say that I never 
heard the idea advanced before, and I will here 
give the reasons why / think they should be still 
shown in pairs. In the first place judges are not 
always infallible, and the prizes might too often go 
for size instead of quality, which is too often over
looked as it is. Secondly, I think the old custom 
of showing a pair gives an exhibitor a better op
portunity of showing the quality of his flock and 
his skill as a breeder by showing a nice pair of 
well-matched ewes. Again, I perfectly agree with 
him that the best ought to win every time, but I 
think that the exhibitor who has the best ewe in 
the yard will not be likely to mate her with one 
that would throw her out of a prize altogether, 
and as to the comparison between mares, cows and 
sows, I think it will scarcely hold water. For 
instance, a farmer wishing to stock his farm or 
improve what he has, would think he had made a 
pretty good start by getting a good mare, cow or 
sow, but would not think it much of a start with 
one ewe, but would at least want a pair or two— 
hence the advantage to breeders of showing in 
pairs, even if they do not all take prizes. Again, 
the objection raised by officers of fairs is a very 
valid one, as all who have had anything to do with 
the management of exhibitions know full well that 
if their stalls and pens are not well filled their 
treasury will not be well filled either. It is need
less to say more, as I think I have given good rea- 

why the time-honored custom of showing 
in pairs should be still continued.

R. Rivers, Springhill Farm, Walkerton.
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are^ood.QUERIES FOR FRUIT-GROWERS.

We would thank some of our readers who can 
from their own experience give the information 
required by the writers of the three following 
queries, to do so :—

Sir,—Can you give any information for the 
prevention of the new kind of black rot now 
affecting the old standard Red Cherry ? as it 
seems to threaten their obliteration, which we can 
ill do without, as it is one of the best fruits of the

with
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land.
SIB;_May I ask a few questions, as an amateur.

I should like to know what are the three or four 
best pears or quince for our climate and locality, 

for summer, autumn and winter, and where 
are they to be had down here. If some of your 
correspondents will answer this they will oblige,

T. P. J., Woods.de, New Glasgow.
Sir,—There are many things in your journal 

that are each worth more to me than the subscrip
tion fee. We are quite engaged in orcharding 
here, the foreign market opening up with bright 
prospects. Please keep us posted in the apple 
market. What kinds would you advise to graft 
for the English market?
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Herefords were an exceedingly good lot, being 
siaered above the average, 
admit of m y enlarging on this show, 
of them reappear at London it won’t matter.

On Monday, 5th Dec., the great Smithfield Show 
opened in the Agricultural Hall, being the eighty -
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Sir.—Can yon, through the Advocate, inform 
me if there are any peas to be got that are proof 
agaiust the pea bug; and if so, where they can be 
got and at what price ? About a year ago I saw 
t ie Hiuasian Blue pea Bfoken of in the ADVOt A • f. 
as being bug-proof. We have a blue pea here—I 
do not know whether it is the Prussian Blue pea 
or not, but it is as bad with the bug as any other 
*lndl J- VV., jr., Harlock, Oat.

[We know of no pea that is bug-proof, except 
the grass pea, which is very hard and small It 
seems to be a variety of the vetch. ]

Sir,—I had a four-year old ox with a diseased 
tail, and I don t know what to make of it The 
animal seemed well and healthy, but the tail com 
menoed to dry up, all the flesh and blood disap
peared, and it was working up by degrees towards 
the spine little by little, or a joint at a time. 
When it got within 3 or 4 inches of the spine, I 
tcok an axe and chopped the tail off just abo.e 
the dead part. It did not seem to affect the 
all, for he is as well now as ever. I saw a two- 
year-old heifer the same, but the tail was not cut 
off, and the animal died. If you could enlighten 
me as to the cause and remedy, I should be tnank- 

J F. V., Headingly, Manitoba.
[This malady is what is commonly known by old 

farmers as the “ Hollow horn,” or “Wolf in the
^ œ • “11 6C*8 Catt^e t*lat are poor and have not
sumci nt blood to keep up a proper circulation 
Its appearan e on the end of the tail and in the 
marrow of the horn causes the flesh and hone to 
decay, and will kill the animal if not checked. 
I he prevention is plenty of good lood and good 
shelter. No beast properly attended will ever b« 
affected by it. Toe cure may be accomplished b\ 
boring the horn, it the horn is affected, and putting 
on any substance that will irritate the numbed or 
decaying part. This will cause a flow of blood to 
that part, as nature sends its force and str. ngthto 
any injured part to restore it. Pepper and vinegar 
are frequently poured into the horn when boFed 
for this malady. When the disease is confined to 
the tail, splitting it open with a sharp kuife and 
inserting» little salt is often resorted to with goo.1 

effect More generous feed and better sh- Iter will 
almost always restore the beast to health.]

Five very fine cattle, raised on the farm of M. H.
ijjrane’ of Compton, were purchased by Roberta 

® Wilder as follows : One 2 year old steer of 1 990 
lbs.; 1 Highland Scotch 2 year old, 1,330 lbs.; 1 
tour year old, 2,050 lbs., and 1 pair of oxen, 4,O0U 
lbs. Mr Fred Ritchings, of Rose Hill Farm, sold 
a pair of heifers at 6|c., a pair of stems at 5Jc., a 
pair of heifers at 5*c. Roberts & Wilder had 150 
cattle, and of these they sold 2 car loads at an 
iverage of *25 and *37 per head. Mr Kionear 
sold several cattle at 5c., 6Jc. and So. Mr. Ben- 
allack had some fine cattle under exhibit. M La
porte, Mild may, had 19 cattle. He sold two milk
ers to N. Taillefer at *65, and the balance to R. J 
Hopper for a trifle under 4Jc. per lb. Messrs. 
Daoust & Bros, purchased 17 cattle from Harry 
Gould at 6*0. ; 48 hogs at H*c. ; 15 do same price;
- e*trs ca*vea f°r *50; 4 fine sheep for *50, and 25 
lambs at *6 each.

The following is the

Culture of the Ccerrv.
It is a fact well known that the cherry tree is 

apt to crack in the body by the intense heat of 
summer. This is especially tine of the large, swset 
varieties. The Morello, of all kinds, does the same, 
to a less extent, however. The only plan known 
to me to avoid this 11 three o’clock scald,” as it is 
termed by some, is to shade the trunk by an up
right board or other thing, until the tree throws 
out branches enough to shade i self. If the limbs 
are allowed to g uw low enough down on the body 
of the young tree, »ay from about a foot or two of the 
ground, they will shade the trunk sufficiently to 
prevent the cracking of the bark and 
quently early decay and death.

Another thing fatal to the cherry tree especi-lly, 
i* the placing of strong, hot manure around the 
base of the trunk 1 contend that no manure 
should be put on the surface near the tree, but 
after it is four or five y ars old the grass should be 
permitted to grow up close to it. I have found 
that manure so placed will, in a few years, kill or 
so injure the tree an to render it almost unfruitful. 
The limbs and smaller branches will die, the trunk 
rot and the Iruit be knotty, small and otherwise 
quite tasteless and inferior. The cardinal poi its, 
then, to be observed in cultivating the cherry, are 
to have the trunk shaded in some manner, and 
after the fourth or fifth year from planting out 
let the grass grow close to ihe trunk, and never 
place strong manure on the surface near the body.

Treated in this way this most delightful fruit 
can be raised in great perfection and the tree will 
l ve to a “good old age.” One other remaik, and 
I will close. In planting the cheiry place them in 
rows running east and west. This will throw the 
shade Irom on- to the other at the fatal time of 
the day in summer (3 to 6 o’clock) and thus render 
ar ifictal shadings less imperative. From the last 
of October to the middle of November is as good a 
time as any to put out all kinds of fruit trees, but 
they eh uld be heavily mulched b. fore trei zing 
weather with leaves or straw, which should be re
moved in March following. Such is my experi
ence, after twenty odd years of observation and 
trial.—^Ex.
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With the exception of three, which are men 
Honed, every prize was awarded to Messrs E B 
Morgan ft Co. Where no names are given, there
fore, it will be understood that these gentlemen 
were the successful exhibitors. Best carload of 
cattle for export, not less than 14 head—l«t *100 
given by Messrs. H ft A Allan; 2nd, *50,' given
M H 8iven by M . Jse.
McSbane, M P;?. The last was awarded to 
Messrs. Roberts ft Wilder. Best five cattle—1st 
*40, given by Mr. M. H. Wells for Messrs A & 
H Tiernan; 2nd, $>5 given by Mr. J. F. Reid fo 
Messrs. Young ft McQuade. This second prize 
was taken by Messrs. Roberts ft Wilder Best 
pair of oxen or steers-lst, *50, given by Messrs, 
•fas. Nelson* Son, of Ijverpool; 2nd, *25, given 
by Messrs. James Pritchard ft Co., of Bristol8and 
London. The second prize also was awarded s„ 
Messrs Roberts and Wilder. The above first prize 
was taken by two steers one bred by Mr. J & R 
McQueen, of Elora, and the other by Mr I s' 
Armstrong of E-amoaa. Best carload of sheen 
not less than 50-1st, $50, given by Messrs' 
Thompson Murray ft Co.; 2nd, *25, given bv 
Messrs. John Hope ft Co. Best fifteen sheen- 1stn stuzsrJ
Liu^r2ud,*îr agent°f tt,e Lon<f°n Temperley
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m <>uel|»ii Ch is i ni its Show.
The annual Christmas fair and live stock show 

under the auspices of the Guelph Fat Stock Club, 
was a great success. The fair was very largely 
attended by buyers from all parts of Canada, from 
Montreal Q , to Windsor, Out. Many cattle were 
sold on the loads before arnviugat the ground,ami 

of them the evening before the fair, so that 
many farmers had disposed of them before reach
ing the fair ground. Notwithstanding these earli 
draughts on the fair, there were not less than 500 
head of cattle on the grounds in the forenoon the 
greater number in good condition, quite a number 
ranking as extras, and a number as medium The 
demand was keen. Prices ranged from 4c. to 6ic , 
the latter price being paid for choice lots One 
lot of 10 head, sold by Walter West, were said to 
be one of the best lots ever offered at a Guelnh 
*al£; They sold at 6*c. per lb., and one at 7c 

The cattle was the first class shown, and it" 
the one in which the great st interest 
The show was ahead of anything of the kind ever 
held in Guelph before. It consisted of six sub
classes, exclusive of that for the sweepstakes and 
there were thirty entries iu these. The com’peti- 
tion was so close that in several instances the 
judges had the utmost difficulty to decide which 
animal was worthy of the p.ize. It was a difficult 
matter indeed in some cases to distinguish in favo* 
of any beast. Animals which did not get a prize 
at all would have taken that posi ion creditably at 
former shows in Guelph. Armstrong’s steer 
the best animal shown, and carried off the sween- 

^es8ra G & I. Groff and VIess s Jar 
McQueen carried oil a number of priz-s,'showing 
very superior animals, and Messrs. Wm White 
law M. 0. Connor and H. Young were also to the 
front as prize winners.
. Toe following sheep were bought by Mi. E B 
Morgan : 3 Southdown wethers, bred and fed bv 
Herbert Spencer, Brooklyn, O ,t ; 4 wethers, oi 
260 lbs each, from John Evans, of Hespeler; 119 

wd.he!P' aïer^iu« ]6« lbs., from Henry Croff 
If n'Viltur UO’ 2 eXtra, 0xf,ir'T<lown wethers from 
John Phiu, ot Hespeler; 50 v. ry choice wethers 
prize winners, from Alex. B own, G It- and 2 ex’ 
tr* wethers from John Hardy, of Winterbourne.

Hawaiian Geese.
The Hawaiian geese (Bernicla sandvicensis) which 

I brought over in the spring of 1878 have proved 
hardy, and I trust will prove reproductive. They 
were all sheltered and cared for last winter, and 
came through in good order. Both
mence.i laying in April ; one laid three and the 
other four

i SWEEPSTAKES.
lstBe^°2LheiLer m 8t6er’“f anV »ge or breed- 
1st *o0. given by Messrs. D Terrance ft Co of 
the Dominion Line; 2nd, *25. by Messrs AW 
Ogilvie ft Co. The first prize in this exhibit was

As, t >» -T-'t s. •yswsL Th ,or. Me«*- R- Bohbett & Co ; 2nd 
S10. The number of oatt.e exhibited was aboui

■
!
11
I geese com-

some
e6g®> but only one showed a disposition 

to sit upon the eggs, and she, after attending to 
her business faitlilully for ten days, tiled of it 
and quitted the nest, so they produced no goslings. 
In the wild slate they lay but two or three eggs, 
while in domestication they sometimes lay eight 
or ten (Mr. Rriekwood, postmaster-general of the 
kingdom, who had them in domestication for

150.!

Montreal
At the

Christmas Cattle Market.

by many leading citizens. Many of threading 
drovers of Ontario and the Eastern Townships

££»-JT MTlre*Ur*
stock. Among the stock on ,fxPortlDg live number of prize* winners aï ProvinciSExhibTtTons*1

made by Mes-rs Robt Cralg * Ron? V** ^P" 
The whole consignment wfs Jnr h °f®ramPt^- 
ment bv C. B. Morgan of O h fo.r ablP" 
5c. to 12c. perlh live wei ht l P"id fromI». b,.,u Liikg „ tr h .'r,s T

r.tXro;s,ur™r,,hrd

1.210 lbs , and 1 heiflrof 1 500 ih! ^-1 8,tfer ''' 
^ats m, of Guelph; 1 sïeer of 2 0m b? H
W. S. Armstroiiu of G^el h ’ u b,red 
lbs. bred by J. Evans, ‘s’ of
mg 2 tons, bred bv Xf K . Pe,er> 2 oxen we gh 
"tee.s of 3 000 Ibs^ brêd bv J* U °f )^I',r.ri"ton: 2 
1°?’ and 2 thoroughbred cows of ! 
raised by J. M. Bell, of Pickering ,8W Jbs‘ cach-

many
years, sometimes raised as many as ten in a brood). 
In domestication they seem to have strong attach
ments, and are fond of human society ; one gander 
in particular has become very fond of ne, and 
always greets me cordially, and will talk with me 
in a low soft plaintive tone so long as 1 will in
dulge the humour. They are less aquatic than the 
other geete. The foot is not more than half webbed, 
itiey take a bath scarcely once a day, and rarely 
remain in the water lung. 1 once saw one with 
the tail under water, as we see a hen when forced 
to swim. Their native habitat are the high 
volcauia mountains in the Island of Hawaii, wheie 
they breed amu, g ihe lava beds, depending upon 
the pools which they find among the locks for 
water, never going . own to the sea. They are of 
strong fit. ht in ihe wild state, though in domesti- 
Catiou they sl ow little disposition to fly. Alto
gether, they are the most interesting water-fowl 
pair 1 have left. A few weeks ago I lost the other
Naturalist mlnk-”tJuDGE Caton, in American

was 
centered.
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Winter Feed for a Cow —An excellent fèod 
tor butter c- ws for winter consists of clover hav 
cut and mixed with two quarts of wheat mid- 
<ilings, three quarts of ground coin and oats (four 
part- corn anu one of oats), and one quart of cot
ton-seed meal. This may be given at two feeds, 
one morning and one at night, with a feed of hay
£yD;°m b^i toeal 15 per
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The Pooler Pigeon.
We have the pleasure this week of presenting 

our readers with an illustration of the Pouter 
pigeon, which is claimed by b eeders in the old 
country to- be iuferior to none. This breed of 
birds is bred to some extent in this country, and 

a few desirable pairs have been shown. The 
Pouters are divided into five classes—blue, yellow, 
white, red and black. The engraving given repre
sents a cock bird of the first-named color. There 
are also mealy or mixed-color* d Pouters, which are 
the result of crosses with the other kinds ; pro
bably in some cases the amalgamation of 
the whole, and consequently they are 
not of a very attractive color, but are 
generally large and of a vigorous con
stitution, and are mated with good 
effect to birds of a weaker stock, but of 

finer feather, for the sake of regenerat
ing them, and keeping up the size and 
stamina of those of more value. Blue 
Pouters should be of a cltar, bright 
color, a shade darker upon the head, 
neck and tail than’^lsewhere ; the sides 
of the wi. gs, breast and back should be 
blue, descending from the neck and ter
minating in a distinct line from thigh to 
thing ; the wing covert should be cross d 
with two black bars, also a black band 
nearly at the end of the tail ; on the 
sides of the wings and near to the 
shoulder there should be a few white 
feathers, as represented in the engrav
ing. These are called the rose, and 
when good and distinct are a great set
off to a Pouter. An important feature 
in the markings of this bird is a clear 
white and wtll-defiued crescent upon 
the front of the crop or globe. These 
birds, of either color, should possess a 
large round d crop, narrow giith, and 
long pinions, the points of which meet 
over the tail, but by no means should 
they cross each other In all cases of a 
perfect
and graceful construction ; of large size, 
but not unwieldly ; pure, rich and uni
form in color. Heavily muffed birds do 
not find favor alongside of their brethren 
with dowuy-clothed legs. They strut 
about in an awkward and stumbling 
manner, carrying their body in too hori
zontal a position, lifting high their legs, 
crossing their wings, and appearing as 
though they were stepping through 
water, and were desirous of passing 
through unspotted. O.i the contrary, 
the trim, proud birds are always notice
able for their lofty carriage and dignified 
appearance, looking with disdain upon 
other broods, if any appear in their 
immediate vicinity.

admire the girls who take special pains to 
mize in dress. They like the girl who buys a 
“shape1' aud puts the fixings on herself; wh > 
gets a little trimming and m kes an old dress 
look new, and who in general practices economy 
in dress, aud thus keeps down the expenses of the 
household. Such a girl is a treasure to a man. 
She has a fortune in the practice of economy. She 
makes a dollar do wheie another girl w 11 want 
five. She is often neat r and more stylish also 
than her extravagant sister. She has dev. loped 
good taste by experience, and she ha.mon z s 
colors better,- than the girl who has everything 
made to order, and never minds the expense. In 
fact, a little millinery and a little dressmaking

is econo- Care of the Bair.
The hair is a woman’s greatest ornament A 

fine head oi h*ir sets off a homely face and adds 
a great charm to the personal appearance. No 

ignores the value of a fine growth of silky, 
luxuriant hair, or the value of constant care aud 
attention in pieserving it Fine hair ia a sign of 
perfect health. \A hen the hair falls off, there is 

constitutional disturbance ; so that to pre- 
ths hair it is not only n ceaaary to keep the 

scalp cl. an, and the hair well dressed, but to 
observe and care for the general health. Indiges
tion is injurious to the hair, because it lessens the 
nutritive value of Ahe food, and the hair is often 

the first part of the body to suffer, 
becoming dry and harsh and falling off, 
before any suffering is felt in other ways. 
The stomach must then be watched and 
looked after cl eely by any woman who 
wou.d preserve a clear eomuleXion and 
skin and good hair. Nervous excite
ment also quickly affecta the hair. 
Every one has heard the story of people 
whose hair has suddenly turned white 
from fear or eudden excitement. Aud a 
constant irritation of the nervous sys
tem ia injurious to the Welfare of the 
hair. It is often to be observed that » 
cross, petulant dispo ition and harsh, 
thin hair go together, while emoot i, 
silky, abundant and luxuriant hair is 
found with a quiet, calm, easy tempera
ment, that is never troubled about 
ti ifles. XV omen who desire to preserve 
this adornment in the moat perfect con- 
dit on should therefore practice a calm, 
patient demeanor, and avoid a fretful 
disposition.

But when the hair fails, remedies 
must be resorted to. It may be b«at 
preserved by frequent washing of the 
scalp aud the use of a gentle stimulant. 
Cull water ia tie best wash, snd after 
that h >8 been well rubbed into the skin, 
a small quantity . f weak alcoholic tinc
ture of capsicum, or of Spanish fly, is 
very useful for producing a thickened 
growth. A little glycerine added pre
serves the softness and silkineaa of the 
hair. This treatment is better than the 
copious use or hair oils, which too often 
r.nder the hair dry and harsh. Any
thing that is used to strengthen the hair 
is better applied to the skin from which 
the hair grows than to the hair itself. 
When the hair ia falling out, the best 
remedy is a stronger preparation of the 
shove tincture. Blit enug even restores 
the hair upon bald scalps, and irri sting 
substances such as pi oto-chlonde of 
copper and strong tincture of canthari
des, and even caustic potash, have been 
used with success as hair restore vs. Bat 
as these are dangerous tubs tances, the 
guidance of a physician should be sought 
in using them.
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d The Married Life.THE POUTER PIGEON.
C

The universal expectation of all young 
people is that their married li» es wall be happy 
ones. Deluded dreamers 1 1 hey imagine that
they are different from other people, and that 
when they enter the portals of matrimony, love, 
peace, and prospenty will ever be ti.eir attendants. 
Su. h ones had better by far consider themselves 
the same as others, but form iron resolutions to do 
differently from other married people—resolutions 
that will keep them fiom the dangerous coasts 
mi which so many have been wrecked aud ruined. 
Unhappy marriages depend upon many causes. In 
this fast age there is too much deceit practised by 
the young of both sexes. Prev.ous 10 mai nage, 
many try to appear more intellectual, more ami
able, or more accompli»hed than they really are. 
Depend upon it, that love brought into existence 
by a moonlight stroll, strengiheued by deceit aud 
fashionable displays, and finally consummated 
through the n fluence of intriguing friends, will 
fade in after life almost as fast as the flowers 
which compose the bridal wreath.

i- should be taught at all schools. They would 
enable the girls, in after life, to practice that 
economy which so often leads to the happy and 

A girl who can trim a hat, put the “ fixings ’’ the Properous home. Economy ia dress has made 
on a jacket, economize the old dresses and n.tke "iany a fireside happy, while extravagance in 
all the furbelows look to the best advantage, saves dre,s ha8 <lriven many a family to ruin. As 
a good deal from the milliner’s bills and keeps trades shuol 1 be taught to our boys at school, so 
down these little items of expense w hich often 8h"ul<* the U8tt of the needl», millinery and dress- 
derange the household and put the temper out ot ma*<ing be taught to our girls. Each wool I be a 
gear. Economy in dress is a great advantage to 8*eP *n ’^e r’gbt direction ; and a household, 
those who practise it, and it oiten happens that w*le.re t*le boys were taught trades and the girls 
the most stjlish gills are those who do a good oeal millinery. and dressmaking, might look to the 
of their own ll.tle sewing ; who cover up old hats ,uture with t^e confidence of that sel -reliance 
with new trimmings, turn old dresses to good whlch always comes from knowing that everything 
account aud in general do what they can to make ha8 l,een done to guard against the worst, even if 
the cents tmvel over a great deal of knick-knacks, diaatter oveitakes it in the future, 
frills, ribbons and what-nots. Some girls must, 
however, have everything new. They have no 
idea of economy in dress. If a hat looks old they 
do not renovate it ; they must have a new one.
If a dress looks shabby they discard it, instead of 
using it for other purposes and turning it to good 
account in other way-. They will not wear old 
boots under their rubbers ; and they spend time 
galavanting the thoroughfares when they should 
be da niug their stockings or mending tbeir clothes.
And young men note all this. They see and they

e
i. Economy In Dress.
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v Patrick on the Z ;bra—“Phat kind of a baste is 
that—the mule wid his ribs on the outside of his 
skin entirely ?”

A clergyman on his way to church one Sunday 
was overtaken by a ho ivy shower of rain O ■ 
arriving at the vestry, he exclaimed, rather im
patiently, “I wish I were dry !” “ Never mind,” 
said his colleague, “ You will soon be in the pulpit 
and there you will be dry enough.”

I

When is a fowl’s neck like a bell ?—-When it 1* 
wrung for dinner.

When does a farmer double np a sheep without 
hurting it ?—When he folds it.
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it wag out of the question. He had a son whose name was 
Joe, a smart, ambitious boy of sixteen years old ; another 
son, Bill, two years younger ; and an orphan named Tony 
King, exactly a year younger than Joe ; together with a hired 
man for helper about the farm.

Mr. Spangler had found Tony in the adjoining county. On 
the death of his parents, they being miserably poor, and hav
ing no relations to take care of him, he had had a hard time 
among strangers. They kept him until old enough to be 
bound out to a trade. Mr. Spangler thinking he needed 
another hand, and being at the same time in such low repute 
as a farmer and manager that those who knew him were not 
willing to let their sons live with him as apprentices, he was 
obiared to go quite out of the neighborhood, where he was 
not so well known, in order to secure one. In one of his 
trips he brought up at the house where Tony was staying, 
and, liking his looks,—fur he was even a brighter boy than 
Joe Spangler,— he had him bound to him as an apprentice to 
the art and mystery of farming.

In engaging himself to teach this art and mystery to Tony, 
he undertook to impart a great deal more knowledge than he 
himself possessed,—a thing, bjf the way, which is very com
mon with a good many other people. Altogether it 
hard bargain for poor Tony ; but when parents are so idle 
and thriftless as to expose their children to such a fate as his, 
they leave them a legacy of nothing better than the very 
hardest kind of bargains.

In addition to this help, about a year after Tony took up 
' his quarters with Mr. Spangler, there came along an old man 
of seventy, a sort of distant relation of the Spanglers, who 
henceforward made the farm his home. Mr. Spangler and 
his wife called him “Benny,” but all the younger members of 
the family, out of respect for his age, called him “Uncle,£ so 
that in a very short time he went by not other name than 
of “Uncle Benny,” and this not only on the farm, but all over 
the neighborhood.

Uncle Benny turned out to be the pleasantest old man the 
boys and girls had ever been acquainted with. Ii was no 
wonder they liked him, for he was very fond of children, and 
like generally begets like. He was a very different sort of 
character from any about the farm. He had been well 
educated, and being in his younger days of a roving, sight
hunting disposition, he had travelled all over the world, had 

ultitude of strange men and strange things, and had 
such a way of telling what he had thus picked up as never to 
fail of interesting those who heard him. Sometimes of a 
long winter evening, when he was giving aecounts of foreign 
countries, or how people lived in our great cities, or how they 
carried on farming in other parts of our country, he talked so 
pleasa ntly that no one thought of being sleepy. On such 
evenings, before he came to live on the farm, Mr. Spangler 
would often fall asleep on his chair in the chimney-corner, and 
once or twice actually tipped over quite into the ashes ; but 
now, when Uncle Benny got fairly under way, there was no 
more going to sleep. Mr. Spangler pricked up his ears, and 
listened better than if any one had been reading from a book.

Then Uncle Benny had a way of always putting in some 
good advice to both men and boys, and even to the girls. He 
had read and travelled so much that he had something ap
propriate for every event that turned up. Indeed, every one 
was surprised at his knowing so much. Besides this, he was 
very lively and cheerful, and as fond of fun as could be, and 
seemedj able to make any one laugh whenever he chose to in
dulge in a joke.

In addition to all this, he was uncommonly handy with 
tools. Though an old man, and not strong enough to do a full 
day’s work at mowing or haymaking, btcause of stiff joints,yet 
he could potter about the house and barns, with a hatchet and 
saw, and a nail-box, and nail up a hundred broken places that 
had been neglected for years before he came to live there. If 
he saw anything out of order, a gate with no latch, a picket 
loose in the garden fence, or any other trifling defect 
the premises, he went to work and made all right again. He 
even mended the broken lights in the kitchen windows, and 
got rid of all the old hats and bonncts.that had been stuffed into 
them. He put on new buttons to keep up the sashes, and so 
banished the big sticks from the wood-pile that had been used 
to prop them up. He said they were too ugly even to look 
at.

It was Uncle Benny who nailed up the loose door-step 
which the pig had rooted away from its place, causing Lucy 
Spangler to fall on the edge of a bucket and break her nose. 
Lucy came out to thank him for doing the thing so nicely ; 
for ever since the accident to her nose, she had been very 
skittish about putting her foot on the step.

“ Ah, Lucy,” said Uncle Benny, “ I wish I could mend your 
nose as easily.”

“ Indeed 1 wish so too,” replied Lucy.
Inside ot the house were numerous things that wanted 

looking after in the same way. There was not a bolt or a 
latch that would work as it ought to. All the closet locks 
were out of order, while one half the doors refused to shut# 
In fact there were twenty little provocations of this kind that 
were perpetual annoyances to the women. Uncle Benny 
went to work and removed them all ; there was no odd Job 
that he was not able to go through with. Indeed, it was the 
luckiest day in the history of that farm when he came to live 
upon it, for it did seem that, if the farm were ever to be 
got to rights, he was the very man to do it. Now, it was 
very curious, that no one told Uncle Benny to do these things. 
But as soon as he had anchored himself at Mr. Spangler’s he 
saw how much the old concern was out of gear, and, provid
ing himself with tools, he undertook as one of the greatest 
pleasures, to repair these long standing damages, not because 
he expected to be paid for it, but from his own natural anxiety 
to have things look as thev ought.

The boys watched the old man’s operations with great in
terest, for both Joe and Tony were ambitious of knowing how 
to handle tools. One day he took hold of the coffee-mill, 
which some clumsy fellow had only half nailed up in the 
kitchen, so that, whenever the coffee was ground, whoever 
turned the crank was sure to bruise his knuckles against the 
wall. Mrs. Spangler and her daughter of course did all the 
grinding, and complained bitterly of the way the mill was 
fixed. Besides it had become shockingly dull, so that it only 
cracked the grains, and thus g-i ve them a miserable, weak de
coction for break last. Now, Uncle Benny had been used to 
strong coffee, and couldn’t stand what Mrs. Spangler gave 
him. So he unshipped the mill, took it to pieces, with a small 
file sharpened up the grinders, which by long use had become 
dull, oiled its joints, and screwed it up in a new place, where 
it was impossible for the nuekle-» to be bruised. It then 
woiked so beautifully, that, instead of every one hating to 
put his hand on the crank, the difficulty was to keep the child
ren away from it—tjfey would grind on it an hour at a time. 
Such a renovation of damaged goods had never before been 
eeeu on Spangler’s premises.
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Farming for Boys.
BT TUB AUTHOR OF “TEN ÀCRR8 ENOUGH.”

CHAPTER I.
A NeaUcted Farm.—Uncle Benny.—Nothing Bike Being 

Handy With Tools.
There is an old farm-house not a hundred miles from Tren

ton having a great railroad so near to it that one can hear 
the’whistle of the locomotive as it hurries onward every hour 
in the day. and see the trains of cars as they whirl by with 
their loads of living freight. The laborers in the fields along 
the road, thouirh they see those things so frequently, invari
ably pause in their work and watch the advancing train until 
it passes them, and follow it with their eyes until it is nearly 
loet in the distance. Tne boy leans upon his hoe, the mower 
rests upon bis scythe, the ploughman halts his horses in the 
furrow —all stop to gaze upon a spectacle that has long ceased 
to be either a wonder or a novelty. Why it is so may be dif
ficult to answer, except that the snorting combination of 
wheels, and cranks, and fire, and smoke, thundering by the 
quiet fields, breaks in upon the monotonous labor of the hand 
who works alone, with no one to converse with.—for the fact 
is equally curious, that gangs of laborers make no pause on 
the appearance of a locomotive. This ole’ wooden farm-house 
was a very shabby affair. To look at it, one would be sure 
that the owner had a particular aversion to both paint and 
whitewash. The weather-boarding was fairly honeycombed 
by age and exposure to the sun and rain, and in some places 
the end of a board had dropped off, and hung down a foot or 
two, for want of a nail which everybody about the place ap
peared to be too lazy or neglectful to supply in time. One 
or two of the window-shutters had lost a hinge, and they also 
hung askew,—nobody had thought it worth while to drive 
back the staple wheu it first became loose.

Then there was several broken lights of glass in the kitch
en windows. As the men about the house neglected to have 
them mended, or to do it themselves by using the small bit 
of putty that would have kept the cracked ones from going 
to pieces the women had been compelled to keep out the 
wind and rain by stuffing ill the first thing that came to hand. 
There was a bit of red flannel in one, an old straw bonnet in 
another, while ill a third, from which all the glass was gone, 
a tolerably good fur hat, certainly worth the cost of half a 
dozen lights, had been crammed in to fill up the vacancy. 
The whole appearance of the windows was deplorable. Some 
of them had lost the little wooden buttons which kept up 
the sash when hoisted, and which anybody could have re
placed by whittling out new ones with his xnife ; but ns no 
one did it and as the women must sometimes have the sashes 
raised they propped them up with pretty big sticks from the 
wood-pile It was not a nice sight, that of a rough stick as 
thick as one's arm to hold up the sash, especially when, of a 
sultry day, three or four were always in view.

Then the wooden step at the kitchen door, instead of being 
nailed fast to the house, was not only loose, hut it rested on 
the ground so unevenly as to tilt over whenever anyone step
ped carelessly on its edge. As the house contained a large 
family all of whom generally lived in the kitchen, there was 
a great deal of running m and out over this loose step When 
it first broke awav trorn the building, it gave quite a number 
of severe tumbles to the women and children. Everybody 
compiained of it, but nobody mended it, though a single stout 
nail would have held it fast One dark night a pig broke 
loose and, snuffing and smelling around the premises in 
search of forage, came upon the loose step, a d, imagini g 
that he scented a supper in its neighborhood, used his snout 
so vigorously as to push it clear away from the door. One 
of the girls, hearing the noise, stepped out into the yard to 
soe what was going on ; but the step being gone, and she not 
observing it, down she went on her face, striking her nose on 
the edge of a bucket which some one had left exactly in the 
wrong place, and breaking the bone so badlj that she will 
carrv a very homely face as long as she lives. It nas a very 
painful hurt to the poor girl, and the family all grieved 
her misfortune ; but not one of the men undertook to mend 
the step Finally, the mother managed to drive down two 
Bticks In front of it, which held it up to the house, though 
not half so firmly as would have been done by a couple of
g°Thint“s were very much in the same condition all over the 
premises The fence round the garden, and in fact all 
about thé house, was dropping to pieces simply for want of a 
nail here and there. The barn-vard enclosure was strong 
enough to keep the cattle in, but it was a curious exhibition 
of hasty patchwork, that would hurt the eye of any mechanic 
to look at. As to the gates, every one of them rested at one 
end on the ground. It was hard work even for a man to open 
and shut them, as they liad to be lifted clear up before they 
could he moved an inch. For a half-grown hoy to open them 
was really a very serious undertaking, especially in muddy 
weather The posts had sagged, or the upper staples had 
drawn out but nobod v attended to putting them to rights, 
though it would not have been an hour’s job to make them 
swing as freely as every good farm-gate ought to. The barn- 
vard was a hard place for the boys on this farm.

No touch of whitewash had been spread over either house, 
or fence or vutnuilding, for many years, though lime is 
known ti’i even body as being one of tli surest preservers of 
wovd-woik. as'well as the very cheapest, while it so beauti- 
fu v sets off a farm-house to see its surroundings covered 
once a year with a fresh coat of white. The lien house was 
of course equally neglected, though whitewash is so well 
known to be an indispensable purifier of sueli places, materi
ally helping to keep awav those kinds of vermin that pi event 
poultry from thriving. In fact, the absence of lime was so 
general that the hens could hardly pick up enough 
egg-shells Had they laid eggs without shells, the circum
stance would have mortified the hens as much as it would
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have surprised the family. As it was, their only dependence 
was on the pile of lime rubb sh which was left every spring 
after whitewashing the kitchen. The woman who presided 
there did manage to fix up things once a year. They thought 
lime was good to dr.ve away ants and roaches, and so they and 
the hens were the only parties on the premises who used it.

There were many other things about this firm-house that 
were quite as much neglected, mo:e than it is worth while 
at present to mention, miles it be the wood pile. Though 
there were two men on the farm, and several well-grown boys, 
yet the women could rare’y prevail on any of them to split a 
single stick of wood. The wood for the house caused great 
trouble,—it was difficult to get it at all. Then when it did 
come, it was crooked and knotty, much of it such as a woman 
could not split. Yet whenever a stick or two was wanted, the 
females of the family must run out into the shed to chop and 
split it. They never could get an armful ahead, such was the 
strange neglect of one of the most indispensable comforts of 
housekeeping. If the female head of the family had only 
thought of letting the male portion go a few times without 
their dinners, it is more than likely that would have brought 
them to terms, and taught them that it was quite as much 
their duty to split the wood as it was hers to cook their din- 
iieio. But she was a good, easy creature, like most of,the 
others. They had all been brought up in the same neglectful 
way, just rubbing along from day to day, never getting ahead, 
but everything getting ahead of them.

This farmer’s name was Philip Spangler, and he was unlucky 
enough to have a hundred acres in his farm. The word unlucky 
is really a very proper one ; because it was unlucky for such 

n as Philip that he should have so much more land 
than he knew how to manage, and it was equally unlucky for 
the land that it should have so poor a manager. The man 
was
ous one.

a man

perfectly sober, and in his own way was a very industri- 
He worked hard himself, and made every one about 

him do the same. He was what is known as a “ slaving farm
er,” up by daylight, having all hands up and out of doors 
quite as early as himself, and he and they stuck to it as long 
as they could see to work. With him and them it was all work 
and no play, He had no recreations ; he took no newspaper, 
had no reading in the house except the children’s school
books, tne Bible, and an almanac,—which he bought once a 
year, not because he wanted it, but because his wife would 
have it.

What was very singular in Mr. Spangler’s mode of managing 
things, when a wet day came on, too rainy for out-of-door 
work, he seemed to have no indoor employments provided, 
either for himself or hands to do, having apparently no sort of 
forethought. On such occasions he let everything slide,— 
that is, take care of itself, and went, in spite of the rain, to 
a tavern near by on the railroad, where he sat all day among 
a crowd of neighboring idlers who collected there at such 
times ; for although it might be wet enough to stop all work 
in the fields, it was never too wet to keep them awav from the 
tavern. There these fellows sat, drinking or smoking, and 
retailing among each other the news of their several neighbor
hoods.

What Spangler thus picked up at the tavern was about all 
the news he ever heard. As to talking of farming, of their 
crops, or what was the best thing to raise, or how best to 
carry on this or that branch of their business,—such matters 

rarely spoken of. They came there to shake off the 
farm. Polities was a standing topic,—who was to be nomin
ated,—whether he would be elected. It was much to 
Spangler’s credit, that, if at this rainy-day rendezvous he 
learned nothing useful, he contracted no other bad habit 
than that of lounging away a day when he should have beeu 
at home attending to his business It was much after the 
same fashion that he spent hi8 long winter’s evenings,—doz
ing in the chimney corner,—for the tavern was too far away, 
or he would have spent them there.

Now it somehow happens that there are quite as many rainy 
days in the country as in the city. But those who live in the 
latter never think of quitting work because it snows deep or 
rains hard. The merchant never closes his counting-house or 
store, nor docs the mechanic cease to la bor from such 
they have still something on hand, whether it rain or shine. 
Even the newsboys run about the streets as actively, and a 
hundred other kinds of workers keep on without interruption.

If the laboring men of a large city were to quit work be
cause of a hard rain, there would be a loss of many thousand 
dollars for every such day that happened. So also with a 
farmer. There is plenty of rainy-day work on a farm, if the 
owner only knew it, or thought of it beforehand, and set his 
men or boys to do it,—in the barn, or cellar, or wood-shed. 
If he had a bench and tools, a sort of work shop, a rainy day 
would be a capital tiaie for him to teach his boys how to drive 
a nail, or saw a board, or push a plane, to make a new box or 

id an old one, to put a new handle in an axe or hoe, or to 
do twenty such little things as are always wanted on a farm. 
Besides saving the time and money lost by frequent running 
to the blacksmith or wheelwright, to have such trifles atten
ded to, things would be kept always ready when next wanted, 
and his boys would become good mechanics There is so 
much of this kind of light repairing to be done on a farm, 
that, having a set of tools, and knowing how to use them, are 
almost as indispensable as having ploughs and harrows, and 
the boys cannot be too early instructed in their use. Many 
boys are natural mechanics, and even without instruction 
could accomplish great things if they only had a bench and 
tools. The mak ng of the commonest bird-box will give an 
ambitious boy a vejy useful lesson.

It seemed that Mr. Spangler was learning nothing while he 
lived. His main idea appeared to be, that farming was an 
affair of muscle only,—that it was hands, not heads, that 
farmers ought to have ; and that whoever worked hardest and 
longest, wasted no time in reading, spent no money for fine 
cattle or better breeds of pigs, or for new seeds, new tools or 
machines, and stuck to the good old way, was the best 
farmer. He never devoted a day now and then to visiting the 
agricultural exhibitions which were held in all the counties 
round him, where he would be sure to see samples of the very 
best things that good farmers were producing—fine cattle, 
tine pigs, fine poultry, and a hundred other products which 
sensible men are glad to exhibit at such fairs knowing that it 
is the sma-t men who go to such places to learn what is gomg 
on, as well as to make purchases, and that it is the agricul 
tural drones who stay at home. The fact was, he had been 
bully educated, and he could not shake off the habits of his 
early life. He had been taught that hard work was the chief 
end of man.

Of course such a farmer had a poor time of it, as well as the 
hands he employed. He happened to he pretty well out of 
debt, there being only a small mortgage on his farm ; but he 
was s»d poor a manager that his hard work went for little, in 
reality just enough to enable his family to live, with some
time» very close shaving to pay interest. As te getting rich,

a cause;
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Winter Campaign ! I
Grand Premiums for Workers

Lemon Pie.—One lemon, on cup of sugar, half a 
cup of water, two eggs, one teaspoonful butter ; 
line your pie plate with a nice crust, pour in' the 
above, bake in a quick oven.

Pitmit Department.
My Dear Nieces.—Let us take time for read

ing. It will never come if we wait to have every 
piece of work finished, and every speck of dirt 
removed from every article we use. N o kind of 
labor is degrading if done from a worthy motive, 
and no motive can be nobler than the womanly 
desire to make a pleasant home. With this end in 
view—with love as a prompter—washing, and 
darning and scrubbing, are all elevated from drud
gery to a nobler place. But our houses cannot be 
properly attractive and profitable to our families, 
if we ourselves are dull and harrassed. Our 
brothers and fathers, and husbands and sons, need 
cheerful and intelligent companions at home. It 
is necessary that good home-makers and keepers 
should read and reflect, and listen and converse. 
What shall we read ? Whatever really helps us 
along, whether it be history, science, philosophy, 
or morals. I can’t read hard books when I am 
tired. Then I take what I call easy reading, good 
stories, and the lighter newspaper articles. But if 
we live on light reading entirely, we cannot ex
pect to gain in mental strength and growth, 
sides, a vacant mind takes all the meaning out of 
the fairest face. The lessons of our own experi- 

most valuable, I know, but good books 
great helps. From them we get the results of 

the experience and observations of others.

Answer to Enquirers.
J. L.—Is there any way to clean rusted steel 

beads upon a velvet work bag without soiling the 
velvet î Ans.—No ; unless the beads are removed. 
They may then be cleaned by putting them in a 
small bag with some emery and rubbing it be
tween the hands.

the choice or
The Offer,
The Accepted,
Life’s Voyage, or
Language of Flowers and Floral Con 

versatlon.
BY UNCLE CHARLEY.

Contains the Princip’.es of the Fl iwer Language ; Flowers 
with their Expressions, Flowers by the Poets, a Fascinating 
Story. Floral Decorations, Cemetery Decorations, Skeleton 
Leaves, &c.

For ONE New 
Subscriber.

Lonely One.—Soup is eaten with a spoon. It 
would not be possible to eat soup with a fork. 
2nd You must decide for yourself as to whether 
you should marry a man whom you love dearly 
but who smokes constantly. We should fear that 
he would become so impregnated with the smell of 
tobacco that no love could outlive the ordeaL 3rd. 
There is no fixed form for replying to a proposal 
of marriage. A girl who cannot find words in 
in which to frankly say whether she will accept or 
refuse does not deserve to ever have a proposât

ond Lillies with-

AND THE CHOICE Or

Homeward, or The Curfew, 
Balmoral Castle,
Lome and Louise, or

For TWO 
New

Subscribers

Mrs. W.W.—How can I grow p 
out a pond ? Ans.—Procure a large tub, half a 
barrel will do. Put some soil in the bottom, 16 
inches deep and plant a root of the lily in the soil; 
fill the tub with water. That is all. The tub may 
be sunk in the garden level with the soil, a few 
stones arranged around it, and a miniature pond is 
thus made.

Smeofftotany.
Be-

*III /
»H. F. S.—1st. Do you think I was treated right 

by a young lady upon whom I called last Sunday 
evening to go to church with me. When I went 
into the room she sat still and did not ask me to 
take a chair or take off my hat. 2nd. Do you think 
she answered me right by saying, “ I do not want 
to go to church with you ?” 3rd. Did I do right 
by leaving right away. 4th. Did I do right by 
telling her to “stay at home then ?” 5th. What 
is the best way to stop other young men (who 
have heard of my misfortune) from tormenting me? 
6th. I met the young lady at singing school this 
winter; should I speak to her ? Ans.—The young 
lady certainly was not polite, but neither were 
you if you did not take off your hat before enter
ing the room. A gentleman never waits to be 
told to take off his hat. The lady should have 
asked you to be seated and should not have 
answered so rudely. If she did not wish to go to 
church with you, she should have made some ex
cuse. You were right in leaving at once, but 
wrong in answering so rudely. You should have 
said “I beg your pardon, I am sorry to have 
troubled you. Good evening !” and with your best 
bow you could have retired knowing that you had 
behaved like a gentleman while the young 
had proved herself very far from being a lady. 
5th. It is very vulgar to tease another in that way, 
but we do not know how you can stop it, unless 
by either knocking the unmannerly fellows down, 
or else by taking no notice of the annoyance. 6th. 
It is the lady’s place to notice you first, and your 
course must depend upon hers; however, we fancy 
you will not care to have much to say to sugh a 
rude person ; and she may not care to speak to you 
after the rude way in which you left her.

ence arc
are t

Minnie May.

Recipes.
How to Remove Corns.—Saturate a small 

piece of cotton with alcohol, apply it to the 
for a minute, then with a sharp scalpel or knife 
carefully separate the corn from the healthy 
tissues, which is easily done by a careful handling 
of the knife and gentle pulling with forceps while 
the parts are being immersed with alcohol. If the 
alcohol dries away while operating, apply the 
saturated cotton again, and I frequently find it 
necessary to apply this several times before the 
operation is completed. The alcohol not only les
sens the sensibility of the parts, but it facilitates 
the separation of the hard corn from the soft and 
tender tissues. This cures, and that without 
drawing a drop of blood, or producing any pain, 
except what results from pulling on the corn with 
the forceps. After raising one edge ifc is about 
like removing a piece of adhesive plaster.—[Am. 
Med. Journal.

Roast Beef with YorkshirePudding. —Three- 
quarters of an hour before the beef is done, pour 
nearly all the drippings from the pan, then place 
the meat on a wire grating, or even a few sticks 
across the top of pan. Pour the pudding into the 
pan and return all to the oven ; the drippings from 
the meat will fall on the pudding and season it, 
when done place the meat in the middle of the 
platter, and lay the pudding—cut in pieces— 
around it. If preferred the latter may be baked 
in a separate pan, and served around the meat in 
the same manner.

Uncle Charlie’s Illustrated Game of 
Botany.

corn The most desirable Game for Children ever offered to the 
public.

In playing the elements of the 
and thoroughly acquired.

MME. DEMORFST’S CelebnAed PAPER PATTERNS to the 
value of 26cts. far ONE new Subscriber, and to the value ol 
(iOcts. for TWO new subscribers. Choice to be made from 
our illustrations in Fashion Department or Mm6. Demores^# 
Portfolio.

Science of Botany are easily

Our engravings, “The Offer” and “The Accepted,” by 
Thos. Faed, R. A , and the colored lithograph, “ Life’s Voy
age,” have been described in our Dec. No., 1876 ; Jan,, 1877, 
and April, 1878, respectively, and after a most careful exam
ination of hundreds of valuable engravings, we have not been 
able to find any more pleasing or suitably. They are without 
doubt unrivalled premiunuu>'.

In April No, “Homeward, or The Curfew,” by Joseph 
Johns, was described, and a cut but faintly suggested the 
merit and beauty of the large engraving, 22 x 28 inches in 
size, now offered * and in May No., 1881, a small wood-cut of 
the chromo “ Balmoral Castle,” is given. This engraving, 
24 x 30 inches in size, is of elegant finish and design. The 
last two mentioned were published at Two Dollars each under 
copyright.

“ Lome and Louise ” was fully described in our Dec. No., 
1879. and but a few copies remain in our hands.

woman

OUR RULES
The name sent in must bo a new one, ami the subscription 

for one year ($1.00) must be enclosed.
The prize is for the old subscriber who sends In the new 

name, and not to the new subscriber.
Choose your prize when remitting, otherwise a choice may 

be made for you.
To any subscriber, to any member of a subscriber’s family 

(1>oys and girls), to all postmasters and school teachers, who 
send in new subscribers, these prizes will be mailed, postage 
paid.

The number of votes cast up to Dec. 31 have 
been 108—74 of which have been in favor of corn 
being admitted free, and 34 for the continuation 
of the duty; of these 87 responses were from On
tario, 11 from Quebec and 10 from the Maritime 
Provinces. These responses are from the best class 
of farmers. They give sound reasons, but as might 
be expected, only a very small percentage of farmers 

about expressing their views or troubling 
themselves so much as to write for a purpose 
that they may think can have little, effect. 
Quebec sent 6 applications to have it taken off, and 
5 for it to be kept on. Maritime Provinces sent 4 
to take it off, 6 to keep it on. Several also 
stated that they wished to see the duty 
increased. We regret that any should think 
the question was put politically. We had 
no such thought, and to prevent politics from in
terfering with the tone of this journal, we leave 
this subject and ask for your opinion on other 
questions that have been agi.uted : 1, Should
township exhibitions be abolished ? 2, Should the
Provincial Agricultural Exhibition be abolished ? 
3, Should the importation of American cattle or 
swine be prohibited or not ? Remember it is small 
drops that make the ocean, and your still small 
voice has its power.

For the Pudding.—To a pint of sifted Hour, add 
a t easpoonful of salt, and half a pint of milk ; 
add the beaten yolks of four eggs, then another 
half pint of milk. .Lastly put in the four whites 
beaten to a stiff froth. Don’t use baking powder, 
but beat furiously ; turn into the hot pan and 
bake three-quarters of an hour.—[Prairie Farmer.

Mince Meat.—Take seven pounds of currants 
well picked and cleaned, of finely chopped beef 
suet, the lean of a sirloin of beef minced raw, and 
finely chopped apples, each three and a half 
pounds ; citrou, lemon peel and orange peel, cut 
small, each half a pound ; fine moist sugar, two 
pounds ; mixed spice, an ounce ; the rind of four 
lemons and four Seville oranges, mix well and put 

Mix a battle of brandy and white

Remember the annual meeting and elections of 
officers of the agricultural societies takes place on 
the third Tuesday iu January. If you are inter
ested in agricultural advancement you should 
attend the meetings and hear what is brought 
forward. There may be resolutions passed that 
may affect your future agricultural position. 
Absence from these meetings shows a neglect of 
your duty, as it may be the only time in the year 
you may have an opportunity to express your 
views, to suggest improvement, perhaps to fix or 
abolish township exhibitions. We have seen party 
influences brought to bear, to the injury of agri
culture. Try and avoid all votes or discussions 
for party purposes. Unite for the general ad
vancement of your agricultural interests. There 
should be longer discussions held at these meet
ings ; they are generally too hurried. Do not be 
afraid to express your views ; it tends to draw 
fourth information from others. Attend the 
iih etings, and try and get others to attend ; also 
let agricultural interests he first on this day,

care

Iin a deep pan. 
wine with the juice of the lemons and oranges 
that have been grated together in a basin, pour 
half over and press down tight with the hand, 
theu add the other half and cover closely. Some 
families make this one year and use the next. It 
is an excellent recipe.—[M. W.

Candy Caramels.—One pint cream, one pound 
sugar, one cup of butter, one-fourth cup chocolate, 
one cup of molasses.
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Inde Horn's $eprtment. Mother Shipton’s year : “ This has been a year
of wonderful events,” observed Mrs. Marrowfat to 
her neighbor, leaning over the railing that separ
ated the front court yards of the two hontes. 
“ I’rnly remarkable,” chimed in Mrs. Phénix. 
‘‘We ha/e had storms and droughts, and comets 
and fires, and 
and such like,
have,” added Mrs. Marrowfat, “and Mr. M. 
hasn’t been to bed with his boots on since the first 
of January ”

Going to the Dentist —I like to come across 
a man with the toothache. There's something so 
plea.-ant about advising him to stuff cotton into 
the tooth, to use camphor, creosots, and pepper
mint, and I always feel butter after giving it. I 
have had an aching snag, and I know just how it 
feels. It used to wake me up at night, and make 
me mad at noon, and set me to swearing early in 
the ra rning. I didn’t meet man or woman but 
what they advise l me. One said that a hot knit- 
tiug-needle pushed down on the root was excel
lent ; another said that opium was an excellent 
thing ; and others said 'hat it must be dug out by 
the dentist. I ate cotton, peppermint, camphor, 

Answers to December Pozzies. and opium until i got black m the face, x put
159—Cornwall. bans of hot ashes to my cheek, applied mustard,
lfiO-lst Swell well ell h-ld in y head in the oven, and the ache still ached.

2nd- Sk.li, kill,’ ill. -y.trr ;h= thlrd «;«»* I decided to have my tooth
o I Trifle riflè ® ® decided to, and then decided no- to. I

... ' ’ ‘ changed my mind four times in one afternoon, and
Ihl Wood. at last I went. The dentist was g'ad to see me.
163—To he or not to be, that is the question. He said thit if he could not take that tooth out

Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer without hurting me he would give me a mill.on.
The stings and ariowsof outrageous fortune, It got easier as he talked, and I concluded not to
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, have it pulled I started downstairs, but a jump
And, by opposing, end them ? caught me, and I rushed back. He said he wou d

165—Be content with small thinning. [,ok at it ; perhaps it did not nee i pulling at all,
1 but he c mid kill the nerve. By dint of fl ttery 

he got me into the chair. Then he softly inserted 
the knife, and cut away the 
gums. I looked up, and said 
I « ou Id kid him, but he beg
ged me not to—said the cut
ting was all the pain there 
was in it. He finally got me 
to lie back and open my 
mouth, and then slipped in his 
forceps, and cl 'Bed them round 
the to ith.
bordusoforsor !” I ere d, but he 
didn’t pay any attention to 
it. He drew in a full breath, 
gra-ped the forceps tightly,and 
then he pulled. Great spoons I 

but didn’t it seem as if my head «as going ! I 
tried to shout, grappled at him, kicked, aud then 
he held up the oil snag, and said, “There - I guess 
you won’t feel any more aching.” I leaped down 
a d hugged him ; I promise him ten millions ; I 
told him to make my home his house for ever; I 

A story is related of a Boston congrega’ion that hugged him again. I shook hands with everybody 
when they closed the r church edifice to give the m ‘he sir. et, kissed my wife, bouuht the baby a
minister a summer vacate n. a sign was put over <lozen rattle-boxes in a heap, a»d it seemed to
the entrance reading : “No service or Sunday as lf th« woill was too small for me, I
school in this h- usé during the hot season.” Some happy.—[Uaubury News,
sarcastic wag drew on the door of the side en
trance, in Colored chalk, a picture of the devil 
life-size and in full c stume, horns, hoofs, tai and 
all. with the inscription underneath : “ Not too
hot for me here Î”

No. 2.—CHARADE.

My first is an animal spry.
My second is an animal spry.
My whole is an animal spry.

Will A. Mette.
Mr Dear Nephews and Nieces —Wrhat shall 

a New Year’s gieeting be to all our boys and girls 
but to wish them a “ Happy New Year.” Now, it 
seems not very long ago that we did the very same 
thing. Bless us ! how the years do fly 1 To you, 
young people, it seems a very long while from 
Christmas to Chiistmae, and from New Years to 
New Years.

earthquakes and assassinations, 
until f’m dazed.” “ Indeed we

No. 3. —WORD SQUARE.
1. To improve. 2. A landed estate. 3. To fol

low. 4. Faits of speech. 5. To clothe.

No. 4.
Whole I mean to pronounce a public discourse 

on religious subjects ; behead and I mean to arrive 
at or to extend to ; behead again and 1 
either of the two or every one ; uow behead and 
twice curtail and I am a vowel.

No. 5.
Whole I mean to allow to admit or to bestow ; 

behead and I mean to rave in high-sounding lang- 
guage; beh ad again and I am an insect ; twice 
curtail and I am a vowL

t

W hen the holidays are over, and 
you have enjoyed your visits, your presents, your 
vacation, and all the pleasant things that holiday 
time brings, and after school has commenced 
again, and you have talked it all over with your 
school-mates, then some of you no doubt say, 
“ Oh, dear ! it is so long before Xmas and New 
Years will come again.” 
older people ; we find the years come around fast 
enough—too fast, indeed, for all the work there is 
to be done in them. You, too, will find it so 
when you are no longer boys and girls. “A 
Happy New Year !” H w often, at the beginning 
of the year, do we speak that wish to our friends Î 
A pleasant wish it is, but, if it is mere empty 
words, it doesn’t make any one happy. We must 
follow up our words by deeds, if we would have 
out wish come to pass. We wished you a “Happy 
New Ye-r,” and we shall try, in our way, to 
tribute to your happiness, 
other but once a mouth, but we will try to have a 
jully time. I hope to have a l.rge addition* in 
membership to our circle, and, 
although I think you all take 
au lute rest in our puzzle de
partment, yet, to make it still 
mure interesting this year to 
our children, I will offer the 
following inducements : For 
the best aggregate collection 
of origiual puzzles sent in dur
ing the present year, I will 
give three prizes of 3, 2 and 1 
dollars, respectively.

For the greatest aggregate number of answers to 
puzzles in this year’s volume, three prizes similar 
to the above.

mean

It is not so with us

Mi

con-
We don’t see each

WRM
!

Sim

"BeESSe JrD^Bâî “Oh ordorordon- k

6—illustrated rebus.

Names of Those who have Sent Cor
rect Answers IO Dec. Puzzles.

Mary Fleming, Miome G. Gibson, Sarah Miller.

I

'
In addition to these I propose to give a prize of 

fifty cents a month, for the beat original illus
trated lebus sent us.

The puzzles, with their answers, must be sent in 
by the twentieth of each month.

Hoping that til my nephews and nieces will 
enter as competitors, and, again wishing you 
all a very happy and prosperous Kew Year, I 
remain, your

if

me
was so

The lot of the Virginia schoolmarm is not a plea
sant one. ^ One of them has been “ telling tales out 
of school,” and thus relates her story : “It is the 
fashi.m iu my school for notes to come to me from 
the parents, written on the children’s slates. ‘Sary 
Ann is not by no means to be let sit side of Uberia 
Tuck. The facilities not settiu’ horses at time 

‘I would like Willy Anna to learn the 
planner. I hear you pick the chunes very clever.’ 
‘I request of you to hold iu my son Adoniram. He 
is a lorrud chil l, aud will get ahead of his health 
unless held in. ’ ”

Uncle Tom.

• >
PUZZLES. Old Pete’s wisest remark : “Ef de descendants 

ob de rooster what crowed at Peter. was ter make
a nois ebery time a lie is told dar w^ul.l be such a 
uoise in de world dat yer couldn’t heah de hens 
cackle. ”

No. 1.—TWO ENIGMAS. "
L—First in butter, but not in cheese. 

Second in burn, but not iu freeze.
Third in viitue, but not iu sin.
Fouith iu needle, but not iu pin.
F.lth in lie, but not in truth.
Sixth in Nettie, but not iu Ruth. 
Seventh ill » agon, but not iu sled. 
Eighth in white, but not in red.
Ninth iu narrow, but not iu wide.
Tenth in run, but not in ride.
My whole is a town on a lake’s fair side.

present.

Coming of Age—A Domestic Drama.—My Lady •
“ N ■, no. General, don’t talk to me of sch' ol and 
college ! There’s nothing like home influence for
boys. My precious da, ling has never leit my aid. A Dropped Letter —A peculiar sensation i.
v 'ry%L7oc err:,-J;:;dt Z'lTTt r? a"r t'"a Mt "" «WP-* a letter, especially if Tt is Ze of 

, , y’, era . Iul he has kept the heart of a value, into the box of a D ist-office One Ui«
his ' i’nnocentV*liff •” “The^Mra!’*0*'* Ah ‘hi! ^ °h 'iTn*10"’ *" if a .Dart of himse,f. « it 

be wanting to marrv l ’l ’ Ah’ *ere* htd falleu into an unfathomable abyss, never
something of “hafs^t S he doL’nU” V" ^ ^ reCOVere,‘ Jh.s rot strikes the heart like 
La,lv • “Pond IT Z-P ! 1 My destiny, irresistible for ever. If any error has

wheel'cab* and a ^porku^'Cm ^

wiLx m^udy^-Puûr’1

D. B. C. soon
2 ~ First in game, but not in play.

Second in evening, but not iu day.
Ihild in knife, but not in fork.
Fourth in stopper, but not in cork.
Fifih in eyrie, but not in nest.
Sixth in labor, but not iu rest.
S' venth in mi .utes, but not iu hour.
My whole the name vf a beautiful flower..

were

Alice.
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9 A Judge’s Charge, with Variations.

The following comes from Georgia, and its ao- 
onracy is vouched for by the stenographer who 
took it down :

Judge-----was noted for the way he got mixed
in his charges to the jury. On one occasion a 
ca«e was tried before him the points of which may 
be britfly stated thus : Smith brought suit 
against Jones upon a promissory note given f.<r a 
horse. Jones’ deftnse was failure of consideration 
he averring that at the time of the purchase the 
horse l ad the glanders, of which he died, and that 
Smith knew it. Smith replied that the horse did 
not have the glander», but had the distemper, and 
that Joues knew it when he bought.
_ Tne judge charged the 
jury: “Gentlemen of j 
the jury, pay attention | 
to the charge of the 
Court. You have al
ready made one mis
trial of this case because 
you did not pay atten
tion to the charge of the 
C iurt, ano I don’t want 
you to do it again. I 
intend to make it so 
clear to you this time 
that you cannot pos-i- 
b y make any mistake.
This suit is upon a note 
given for a promissory 
horse. I hope you un
derstand that. N .w, if 
you find that at the time 
of the sale Smith had 
the glanders, and Jones 
knew it, Jones cannot 
recover. That is clear, 
gentU men. 1 will state 
it again. If you find 
that at the time of the 
sale Jones had the dis
temper,and Smith knew 
it, then Smith cannot 
possibly recover. But, 
gentlemen, I will state 
it a third time, so that 
you cannot possibly 
make a mistake. If at 
the time of the sale 
Smith had the glanders 
and Jones had the dis
temper, and the horse 
knew it, then neither 
Smith, Jones, nor the 
horse can recover. Let 
the record be given to 
the jury.” — [Harpei’s 
Magazine.

y~,~De Taller « htnee.
AS DISCUSSED IN THE CABIN.

He kin pick up a libliiu’ wharebber he goes 
By wukm’ de railroad an’ washin’ ole clo'es ;
He k n lib ’bout as cheep as a leather wing b»t, 
For he watches de rat market keen as a cat ;
An his hoard an’ his rations is pretty ni. h free, 
For a mighty smart cuss is de y aller Chinee.

Den he’s not trwine to keer whar yon put him to stay, 
An his eatin’ don’t cost but a nickel a day ;
An’ he won’t gib a straw for do finest hotel’
When a slab-sided shanty will suit him as well; 
An a empty old box, or a holler gum tree, 
is a big boa’din’ house for he de y aller Chinee.

îKMWKÏftSÊJft
Dat de rabbit can’t lib in a stump wid deonmî?

Whence wood pecker oamps on de morkin’-bird’s
You k n’tell pretty quick which kin tussle de be.’- 
Wh 8 Y1'8 ?..800!! ohrnoe ob » «kirmLh aheaT ’ 
W bed* 8peUkIdU d°g lo*fa ,roand de tommy-oat’s

An’ dark gwxue to be a racket wuf waintin’ to see 
When de wukm’. man butts ’gin de yaller Chinee.

H
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I Facts About 
Fl»he<,

Much interest is now 
being taken by scieu- 
tists in regard to the 
habits, instincts and 
emotions of fishes. Na- 
turalists have geuer.lly 
accepted Cuyler’s view, 
that the existence of 
fishes is a silent, emo
tionless and juyle-s one; 
but recent obet-rvatinoe 
bend to show that many 
fishes emit vocal sounds 
amt that they are sus
ceptible of special emo
tions, paitioularly such 
M regard for their 
young, attachment be
tween the sexe and for 
locality. Am<m| 
gamous fishes tnere is 
often seen decided evi
dence of watchfulness 
over their

!

àfs*mm
14

mono-
V\The Month of January.

A JANUARY SONO.
BT H. 0 ADAMS.

The Old, Old Year is dead.
The enow lies on hie bed,

The New Year has come me.il> in, with a cheerful 
Sound of lielis :

The wind blows -harp and keen 
The naked boughs between ;

There are no song-bird* iu the woods, no flowerets 
in the dells.

Sing hey 1 eingho!
As down the mine we g«»

With laugh^and Shout that ilngeth out upon the

Sing up ! sing down !
Oh, leave the sloppy town.

The primes, ami the Joys, of country

M
\ young, in 

which the males not 
infrequently act an im- 
portant part. Among 

.•nest building fishes the 
[male often prepares the 
Bests. Among some 
who do not bn.W nets 
the eggs are carried 
about m the oheok hoi- 
lows of the male. Oases 
have been noticed where 
male fishes h-ve re- 
maioed in the same spot 
m the river from which 
the female had been 
t-ken. A case is noted I J"*1' **> •'tvf » pair had 

I been separated, both 
appeared miserable and 
seemed nigh unto death, 
but on being united 
again both became hap. 
py. In fish battl. a it is 
sometimes noticed that 
the conqueror assumes 
brilliant hues, while the 
defeated one sneaks off 
with faded colors, the 
change evidently being 
brought about by em“ 
t'oual feeling». There 

i *r® certain classes of 
fash that are capable of 
a kind of organization 
for acting in concert for 
common defense or to 
attack a common ene
my. The remark b'e 
su icess which has oflafe

of fish has shown that as a mattedo/economy an 
acre of good water is worth more to a farmer than 
the same area of the best arable laud. Tnis sub. 
ject, in all its bearings, is one that deserves 
mo-e attention than it has hitherto received.

§Hw
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>

■
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m v if'.
/if/'\H\ wf'HRLi

m
> ms4 The air is full of snow,

Tht* catt.e stand and low
Knee"detrL^tWh ^ the rick, all

The hud 1. d birds cry ' Cheep r 
Beside the Vt ded sheep

086 Tr andrbrighTd ""W ,0°k "here -» «•

8 ng hey ! sing ho I 
As down the slide

A->m

m An Unhappy Mor
tal.— Is the want of 
energy leally both phy
sical and uit ntal ? If so, 
it will require double 
treatment. VVhat,again, 
is your age? You are 
probably young, for 
from seventeen to twen
ty-four young fellows 
find it difficult to settle 
down, and complain of 
drifting aimlessly 
through life. Again, 
you in business ? Has 
jealousy, emulation, 
love, ambition, never 
affected ton ? Any of 
these will find 
object and give 
energy. A sword to be 
used must be previously sharpened. Is this 
“deadly torpor stealing over intellectual and 

bodily faculties” the result of bodily sin ? D , 
you take opium ? Are you crimiuady selfish in 
your indulgences and indolen e ? The very first 
step towards cure is to d- bate the matter and 
‘ have it out” with yourself Of course you can 
be cured ; fix that as a sine qua non in your m.nd.

ww

we go.

Ilpgggg
■

\
' «U

are
Y» to

aJÇSBKÇ*1 r5S

you an
you

j
An’ he eats little mice, when da blackberries fail, 
I ill d« bar on his head gits de shap ob a tail.
An I know by his clo’es an’ his snuff culled face 
Dat he cums fum a scrubby an' one-gall,is race ;
An I s trabbled a heap, but I nebber did 
buch a ourisome chap as de yaller Chinee. !e\ensee

Not to be trusted.—The Rector : “A gent’e- 
Pknow slightly, is coming down from Lon

don, I armer Groggins. Do you think you could 
b ard aud lodge bun for a while ?” Farmer Go a
glr,8: “,V:h’,rs’ ”7” The Rector : I believe
you wi 1 find him to be an immensely studious and 
a deeply m st deeply, rel gious young man. ’ 
farmer Groggms : “ In which case, begging yjnr 
parding, sur, I expex my money in advance. ’ — 
IP un.

Dis country was made for de whiles an’ de blacks 
b .r dey hoes all de c -n an’ pays all de tax ;
You may think what you choose, but the ’sertion 

is true
Dat de orf-cullud furriner nebber will do ;
For dar s a heap o’ tnuvh people fum ober the 
But de cussedest sort is de yaller Chinee !

man

“ Where are ye living’ now, Moike ?” “In Doen- 
gal street, number eleven.„ , r ,, ^ C.me an I see me.”

raith, I will ! Ought I to come be the airy, or 
be ths front dure ?” “ [ don’t care ; bill as I’m
occupy in’ the garret perhaps it would be 
vaillent for ye to come in be the skylight.”

sea,
more con-

Y\ hen de bumble-bee crawls in de dirt-dobber’s hole

i-i- V
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in excess of expectation that a Chicago firm cabled 
last week to a London house asking if those 
figures are credited. The answer was that they 
are probably correct for the total crop.

PEAS.
Holders still ask the high prices obtained last 

fall, and the result is that there is not much doing.
BARLEY

The most important stock sale that we have 
heard of to take place during this month, is that 
of Mr. Frank Shore, of Westminster See ad
vertisement. We have received one letter from * 
subscriber in New Brunswick stating he might 
possibly attend this sale.

gin—I am a young man reading, with theex- 
nectation of becoming a farmer, agricultural 
Tournais, such as the Farmer’s Advocate, Chicago 
L. S. Journal, and Country Gentleman. These 
last few months I have been studying the Canada 
Shorthorn Herd Book, with the view of ascertain- 
inn what may be considered perfect and imperfect 
nedinrees. Will you kindly publish my questions, 
with your answers, in the next Advocate, whether 
I am correct in including the following classes of 
pedigrees as imperfect : 1—When one of the bulla 
before the imported cow has an asterisk or star 
prefixed, and one of the bulls with an American 
number after the imported cow with an asterisk 
makes it imperfect, and does it extend to all their 
descendants! 2—Undoubtedly all those called 
grades, with from four to eight crosses, beginning 
with the Canada mongrel cow, are imperfect. Wül 
von kindly answer what you consider is the differ
ence in value for breeding purposes between a four 
and an eight cross, where the pedigrees of the bulls 
used and the animals are of equal ment T S—l 
find that in some imported cows where there is 
one. two and sometimes time cows not registered 
at alL and usually directly after the imported cow 
—does this make them imperfect and also their 
descendants ! 4- When a bull is recorded m the
C H. Book as having say five crosses and is used 
in Canadian pedigrees with American numbers, 
and an imported pedigree attached, would you 
consider it to be an improved pedigree ? 5—Are
those that are called the seventeen importations, 
ending in Mrs. Motte, by Adam, and others, con
sidered defective and why ? My sixth question re
lates to breeders and not to Shorthorns, and is a 
very delicate one. When a breeder is well in
formed in pedigrees and is breeding what he con- 
aidera to be imperfect and sells them to parties who 
know nothing about pedigrees, would you consider 
him a perfect----- . 1 have left a blank for breed
ers themselves to answer, and not you.

Falkland, Ont.
1 received a communication from the British 

American Shorthorn Association, enclosing copy of 
constitution and by-laws, but fail to see what 
benefit it is going to be to men who only keep a 
bull for service. The members are required to pay 
a fee of $5, and an annual subsoription of $4 per 
year Will you please answer in your next num
ber of the Advocate what benefit we will derive 
from the Association, and where this money goes 
and to what purpose put; and what is wrong with the other Herd Book T F. B„ Princeton, Ônt.

[We call the attention of the President, Vice- 
President or Secretary of the British American 
Shorthorn Association to the queries in theseletters ]

J C Snell, of Edmonton, Ont., writes that the 
nrosoects for the British American Shorthorn Herd 
Book are very, flattering A large number of 
breeders have recently availed themselves of 
bership, and pedigrees are being sent in rapidly 
from all parts of Ontario, and many from Manitoba 
and Quebec. The office, 04 King St. East will be 
a convenient resort for breeders visiting Toronto, 
and Col. Denison is always glad to welcome Short
horn men.

Sm —Please make the following correction of 
our report of cattle in your next issue, namely, 
the cost of feeding was $30.00 per head for the 
last 6 months, instead of 3 months, as you have it, 
at the rate of $5 00 per head per month. Also,
our address is not Almira.

H. & J. Groff, Elmira.

Ayrshires are increasing in popularity and value. 
At the recent auction sale of this class of animals, 
held near Georgetown, Mr. Bessey realized good 
prices, ranging from $100 to $300 per he»d 1 the 
average bdlng $149. The sale realized $3,200. 
Mr. A. C. Smith, of Emerson, Manitoba, was an 
active purchaser. Mr. J. B. Coles, of Woodstock, 
Ont., was not slow in gaining some good animals. 
Several other Canadians invested, and a few 
animals were purchased by Americans.

Has been very quiet for some time and stocks are 
retty heavy in dealers’ hands l~1' Apretty heavy in dealers’ hands. Malsters and 

brewers contend that the price asked is too high.
clover seed.

Very little has been done in this article as yet, but 
we hope to see a move before long. Whether the 
English trade will take hold at present rates re- 
mams to be seen.

cheese

has ruled very quiet the past month, 
good deal still unsold, although a large proportion 
of what is now held is not strictly tine. The cable 
is down again to 55 shillings for summer cheeso 
and fine Sept, is quoted at 63 to 65 shillings in 
Liverpool. Stocks of cheese in London are esti
mated at 65,000 boxes, against 90,000 boxes at this 
time last year.

There is aIt affords us pleasure to call the attention of 
farmers, feeders and stockmen generally to the 
advertisement of the Thorley Horse and Cattle 
Food Co., Hamilton, found in another column of 
this paper. This food seems deserving of the high 
opinion entertained of it by many of the leadmg 
stockmen and breeders of Ontario and Quebec, as 
the highest prizes given for fat stock in the Do
minion both in 1880 and ’81 were carried off by 
animals that had been fed upon it. It was fed to 
the beautiful prize animals of Messrs. H. « J. 
Groff, Elmira, which won the Farmer’s Advocate 
prize, and of which a cut appeared in issue of De
cember (see their reference), and has won laurels 
even at the fat stock show, held in Chicago in 
November last. We understand one ton of the 
food has just been purchased at the Model Farm, 
Guelph, where it has been fed in increasing quan
tities for the past three years. It is well recom
mended also by the manager of the Prince Ed
ward’s'Island Government Stock Farm. The 
company, we understand, paid $400 in prizes dur
ing the past two years at the fairs in Ontario, and 
that they are generously offering the sum of $600 
at the leading fairs in Ontario and Quebec in 1882, 
which cannot but be productive of good results.

BUTTER
keeps in the same dull unsatisfactory state. The 
mild open weather has made butter-making quite 
practicable up to date. Stocks of medium butter 
are heavy all through the country.

POTATOES.
The “boom” in potatoes seems to have settled 
down to a quiet, legitimate trade. Considerable 
quantities of potatoes have been shipped from 
Liverpool and Glasgow to New York, and more 
are said to be on the way.

FARMERS’ MARKETS.
f

London, Ont., 31st December, 1881.
Per If 0 lbs

Wheat, Delhi .. $2 10 to ?2 15 | Lard, per lb..
“ Red .... 2 11 to 2 15 Flax Meal----
“ Spring, .none offering | Rye.................

Treadwell........... 2 10 to 2 15 i Barley....
Clawson.............. 2 10 to 2 Id I Timothy seed... 2 50 to 3 00
Oats..................... 116 to 117 Butter, per lb...
Peas..................... 1 2i to 1 30 | “ tub.......
Com...:............. 1 60to 1 00 |
Hay. per ton......12 00 to 14 00 | Eggs................
Linseed Cake.... 2 01 to 2 25 | Hops. 100 lbs. .21 00 to 30 00 

90 to 1 00 | Wool..
20 Apples 

12 to 12$ | Onions

14 to 17 
S6 50 to S3 75 
none off’ring 

1 60 to 1 66
Mechi.

Corawmial. 21 to 23
16 to 20

crock.... 16 to 18
.. 20 to 23

Farmer's Advocate Office, ) 
London, Ont., Jan. 2, 1882. j

The
Potatoes,bag — 
Honey, per lb. ..
Cheese...............
Cordwood........
Geese, each....

23 to 25 
40 to 60 
75 to 1 00

4 00 to 4 50 I Straw, per load. 2 00 to 3 00 
40 to 60 | Turkeys, “ .... 50 to 1 25

We think it must trouble the oldest inhabitant 
to recollect having previously seen a parallel for 
the unusual mild weather. Some one says it is 21 

and another 56 years since such a green Toronto, Ont., 31st Dec. 
Potatoes, bag... 90 to 95
Apples, brl 
Butter, lb. rolls. 23 to 24

“ dairy. .. 18 to 20
21 to 26
23 to 24
78 to 87

years,
Christmas was seen in this part of Canada. Per- 

could sit comfortably out on verandahs and in
$l 22 to Si 24

“ spring___ 1 33 to 1 34
44 to 46 

Hogs, 100 lbs. .. 7 50 to 7 76 
Beans 
Peas.
Hay...
Rye..

Wheat fall
1 25 to 2 00

Oatssons
summer houses on Christmas day. But all this, 
although a novelty, is not a desirable one. The 
weather is both unseasonable and unwholesome, 
and its effect upon business is not at all satis-

2 25 to 2 60 Eggs, fresh.......
Wool, per lb___
Barley................

79
9 75 to 14 00 

85 to 86 |
mem-

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.factory.
Montreal, P.Q., 31st Dec.

I Corrimeal........... $3^50 to $3 50
SI 40 I Butter —

WHEAT
Wheat-

Can. spring__ S
Red winter.........

White winter..
Barley..................
Oats......................
Peas..........a..........
Flour car lots—

Superior ex. .. 6 15 to 6 20 I Lard 
Superfine

Has passed through another month of quietness, 
and very marked contrast to that of some three 
months previous. Bad roads and lower prices have 
tended to keep back deliveries, so that there is no 
very great accummulation of stocks in this country. 
Many will wonder how it is that wheat can be 
moved from Chicago at the prices quoted, but this 
will be much easier understood when we explain 
that grain has been taken from Chicago to New 
York (all rail) for about 10 cents per 100 lbs. ; 
whereas the rate from this city to New York is 27 

This is the effects of the cutting in rates 
Messrs. King & Co.’s Toledo

l 43 East’n Tp’s....
Brock ville and 
Morrisburg ...
Western..........

8QJ . Creamery.. .... . 22 to 24
| Eggs......... ........... 20 to 25

14 to 16
13 to 14
12 to 13
11 to 12$

18 to 21
1 39 i 

63 to 70 I 17 to 20 
15 to 1739

5 95 | Hams. 
85 I Bacon. 

5 f 0 to 6 25 | Cheese
Rye...
Oatmeal

Halifax, 31st Dec.
| Extra State... $6 40 to $6 50 
j Cornmeal—

$7 25 to $7 50 | Yellow k. d....
Spring extra.. 6 75 to '6 80 | Fresh ground..
Strong baker’s 7 30 to 7 50 I Oatmeal, Canada

Flour-
Sup. extra.... 
Cheice............. 'The following communication from J. B. Snider, 

of German Mills, must convince any one of the 
great demand for Percheron horses When half- 
bred animals bring such prices, what will the pure-

gjB —Our sales since 1st of July have been 
follows • To John Swisher, Fingal, Out., one pair 

°f two8 year old mare colts, for $400; G. S Dick- 
son, Cedar Hill, Ont., one two-year old stallion 
colt, for $320; to Samuel Kline, Manon Centre, 
Kansas, also a two-year old stallion colt, for $3o0, 
to John Kraft, Marion Centre, Kansas a yearling 
stallion colt for $200, making a total of $1,270 for 
five colts, or an average of &2o4 each. These colts 
were all got by our imported Percheron Norman 
stallion, Grey Hawk, and out of common Canadian 
mare The two-year old stallions weigh 1,43-and 
and 1,480 lbs. respectively.^ We have a great 
many enquiries for young stallions of this kind.

3 93
cents.
by the railways, 
circular says

“ Late paivate cables report that latest official 
estimates make wheat crop of France 15,200,000 
bushels less than last year. They impor’ed 61,000,- 
000 during the year ending August 1st, 1881. The 
net imports of wheat and flour during August, 
September and October this year were only 
10,913,000 bushels, against 19,617,000 bushels 

three months last year. Their imports thus 
far would hardly confirm the report that their 
crop is 16,000,000 bushels less than last year, 
although the high prices of wheat may have 
restricted the consumption, and diverted it to 
other and cheaper food.” H. K. Jackson esti
mates that the East Indies have a crop of 42,000,- 
000 quarters of wheat. This quantity is so much

3 80
5 90

WHOLESALE PRODUCE MARKETS.
New York, 31st Dec.as

Flour—
No. 2..............
Good..f.........
West’n ex....

Wheat—
No 2 red.......

No 1 white.......
Corn—No 2.......

“ yellow___
Oats—

Mix. white.... 50 to 54 |

$3 20 to U 60 I Rye..................
5 00 to 5 80 j Eggs, State...
7 25 to 8 25 | Potatoes..........

| Pork—
1 42 to 1 43 I New mess.... 
1 41 to 1 42 |

70 to 72 | Lard..................
70 j Butter...............

| Cheese..............

93 to 
29 to

2 50 to 2 Cl
H

same
18 to
9 to

CHEESE MARKETS.
Liverpool, Eng., Dec, 31, 6 p.m.

Per cable, 65s.
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Boston, Mass., 31st Dec. 
Butter—

Creamery ....$ 88to$ 40
Dairy..............  30 to 8Î
Common.........  16 to 17

Cheese—
Beet factory., 121 to 11 
Farm dairy... 11 to 12 

Beans, pr bu.—
Hand picked. 130 to 3 36
Mediums..........  8 00 to 3 30
Common........... 2 60 to 3 00

| Potatoes, per bus. 76 to 90 
I Onions, per bbl.. 250 to 100 
I Hops....................... 99 to 99

meat, offal and the bloody pieces which are un* 
saleable can be bought for a cent or two a pound.

The best way to utilize these scraps and to 
render them more digestible and nutritious is to 
out them into fine pieces, put them into a boiler 
with plenty of water, and boil them until the bones 
separate from the flesh. Then stir commeal into 
it until it makes a thick mush, season with salt 
and pepper, and cook till done. Feed this when 
cold to the poultry and they will eat it with evi
dent relish, and you have a most excellent food 
which will keep during cold weather.

Our experience is in favor of cooking the meat. 
It goes further, is more nourishing and le is in
jurious if over fed than in a raw state. Sh 
heads, shanks, livers and bone pieces can 
utilized in this way and the soup mixed in with 
meal or scalded wheat and seasoned to suit. 
Young fowls should be fed sparingly with flesh; 
meat, grain and cooked vegetables is the best 
staple food when properly varied.—[Poultry 
Monthly.

SEEDSFlour—
BEST GROWN

the Agricultural Emporium, 860
---------- —...., London, Ont Send tor Price List.
We buy end sell none but the best seed procur
able We aim to give satisfaction to all.

Address

'fi

Choice spring.. 
Com meal bbl.. 
Oatmeal, bbl....Gate......
Wool-

Western fine..
Pulled extra........
Canada pulled...
Combing.............
Hay—

Coarse, ton ... 
Fine....

Oat straw.

mFor sale at the Agricultural Em 
Richmond St.

fglf
PEAHCB, WELD * C#„

London, Ont
v •

BEftQEBl
■■■■ ELLLIS BROTHERS,
„ „ . . Keene, N. H.
It will astonish and please. MUSE.

14 0Y

193-aLIVE STOCK MARKETS.
Buffalo, N. Y., Ü. a A., Dec. 80.

Carefully prepared statistics bearing on the Buffalo live 
stock trade show that the movement of 1881 was not up to 
that of 1880. The total receipts show a decrease of 3,236 car 
loads of cattle, 2,097 of hogs, an increase of 608 of sheep, and 
a decrease of 216 of horses ; making a total decrease of 6,041 
car loads. The total shipments eastward show a decrease of 
3,518 car loads of cattle, 2,177 of hogs, an increase of 42 of 
sheep, a decrease of 223 of horses, forming a total decrease of 
5.876 car loads of all classes of live stock. The cattle trade of 
of the year just closed has been of a prosperous nature In
terior butchers have been liberal buyers, and probably a 
larger business has been done in that direction than during 
any former year in the history of the trade. The receipts of 
cattle from Canada show a marked increase as compared with 
1880, being no less than 2,984 car loads, while the total num
ber of loads cording to hand was 12,254. The class coming 
from the Dominion is known as stock cattle, and as all of 
them change hands in this market the trade is one of impor
tance. In price they have ranged from $3 to $4 60 per cwt., 
with most sales at 83 36 to 34 35. Sheep and lambs—Buffalo 
is probably the largest receiving point for this class of stock 
west of New York, western shippers usually finding buyers 
for all kinds of stock. The trade is largely speculative, and 
on the whole has been remunerative. On the average the 
market for hogs has ruled 31 50 to 32 per cwt. higher than in 
1880 ; the trade has at times ruled fairly active, stimulated as 
it frequently has been by the presence of Philadelphia and 
New York buyers, a number of whom are located here. There 
has also been a steady local demand on the part of three or 
four packing firms who kill the year round.

.eep’s
1 D© Model Farm, Guelph.

SBSNBW ADVERTISEMENTS.1i
-

i'eBSfe
I ^ESTABLISHMENT COUmTEPORTABLE

cwstmill
>
> I

ONE TON (2,000 lbs.)
-OF-

Thorley’s Improvedi HORSE AND CATTLE FOOD I)
1 # L

Was on Dec. 7th shipped to the Model Ann, 
where it has been largely fed for the past 8 yean.
^ Th® of the free and oentinuailv In

creasing use of our FOOD at an Institution when 
things are never done at random, but when ex
periment and investigation are always made with 
the utmost care, and on scientific prindplsa. we 
shall allow to speak for itself.

)

Montreal, Dec. 211.
The supply of cattle at Viger Market to-day was small, com 

prising about 160 to 170 head, among which only a very few 
could be classed as good stock. Two butchers left the mar
ket to-day without buying, on account of the offerings not 
being suitable for their trade. Two of the best steers on the 
market were sold at 6c per lb. live weight, but the run of 
sales was on medium to fair grades at 4c to 4} per lb. Com
mon stock sold at 3c to 8}c per lb., a tot of six lean 2-year-old 
cattle selling at 3c to 31c per lb. The offerings of sheep and 
lambs were small, numbering only some 70 or 80 head sales 
of which transpired at S3 to 31 25 for Iambs, and at 34 to $5 50 
for sheep. but the latter were very ordinary. Dressed hogs 
remain steady at 38 to $3 25 as to quality, notwithslaud the 
bad weather for hanlling.

m.X

JJSES FINEST FRENCH
_ X BURR ST0NES.'

WATFROUS ENGINE WORKS CO. BRANTFORD.CANADA 
193-tf

7
*>68g5 For Sale In all Principal Places.

? s\ % W5
»
3 PBAROB, WELD & Oo.,

(Agricultural Emporium)
860 RICHMOND STREET,

AGENTS for LONDON.

0
8

mvm3
0
5
0
0 IMPORMANCE OF RICE.

The Indian rice is the staple article of food for many mil- 
llins of population, and besides the enormous consumption of 
it there, there was exported from four ports from January 1 
to October 31, 1881 874,203 tons, equivalent to 0 993 600 
tierces of 280 pounds each. During the same time London 
and Liverpool received 288,309 tons, distributed 230.592 tons 
and had on hand October 31,123,191 tons, and afloat for three 
months 139,950 tons, making a visible supply of 263 141 tons 
equivalent to 2,195,128 tierces If a pound of rice is equal to 
two pounds of wheat as an article of food, the exports from 
India for ten months are equivalent to the supporting value 
of about 65,000.000 bushels of wheat.

LONDON. VIEW OF WHEAT.
The London correspondent of the Financial Chronicle,under 

date November 19, says : The more important feature in the 
grain trade this week is a quiet sale for wheat, caused by the 
large quantities which are now coming forward from Calcutta 
and Bombay. It appears that Indian growers and merchants 
were under the impression that, by holding, prices should be
come more remunerative ; but now that the quotations have 
declined, there is more desire to sell, and liberal shipments 
are -being made. The mildness of the weather also con
tributes very considerably to the inactivity of the trade. Pro
duce is still being shipped freely from Russian ports and 
there are very strong indications that we shall be amply sup
plied with foreign produce during the winter months. Millers 

• therefore are by no means inclined to purchase in excess of 
their actual requirements, but there is no pressure exhibited 
to sell on press sales.

0 Manufactory 48 John-St. South, Hamilton, Ont.GRAZING LANDS
Northern Pacific r. r.

6 I AND ARE FOUND ON

Good Reliable Men Wanted !THE*5 mmin MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, 
and MONTANA.

o
Wm14

i in every Township in Ontario, to take orders for 
the sale of

Fruit Trees and other Nursery 
Stock.

10
0 BIG CROP AGAIN IN 1881 ,14
17

Low PRICES ; LONGTIME; REBATE FOR IMPROVE, 
ment ; Reduced Fare and Freight to Settlers 

For Full Information, address

M. Newport, gen. land act.
St. Paul, Minn

Address, with references,
ALEX. PONTBY,

St. James' Park P. O., Ont.193-tf
Mention this Paper. 

193-y |
iO

'!1

HANSEN’S DANISH LIQUID *feet,rrlzea«,hree ooia Medals
n11TTrn nm oniDEEm*

PEABOE "WEXilD Sc OO.,
Agents for Western Ontario,

LONDON, ONT.

10 §17
14
15

-■A-15 *
14
IS

'2*

.
>0

t UCTION SALE OF THOROUGHBRED STOCK. On the 
A 7th February next there will be sold by Public Auction 
on Lot 10, Wilmot Township, Waterloo County, the following 
Thoroughbred Stock, viz 16 cows and heifers, aid 6 bulls 
and bull calves. Subscriber's premises are four miles from 
Baden Station, on the G.T.R. Parties attending sale will be 
conveyed to and from the station.
Haysville, Ont.

33 ii
SO
10 S60 RICHMOND STREET,

192-38
JOSEPH Y. SHANTZ, 

193-a

97 TEXAS
-----------------------------------------

A Meat Diet.
It is generally conceded by the majority of 

poultry breeders that a meat diet is essential during 
cold weather, when worms, bugs and insects are 
not to be found by the birds. But though 
sidered necessary to atone for the lost insect food, 
it should be used sparingly.

In winter and early spring, to keep np egg pro
duction, the fowls must have something to work 
on. The best way to supply them, if there is not 
enough of waste meat scraps from the breeder’s 
table to meet the required demand, is toget scraps 
from the butcher or slaughter-house. The waste

30
75

O

.0 con-0
CHEAP HOMES FOR ALL!

50,000 Laborers cam gefAmxnedlate Employment, at Good Wages,
3
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GOOD BOOKSLIBERALHARVESTER !imperial
------FOR THS------

Farm, Garden & Household
Allen’s (R.L&L F.) New American Farm

Book....................................«............................
American Dairying, by Prof L. B. Arnold.. 1 90
American Bird Fancier......................................
Allen's (L.F 1 American Cattle.......................
Barnard's Simple Flower Garden.................

“ Strawberry Garden.........................
Barry’s Fruit Gam en.........................................
Bam Plans and Oui buildings, 267 Illustra-

ti ns an « DesLtne ........... ...................
Buist't» Family Kitchen Gardener................
Butter and Butte»* Making ; Hasard...........
Book of Household Pete, paper...:...............
Bummer’s Method of Making Manures ....
BrilIV Farm Gardening and Seed Growing.. 1 60 
Culver’s Fruit Preservers’ Manual
Clock's Diseases of Sheep ............................
Cooked and Cooking Food tor Domestic

Animals..................................... ......................
Cook’s Mannual of the Apiary.........................
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor, 12 mo....
Every House Owner’s Cyclopedia ...............
Elliott Lawn and Shade Trees.......................
Farming for Boys.................................................
Flint on Grasses..................................................
Fu.tor’s Forest Tree Culturist........................
Fiax Culture. [Seven*Prise Essays by Prac

tical Growers]...........................
Fuller’s Grape Culturist...............
Fuller’s Small Fruit Culturist...
Fulton's Peach Culture................ .
Gardening for Pleasure..................
Gregory on Squashes (paper)....
Grant’s Beet Root Sugar........
Gregory on Cabbages...................

“ Carrots. Mangolds, Ac
Onion Raising..............

Guenon on Milch Cows.....................
Marian's Farming with Green Manures new 1 60
Harris on the Pig...................................
Henderson’s Gardening for Pleasure
Henderson’s Gardening for Profit...................
Henderson's Practical Floriculture...............
Hop Culture. By nine experienced cultiva

tors ..................................................................
House Plans for Everybody ; 8 B Reed.... 1 tO
Hunter and Trapper............................................
Husmann's American Grape Growing and , 

Wine Making ; IHustyyBd. . . 1 60
Johnson *s How Crops Grow............... ............. 2 00
Johnson s How Crops Feed............
Johnson's Winter Greenflies at Home.. .. 
Keeping One Cow Profitably ; il ustrated 

w.th full page en* ravings of the most
desirable Dairy Cows........... .... 1 ..

Klippart’s Wheat Plant:....................I........... 1 76
Law s Fanners* Vetero’ry Ad viser authorised 3 00 
Law’s Farmers’ Vet’y Adviser, Can. ed .. 2
Our Farm of Four Acres. Paper, 30c; Cloth,

60o; extra cloth.....................
Potato Culture—(Prise essay) .
Pockaitl’s Our Common Insects 
Quincy (Hon. Josiah)on Soiling Cattle.... 1 26
Quin* V Pear Culture for Profit......................
Karev and Knowlson’s Comp ete Horse

lamer...............................................................
Roe’s Play and Profit in my Garden.............
Stewart's Stable Book........................................
Stoddard's An Egg Farm; paper, 60c: cloth 
Talks on Manures Joseph Harris.
Tnomas’ Fvm Implements and Machinery 1 60
Ten Acres Enough........................... ..

hompsoifs Fwl of Animals..........
Waring’s F-rmer’s Vacation 
Wheelers Homes for ihe People ...
Willard s Pra« ti at Butter Book ...
Wi linns’ Window Gardening..........
Waring’» D ai-dng f *r Profit and Health.. 1 60
Waring’s E ements of Agriculture.«
Wright’s Practical Poultry Keeper ..

60

i *2 55

SO
2 60i Western Advertiser

FOR $2 00.

S8
38.. 2 60

1 80
1 no

25
60Choice of Splendid Engravings 25

We have made arrangements to dub the Wes
tern Advertiser and Weekly Liberal, of London— 
» large, 64-column newspaper, with this journal 
for the comi' g year ; and now offer the Farmers 

the Ad vet User from this date until 
the tiiat of January, 1883, to new subscribers fo» 
the r-um of $2 m advance The regular price of 
the Advertiser alone is $1 50 ! In addition to this 
anyone accepting the above offer may order am 
one of the follow ing premium engravings on pay
ment of ten cents additional, to be paid at same 
lime as subscription :

No. 1.—“ P Ttrait of Gladstone,” 18x22 inches, 
d <ne in black and tint, on heavy plate paper.

No. 2 * The B»ttle of Waterloo,*’ representing
the meeting of Wellington and Blucher on tile 
field of batt-e, 18x4 1 inches.

No. 3.—4 The death of Nelson," at the Battle 
of Trafalgar, a companion piece to the celebrated 
Waterloo plate, sze 8x40 im hes.

These engravings ate copied from the plates 
recently issued in England, at the rate of one 
guinea each, and by the u-w process the copies 
are exact reproductions in ev#>rv line and shade 
At the ra*e charge !, no housekeeper should fail to 
get at least one of these engravings.

SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
Remember, you can get this paper, the West

ern Advertiser and one engraving for $2.10. 
Let your neighbors know about this very 'ihe al 
offer. lfiL'.f

25
1 26

20
25ADVOCATE ami

k: ooK 60—, --

M 2 S!^“SSXtSSi sa*. ' I. “
80

.... 1 60
1 60

.... 1 60
1 40

so
GLOBE WORKS CO., London Ontario. 1 26

SO
SOthe BEST machine made, see thei K.B.-AGENTS. » W SO
75

182.1
1 60
1 60

or Years’ Superior Stock and drain
Farm for Sale.

1 60
1 60

experience of »
CONSTANTLY

INCREASING
demand

SOOne mile from Upper Woodstock, ha'f » mile 
from iron works a. d the station of railway to St 
John and Boston. At Upper W- odst ck are a 
Superior and a Common School The farm com
mises about 90 aci ea of rich intervale 75 acres of 
side hill and woodland, 30 to 4 ‘ acres of upland 
and a good orchaid ; also 66 acres of w.iodland 
About three miles from the II ine-tead. The 
intervale is bounded hy the St. John River on 
the South There are several never fairing springs 
on the farm.

The h use is hrge and commodious, is sup- 
plied with wat< r fr .m an acqueducL There are 
four barns «nd • thsr nut-buildings.

For particulars apply totintl FISHER.
Wood hank, Upper « oodatock, New Brunswick.

192-tf

1 00
i

for the Clover Mills! 2 no

Coot’s ïriiil Baton Poilei 1 001

shows that the WANTS of the CONSUMKR.have 
keen WELL STUDIED

THE COOK’S FRIEND •
is PURE, HEALTHY and RELIABLE It will 
always be found equal to any duty claimed for it- 

Retailed everywhere.
tr ASK FOR McLAREN’S COOK’S FRIEND

Under-Shot Open Iron 
Cylinder.

STEEL SHAFT,

i
1 00

25
1 60

1 00London Free Press
AND

Tie Farmer’s Advocate.
i A all chrome cards elegant new imported de- 

192-b ________ ____________

60
1 60
1 60

76
THE BEST IN TOE WOR1D . 1 60

FOR SALE:
<>U\ RILLC.UVF8,

1 ..
1 ..

1 CHOICE SHOUT
Eleven months..id. Color red. One from im

ported cow. Foi pedig.ee and price apply to

.. S .. 

.. 2 ..Can furnish Over-Shot BlrdsaU’s Pat
tern, If preferred. 1 ..

1 40
E. E. COOPER,

B x 27d. OSH AW A, Ont.
Tim Proprietors of the WEEKLY FREE 

PRESS have made nr»n> geme-t s "i h the nb 
li.-Jier of the FARMER’S ADVOCATE t » 
furnish both of iheee ete.lmg p-tpeis at ihe low 
price of

1 ..
192-b 2 ..

IMPORTANT sale Any of the above useful frtoks will be mailed 
post-paid fiom the Farmer’s Advocate Office, on 
receipt of price named with postage, namely, 
hooks under $1, 6c ; over $1, lu additional.

Upk
-------OF-

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.THOROUGHBRED STOCK E
The offer now made is the most advantageous 

in the newspaper market, placi *g in the hands ti 
the reader the Best General Weeklv N« wspaper 
and the Best Canadian Agricultural Journal pub
lished in the Dominion.

m FARMS FOR SALE
In Western Ontario a numbet of choice Farms. 
Full descriptive list sent on application. Corres
pondence mvved, full information given, and on 
personal application at my office plans of the 
townships shown, enab iug strangers to see the 
position of properties and their proximity to 
towns, railway stations, &c. Farms with acreage 
to suit every one- Send to

i'UAKLLS ft. BKYDLES
Real Estate Agent.

Land Office, 99 Dundas street west, London, 
opposite to the City Hotel, for list of farms for 
sale. 176-tf

CONSIS11NO OF

20 Shorthorn Cows and Heifers,
7 Bulls and Bull Calves, 

15 TTigh Bred Grade Shorthorns,
30 Cotswold Ewes & Ewe Lambs.

II Graii-Saver” totesIHE WEEKLY FEES FHESS
MOUNTED AND DOWN POWERS.STANDS UNRIVAUED FOR THE EXTENT. SUPERIORITY 

AND RELIABILITY OF ITS CONTENTS.
sals to t»ks placr

Wednesday, January 11, 18858
At 1 p. m., sharp.

N R—The Short tv ms ara up to the standard 
required for the ne» Brit bh xmen.-an Shorthorn 
Herd Book for cattle of the best etas ses.Up»rt of the Cotswold- are împoited or hred 
from import d stuck Drafts from each of the IrTe «XE>"have been successful as pnze-winuers

"fSÏÏI» London. Ont Teams
wm me'et .u trains at London sUtiou the morn-

'"Lulogue on app’ication to the Proprietor, 
FRANK R. SHORE,

White Oak P. O., Out.

milE most approved and popular portions of the 
1 WrhKi.Y Fhrk Press comp ire its

Market Reports and Farmers’ Intelli
gence, Country Notes, Stirring Tales 
of Adventure and Romance. Canadian 
and United States Items, British and 
Foreign News, Unrivalled Political 
and Social Articles.

Price, $150 a Year; Postage Paid.
Send Postal ard for Specimen Copies, Free.

ear Address us for Catalogue 
of Threshers, Clover Mills, 
Horse Powers, Reapers and 
Mowers.

PATENTS
We continue to act as Solicitors f»r Patents, 

Caveats, Trade Marks, Copyrights, etc., for the 
United Si a’ os. <'xnada. Cub*, England, F« ance. 
G -rmany, etc We have had thirty-live jearo* 
experlrnee.

Patents ubta ned through us are noticed in the 
Scientific American. This large and splendid il- 
hist ated weekly paper, $3.2» a year, shows tne 
Pr-igre-s <>f Science, is very interesting. and has 
an enormous « irculstion. Addre s MUNN & Co., 
Patent Solicit'*«s. Pub ishers of scientific Ameri
can 37 Paik Row, New Yoik, Hand book about 
Patente sent free.

L. D. SAWYER & CO.,
Agents Wanted at every f*l*ce, at every Post 

office, to whom handsome commissions 
will be paid. HAMILTON, ONT.,

CANADA.

194-tf
Address

Free Press Printing Company,
• LONDON, ONT.

fancy card-, chromo, snowflake Ac., no two 
OÜ alike, with Tinkler aw.. ^ y

173- 192-a192-e |

• i/ » .


